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CHAPTER I
EVOLUTION AND OPENNESS IN THE HUMAN BEING
Ethics and laws of human behavior
Since the Greeks, ethics has occupied a very important place in the history of philosophy;
although ethics is not only a patrimony of the West: it appears in all the great cultures, because
the human problems to which it responds are universal and the solutions it offers are also
marked by comprehensiveness. Because of this, although applicable or detailed formulations of
ethics are at times different, they share a common background that is more or less developed.
The great guiding principles of human behavior are shared by all humanity and are formulated
in any society, although, as a branch of philosophy, ethics is really an invention of the Greeks.
Concretely speaking, Aristotle is the first systematizer of ethics.
Nevertheless, at the present moment we are witnessing what we could call a kind of
disintegration of ethics, or at least the failure to apply it. On the one hand, there is a darkening
of the moral conscience among many groups of people, but above all there is a failure to
integrate ethics into one’s life, which to a great extent is due to the discovery of other types of
laws, in particular scientific laws with which it has been possible to initiate the great technical
progress that has characterized the last centuries. This implies a plurality of norms, of codes of
conduct that compete with each other, such that ethics is put aside in favor of other rules of
social life. Consider, for example, the so-called economic laws.1 Although they are not as
abundant nor as stable as certain economists claim who have not reflected on the foundations of
the science that they cultivate, people turn to them to make decisions when they want to correct
the dysfunctions of social dynamics.
Other laws discovered in our century intervene in human life. For example, biology has
acquired a scientific character upon establishing a series of laws, more or less well known,
presided over by the notion of the genetic code, which today is surely the one idea that directs
research in biology.
Doubtless, the human being is affected by economic laws, but not exclusively. It is
likewise affected by this discovery of biology that is acquiring a very pronounced practical
character. What is usually called genetic engineering is a technology whose influence in human
life can be very intense. Consider, for example, in vitro fertilization and its moral implications.
And this is only one instance of what can happen.
All of this gives rise to the fact that ethics takes refuge in commonplace formulations
and adopts a defensive, residual, or partial attitude in what refers to the conduct of human life,
because it is assumed that the human being is subject to other more critical rules, such as those
that regulate the interchange of products, goods and services, or because it is understood that the
manner of being of individuals follows their genetic make-up. In other words, the risk exists
that ethics transform, as Nietzsche put it,2 into a series of extrinsic rules subject to a
Economics as a science is a very modern discovery that starts with Adam Smith.
Cf. the analysis of ethics as a product of mere custom in On the Genealogy of Morals 1,2, no. 17ff.; Human, All Too Human 1.1.n. 96.

hermeneutics coming from deeper sources in the psyche, that is, as remedies that are superficial
or subject to suspicion, lacking intrinsic justification.
The first thing that is necessary to avoid is that ethics be isolated from these other social
or biological laws, because if this were to happen, we would not understand what is ethical nor
what those aforementioned laws are. Man is a complex and unitary being, open towards the
outside and within, who returns to his intimacy and transcends himself: in this coming and
going, he forms himself, he forges himself. There is nothing in him that can be considered
neutral from an ethical point of view, because no anonymous rule, rationalized simply, is
capable of explaining this co-existence that incorporates the external into the internal and gives
the internal to the external, in accordance with which what is properly human is forged.
It is usually said that business is business, and one must reply that business is not
business; rather, business is business if it is ethical. And if it is not, then it is not business, but
bad business, because economic activities are not autonomous; if they were, then the human
being would experience self-alienation: this would be to uproot the very act of doing business
and the businessman himself. Ethics has to do precisely with the very roots of human action.
Ethics is not a poultice; it is not superficial: Without ethics other laws of behavior dilute the
human being. And they become—such emancipated laws—nothing but incoherent applications
of a secondary use of freedom.
One should not say that the human being is dominated by laws. On the other hand, we
can say that when the human being acts, he gives rise to certain laws of behavior which appear
precisely in so far as the human being acts. Ethics is the study of action, in the selfmanifestation of the human being in so far as he is a living being that is both spiritual and
corporeal. All other laws of behavior are linked to the constitutive laws of the human being, that
is, they are not independent of morality. These other laws of behavior should be subsumed by
ethical consideration and be followed on the basis of such consideration.
If we formulate it in this way, if we focus on ethics as the intrinsic dimension of the
human being considered dynamically, then we avoid making ethics superficial or partial: this
alternation or oscillation between what is ethical and what is not. We need a study of ethics that
informs us about human action, that makes us see how a law of behavior arises, a rule that is
related to the most elementary and the most profound aspects of the human being and to its
ascent in the scale of being. Ethics is the anthropological science that one must always take into
account, that which we cannot do without or suspend. A science without which man becomes
unintelligible, without which he dehumanizes.
Ethics and economics
Ethics encompasses and affects the human being in all his dimensions. It is not an adornment,
something added to the human being in so far as he acts, but rather shapes—and this is what we
will gradually demonstrate—the very entrails of his action. Everything the human being does is
related to ethics. A complete study of human action is not possible if not in moral terms.
This is clear. There are many ways of studying human behavior—private, individual
behavior and behavior in organizations. The multitude of sciences concerning these matters is
not pointless: psychology, sociology, etc. But none of them is all-encompassing or teaches us
everything about human action; only ethics is capable of doing that.

Economics is a specific way of studying human behavior. It is a science that investigates
behavior, not a complete one, but rather limited, that is able to establish laws for a certain type
of human activity. These laws are few, and, in addition, with them one does not exhaust the
meaning of action.
Economics formulates laws that refer to exchanges, following which one determines
more or less what the evolution of prices will be, etc., all of it based on the fact that the
allocation of available resources can be done in different ways. According to the way one
allocates resources one can achieve some results or others. Economic laws stress that attempts
to achieve certain objectives are inconsistent due to the manner of allocating resources. 3
In general, economics can say: if you allocate resources in this way, you will not attain
the goals you have set, or there are better or more adequate ways to allocate resources, and
others which are worse. Verification of this is no small job. But it is clear that there are
integrating elements of human activity that economics does not take into account. Economics
says: depending on how resources are allocated, the result will be in accordance or not with
one’s objectives. Human desires, ends, objectives are not an economic question but an
assumption. Well, the end is an integral part of human activity; the human being does not act if
not for an end. Economics does not study the end directly nor does it give any law related to it.
Economics observes that, depending on how one allocates resources, this or that objective will
be attained, but as to whether one should try to attain this end or not, as a science it has nothing
to say. The economist as a human person can think about what he will, but the science of
economics cannot say anything about the ends of the human being.4
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For example, if the allocation of resources adopts the form of bureaucratic central planning, the objective of increasing the level of
acquisition of the community cannot be obtained.
Although it enjoys great prestige, the theory of the free market is also very limited. In the words of James Buchanan, “the great scientific
discovery of the eighteenth century was that of the properties of spontaneous coordination of the market economy. If the individual is
allowed to act in his own interest whatever this may be, within the legal framework of private property and trade, the wealth of a nation is
increased to the maximum, understanding said wealth in relation to the value that the individuals themselves give to goods and services.”
And “given that the market, in its totally decentralized form, plays the role of allocation-reward, any need for a collectivized or politicized
management of the economy disappears.” We are talking of an “unplanned order” or of consequences that do not derive from the free
choice of any individual or group.
It is claimed, therefore, that the coordination of the market is alien to the will and even to rational planning. Because of this it is not
unusual that there are attempts to add them: an unplanned order seems to be an unjustified creation of the imagination (the invisible
hand). From here arises the appeal to a directing will also of universal reach. This is the bureaucratic direction of the economy or of the
benefits of the market which is called the “welfare state.” The characteristic of economic socialism or bureaucratism is to uncouple the
binomial allocation-reward. In the end, the socialist ideology postulates the satisfaction of consumption outside of production. In the
words of Hayek, this is a “fatal arrogance.”
It is obvious that economic value has to be generated. Without production, it does not exist. “And since production demands effort, an
expense of consistent energy in work, the individuals will voluntarily assume said expense only if they are sure of obtaining in exchange an
increase of the value of the product that they judge to be advantageous.”
Well, this appeal to the will of the economic agent is not coherent with the theory of the market, that is, with the notion of an unplanned
order. In economic theory, human faculties appear and disappear like the tide. As pure consequence, an unplanned order, the market itself,
is beyond the will and the planning of individuals. However, the dynamic consideration of the binomial allocation-distribution is
unavoidable, and in it the will and rational calculation are present in a particularly intense way. Except that when they are inserted into the
justification of the market in general, they end up precisely locked up in it. That is how the iron cage of Max Weber comes about. The
consecration of the economic notion of value is the reduction of human goals to the level of means.
But the most problematic assumption of the theory of the market is the notion of the individual. This is a static assumption, or one that
leaves outside of all consideration the process by which the human being is constituted and therefore the increasing organization of his
higher faculties. Because attention has been focused on the idea of the unplanned order, this status has not been investigated.
In summary, there is an anthropological shortfall in the idea of homo oeconomicus. The human being is not an individual, something
undivided, but a highly complex reality that requires inquiry into its details, that is, into the connection of its faculties, which can be
tightened or gradually loosen. Man has to learn to be man. But this learning can fail, that is, conduce to the break-up of the dimensions of
his being. This break-up occurs whenever man reduces the ambit of his interests, a reduction that inevitably follows the isolation entailed
by the idea of the individual, according to which each human being maintains relations with others consisting only in the interchange of

The science of economics establishes certain laws that assume that the human being
seeks results, and it points out how to achieve them by allocating means. Motivation is also an
integral part of action, with respect to which economists adopt the following postulate: “The
economic agent will always act out of rational motives seeking the optimization of his effort.”
But this idea of the economic agent moved by objectives, such as the satisfaction of his needs or
the attainment of gain, of profits, although assumed by the economist (an assumption that does
not correspond entirely to reality), cannot be justified by economics. In the first place, this idea
is not true, and in the second place, it is in any case a convention, an abstract or incomplete
postulate, because experience shows that men do not always act moved by the same motives nor
do they try to attain the same goals, and above all that they do not usually limit themselves to
what economists attribute to them. The economist cannot say anything about whether these
motives are good or bad, adequate or no, whether they appear always, etc.
Ethics and psychology
Perhaps psychology should complement economics. It would then be the role of psychology to
put together a list of needs and motivations. However, the articulation of this psychology of
needs with economics is not certain, since psychology is not capable of establishing them in an
entirely scientific manner. Based on empiricist criteria, it is possible to determine behavioral
motives in accordance with levels of desire: the satisfaction of certain needs precedes that of
others at a higher level. As is usually said, “Primum vivere, deinde philosophari”: one must first
be alive to be able to do things; survival is the basic need, although this is not entirely right
either. The human being can act in many ways, change the relative importance of his objectives
and the ways of satisfying needs. Precisely because of this, if the relation of psychology to
economics gives rise to explanations that strive to be deterministic, its conclusions will be quite
shaky.
Ethics uses the data of psychology better than economics, because it does not impose
restrictions on them. But, at the same time, it considers them as material that needs to be
organized. In this sense, psychology is subordinate to ethics.
Ethics and sociology
Neither is sociology capable of explaining human action completely. Among other things,
because sociology usually accepts a postulate that is scientifically valid, but which at the same
time establishes the limits of this science. Perhaps it is possible to do sociology in another way,
but today it is done assuming that social dynamics depends on factors that are called
“endogenous.” With this one accepts an assumption that is methodologically useful but partial.
Social dynamics depends on endogenous factors; it is determined by the successive stages
between static phases. Social evolution is understood from the viewpoint of ideal types (Max
Weber). Each of the stages of society arises from previous ones understood in the manner of
initial conditions. This can only be established a parte post, by referring to the past. Moreover,
given its complexity, it is very hard to establish the endogenous factors of present-day society.
On the other hand, such a postulate is not entirely certain, although it may be taken into
account—in the same way one can take into account economic laws or certain psychological
means. [Translator’s note: I have not been able to identify the book of Buchanan that Polo cites. The quotation from his book above is a
translation of Polo’s Spanish version.]

researches—because the twists and turns of history cannot be explained exclusively by an
endogenous dynamics: this goes against history. There is a factor of extraordinary importance,
human freedom, which is not always exercised in the same way nor with the same intensity. But
freedom is an exogenous factor with respect to any natural process or dynamism, because it
intervenes in it and modifies it on no other basis than itself. Freedom affects processes, but is
not the consequence of any of them. To conceive of it as endogenous to society is to enter into
ambiguity, because freedom springs from within each person.
There are sociologists who deny freedom or ignore it because it does not fit in with their
methodology (if they were to include it, the method would fail). One should not speak of the
natural development of freedom; to maintain this is not to have investigated it deeply. Human
freedom grows or deviates and weakens in relation to something, but always on its own terms:
many sociologists disregard this last point. Because of this they have to prescind from it and
what they affirm (a social dynamics that is exclusively endogenous) is unilateral. Freedom
influences extraordinarily in the course of history, it opens and closes temporal lines. There are
times opened by freedom and times closed by freedom.
[The superiority of ethics]
Any positive science that examines human activity always does so in a partial manner. The one
science that really considers it in its entirety, taking into account what is crucial, without
establishing postulates, albeit leaving certain human dimensions implicit (which, if one were to
continue investigating further, surface and complete what has been verified), is ethics. Be that as
it may, ethical thought does not always take into account all the dimensions of human action.
But in this case it falls into reductionism, as happens with other disciplines. However, if the
ethics scholar directed his attention towards the verification of the factors that were passed over,
he would note that these factors come in coherently in relation to the comprehensive
explanation of ethics. This cannot be said of other human sciences, which in order to constitute
themselves have to prescind from pertinent factors; these sciences suffer from explicative
penury and are therefore subordinate to ethics.
Ethics is the scientific consideration of human activity closest to its subject matter. From
the viewpoint of ethics one sees, better than from that of psychology or sociology, economics or
biology, the nature of human dynamism, of human behavior. It is not that ethics, I repeat,
considers everything, that it is a complete anthropology. But its approach is consistent with a
complete anthropology, because, even if only indirectly, it takes root factors into account;
among others, freedom, which is the most important dimension of the human being and the
most characteristic. Although it does not study it exhaustively, although there may not be an
ethical theory of freedom in the strict sense that goes through all of its meanings, nevertheless,
ethics connects directly with human freedom. Without human freedom ethics would be
impossible or it would be poorly formulated. We will see certain ethical approaches that are
insufficient for this very reason.
[The method of this study]
To set out the relation of ethics to other sciences related to the human world, we have to start
from ethics itself, that is, study ethics simply as ethics. We have to demonstrate what I have just
said: that ethics is not something added to human dynamism conceived as adequately
constituted by other factors. It is not possible to consider human dynamism rigorously without

attending to what is intrinsic to it. Because of this, the study of human action should detect the
ethical at the start of human action and upon its completion. The other sciences of man progress
to the extent that their method becomes more flexible and broader in accord with their
subordinate character.
To begin with, it is best to expound ethics in statu nascente, that is, arising with and
from the human being. This is the most rigorous philosophical approach. If we expound ethics
following manuals or as a discipline complete in itself, transmitted statically, it will be harder
for us to see that ethics does not come from outside the human being, but is rather intrinsic to
the human being: rising from the biological in man to what is highest in him, the spiritual.
Turning to Aristotle helps to see ethics in its genesis, since Aristotle is the first to
formulate it as such with sufficient coherence. As he himself says in the Nicomachean Ethics, it
is not a treatise, a discipline constructed in the abstract: one must see how what is moral arises
in man and how it is manifested.5
One should not see ethics in actu signato, as if we already knew everything about it or as
if it enjoyed a separate objective status. One must see how it arises, since ethics is intrinsically
human, and how we live following it, since there is nothing in the human being that is not
related to it. A theoretical discussion is not the tópos of ethics, which is captured where it really
is: in the upright man.
Ethics and the theory of evolution
That is why it is advisable to study the relation between ethics and the interpretation of the
human being from the viewpoint of the theory of evolution. If we do this, we have to look for
evidence of what we have been claiming: There are no laws constitutive of the human being that
are independent of ethics. Rather, all are permeated with a moral tonic and have to be assumed
and encompassed by ethics that should speak on them. Otherwise, the self-manifestation of the
human being as it distinguishes itself from other species is not comprehensible; we are talking
of practical problems, not merely theoretical ones. Man cannot develop his special biology
outside the purview of ethics.
Perhaps this may seem to allude to something which to start with has nothing to do with
ethics: to mix or confuse completely different questions. But this is not the case. We are obliged
to discover, to detect ethics in the very marrow of the constitution of the human being, and since
what is fashionable when people talk about the origin of the human being is to turn to the theory
of evolution, we have no choice but to approach ethics from this viewpoint or to gain access to
ethics and come to an understanding of the ethical in man also from the idea of evolution. While
admitting that all of us have an awareness of ethics and that the direct knowledge of reality
contributes to forming it (which is a thesis of traditional philosophy, which includes the
discernment of the first cognitive principle that rules human action, usually called “synderesis”),
it is not a digression to turn to these elementary biological topics, but all the contrary.
Of course, we could also explain ethics by repeating classic formulations of its topics,
but, I repeat, while this way perhaps we come to convince ourselves of important ethical
content, we would not realize that ethics impregnates everything that exists in the human being
5

“By exercising justice we become just.” Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1103a6.

and correlatively all human action. There is nothing in the human being that is not related to
ethics. There is nothing in the human being that cannot be penetrated by, is isolated from, or
independent of ethics.
Let us begin, therefore, with a brief exposition of the theory of evolution. I say “theory”
because the notion has been worked out sufficiently, although various problems remain. The
theory of evolution is incomplete. There are some problems that derive from the explanation
itself that continue unresolved, as we shall soon see. Nevertheless, I will try to emphasize what
is more certain in the explanation that we have today.
The first thing to say is that the appearance of life on this planet—and surely the earth is
the only planet in which there is life—is something very ancient: life arose some 3.6 billion
years ago. Consider that the age of the universe, according to the Big Bang theory, is
approximately some 15 billion years old. The earth was formed some 4.5 billion years ago (we
may have to lower these figures, but not significantly). The whole solar system is a consequence
of the explosion of a supernova. The study of the complexity of the atoms that compose its
planets seems not to allow any other physical explanation.
Some 1.5 billion years ago, the first cells with a nucleus appeared. The mammals
appeared some 200 million years ago; the prosimians, 50 million years ago; the pongids,
animals that have a genetic make-up very similar to ours, approximately 30 million years ago.
Already within what we could call the process of hominization, we have the following
species: in the first place, the two or three branches of Australopithecus that appeared 4 million
years ago; after these, there were with certainty three species that are denominated by
paleontologists in the following way: the first is Homo habilis, that appeared some 2.5 million
years ago. Homo habilis is also called Pithecanthropus, but this name (Homo habilis) is better,
because it designates the species. A species that followed is the so-called Homo erectus; it
appeared approximately 1.6 million years ago and was extinct some 200,000 years ago. And the
third species is Homo sapiens. Under this classification are Homo sapiens neanderthalensis and
the Cro-Magnon man. The human species is called Homo sapiens sapiens.
Homo sapiens appeared approximately some 170,000 years ago. So we can say, in the
manner of a broad sketch, that nature took a long time from the first forms of life that arose
some 3.6 billion years ago to our age. (The study of the DNA of female mitochondria has given
truly surprising results—and these are studies from the year 1989: that Eve existed, that is, that
all women descend from a single woman who lived, at the earliest, 170,000 years ago.)
The study of these species, above all H. habilis, H. erectus, and H. sapiens, is interesting
because all of them constitute the genus Homo, whose ancestor is Australopithecus. But
Australopithecus is not considered to have been of the genus Homo.
We are talking of three different species (afterwards we will see what constitutes a
species from the viewpoint of evolution). It makes sense to speak of the genus Homo for various
very important reasons, to one of which I wish to call your attention now.
To explain Homo sapiens one must distinguish, in a manner of speaking, two processes,
or two questions about how the characters peculiar to them appeared. One is the process of
hominization and the other, of humanization. These are two different things. Hominization is the

process by which the somatic (corporal) characters of the human being appear. This
development encompasses at least the three species. And the process of humanization is the
explanation of those characters exclusive to our species, of a psychic and cultural sort. It is
obvious that the human being has features that are not merely corporeal although very much
linked to his body.
We call the process of formation of the human morphological type “hominization,” that
is, the succession of phenomena that gives rise to the body of the human being we know today.
Our body, obviously, is very different from that of other living beings. On the other hand, we
call the explanation of the series of characters that are also obvious in modern man but are not
corporeal “humanization”; in a nutshell, this is the appearance of the intelligence: how and in
what species the intelligence appears.
Well, then, the process of hominization has to do with the three species mentioned. But
this evolutionary process is exceedingly unusual. If we grasp this unusualness, we will begin to
understand, from the viewpoint of the body—of the formation of the human morphological
type—a difference with respect to other branches of animals that is extraordinarily significant.
Diverse types of speciation
We must now explain what species means. For a biologist, species signifies the impossibility of
genetic cross between certain individuals and those of another species. Species is that group of
living beings that are interfertile, having members that can interbreed, and we speak of a
difference of species when interfertility does not exist. This is the only criterion possible to
distinguish species biologically. The theory of evolution is a theory of speciation, that is, an
attempt to explain the appearance of species, but a species is nothing more than a group of
living beings that are interfertile among themselves, but not with other individuals. I insist: the
theory of evolution is nothing more than this, an attempt to explain the appearance of new
species: applied to hominization, we talk of three species, because H. habilis, H. erectus, and H.
sapiens were not interfertile. On the other hand, interfertility among them would have been very
difficult, because the niches and periods of their co-existence were limited or short.
The appearance of a new species can take place, according to biologists, in two ways or
following two mechanisms: the first way is what they call [allopatric speciation or evolution
resulting from] “geographical isolation.” However, it is known that geographical isolation is not
the only way or process of speciation. I refer to this to make it clear that hominization did not
happen in that way. That is, the theory of evolution is not a univocal or uniform theory. Today it
is not; today we know that the process of appearance of species is not always the same. There
are diverse types of processes of speciation. Geographical isolation is that which has most to do
with the first hypotheses on the matter (although it entailed a rectification from Darwin). The
other mechanism speaks of an instantaneous or sympatric speciation that has much to do with
something already verified: given similar genetic packages, if that genetic package in
chromosomes is organized in a different way, loss of interfertility can result. For example, our
genetic package and the chimpanzee’s are almost entirely the same. On the other hand, our
chromosomes are different from the chimpanzee’s. Therefore, also from another point of view,
genetic mutation is not the only cause or the only explanation of how a new species appears.
One cannot talk of affinity between certain similar characteristics or of the difference between
others that are more or less distinct; we are talking of the problem of interfertility, which is the
only scientific criterion of speciation. If they are interfertile, then they belong to the same

species; if they are not interfertile, they belong to different species.
Geographical isolation can give rise to the following: individuals originally interfertile
who afterwards inhabit distinct niches adapt to their environment; mutations appear that make
them no longer interfertile: a process of speciation has taken place. So individuals who come
from intefertile individuals are not interfertile following adaptation to distinct ecological niches.
Distinct populations initially belonging to the same species, if kept separate by
geographical barriers (so that there is no way of exchanging mutations that arise in each one of
them), by adaptation to distinct environments—and if this occurs over a long period of time—
end up becoming incapable of breeding with individuals of distinct groups. This is the first
process (rather common, on the other hand) of speciation.
Radiation is simply to move to other climates, other distinct environments. Following
radiation, the species or group spreads to distinct climatic environments, which implies
adaptation. So that from adaptation arises diversification, and from diversification arises
selection. Selection, strictly speaking, is a tertiary factor, not a primary one as Darwin thought.
The first thing needed for this type of evolution is radiation; if there is no radiation, there
is no geographical isolation; afterwards, this gives rise to adaptation, to changes that can explain
morphological changes, that is, a diversification and correlatively selection. But selection is a
relative concept, because it depends on the environment. Those who survive do so following the
environment they are in; the notion of selection is not an absolute concept. The living beings
that can be aptest to subsist in a geographical ambit cannot in another.
Selection simply means that the genotypes most adequate for a niche are those that
survive, and this evidently has to do with the stabilization of characters. Both the diversification
and the selection of characters have to do with the genotype that most fits an ecological niche;
so that what can be very good for a niche, cannot on the other hand be good for another, and it
can be said, therefore, that the natural selection of individuals, as this was formulated by
Darwin,6 is a purely relative criterion.
In the process of diversification and stabilization of morphological characters, there
comes a moment in which, precisely because of these genetic mutations or modifications, if
they are important, interfertility is possible only within a group: speciation has taken place.
There remains an unresolved problem: what is usually called “potential evolution.” Perhaps we
will be able to resolve this when we understand the genetic code better than we do today.7
However, in the genetic line in which man appears the so-called laws of evolution do not
apply. There has been no diversification, no adaptation, no selection. In sum, geographical
isolation does not come into play in the case of hominization. The first biped (the first biped is
very important, that is, Australopithecus, although he does not belong to the hominid species,
because this is the primary morphological character of the human being: bipedalism) always
lived in the same climate. The fossils of Australopithecus have been found in the south of
central Africa. Therefore, it is sufficiently clear that in the case of Australopithecus there was no
6
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This theory is explained especially in chaps. 3 and 4 of On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection published in London, 1859.
What is called the genetic code is a complex subject which should, of course, be studied more. But we are looking at questions regarding
species. To linger on it would be a digression that would divert us from what we have been talking about as an introduction to the
constitutive character of human ethics.

radiation and that it was the result of specialization: it lived three million years ago in the same
ecological niche (this presents serious problems with respect to the ancestor of
Australopithecus). Surely Australopithecus is a species, although there are diverse types. Some
are more robust than others, stronger, with a cranial capacity that is a little larger, but this does
not stand in the way of the unity of the species. But where did this species come from? At any
rate, what does appear clear is that Australopithecus did not appear through radiation and that its
characters cannot be explained either by adaptation, because it always lived on the same site and
there were no important changes in climate.
But things get more complicated still when we study the other species that really form
part of the process of hominization. These species, H. habilis, H. erectus, H. sapiens, strictly
speaking, cannot be said to have been formed as distinct species or to have become species by
adaptation. In these species there was radiation; nevertheless, radiation did not eliminate
interfertility. There was radiation with H. habilis and with H. erectus (the latter is found in
China, Java, Europe, Africa).8
These animals were characterized by the slow formalization of the brain, by its growth,
which corresponded historically with the increasingly perfect fabrication of stone tools. This is
what happened in the cases of H. habilis and H. erectus. The difference between H. habilis and
H. erectus lay above all in the increase of cranial capacity.
Independence with respect to the environment
There exist a series of data in the different sites in accord with which they have been classified,
but what is interesting to stress is that the fabrication of instruments (the skill to make them),
although very rudimentary, explains why these animals, these species of the genus Homo, did
not follow the strategy of adaptation, that is, why they could radiate without adapting. Their
relation with the environment did not entail any morphological modification that would end in
distinct species for the simple reason that they gradually become independent of the
environment to the extent that their brain grew and they started to use their hands and began to
make tools.
Therefore, it is not enough to say that in the case of man the laws of allopatric evolution
do not apply; rather, this evolutionary line, in a certain way, is opposed to the other, because
adaptation to the environment provokes speciation, that is, stabilization of new morphological
characters in so far as there is no other way of survival. On the other hand, if the animal is
capable of taking on climatic differences with fabricated instruments, then there is no reason
why it should suffer adaptive morphological changes and there is no place for this type of
evolution. The increased growth of the brain should not be understood as an adaptive
development, but rather as a mode of liberation from the need to adapt.
To the extent that the life of the animal is linked increasingly to fabrication, in short, to
technology, to that very extent the unity of the species is preserved in spite of differences in
niches. This is sufficiently clear in our species: an Inuit and an inhabitant of the tropics are
interfertile; they belong to the same species. It is necessary to meditate on this important point.
The theory of evolution is very useful if one takes from it what is most certain, as it were, what
8
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has been most thought out, and one picks what has greater meaning. It is noticeable that the
process of adaptation to the environment as an explanation is inapplicable to the genus Homo,
since the genus Homo is capable of technology, fabricates instruments, and the fabrication of
instruments weakens progressively the need to adapt to the environment. Evidently, the
evolutionary line that leads to Homo sapiens can be described as a process of liberation from the
environment. Therefore, faced with the problem of determining the mechanism by which
speciation is produced, the biologist has to say that what has served to explain other species,
that is, the laws that are discovered when one studies adaptation to the environment, are not
applicable here, because these animals differ from one another only in the growth of their brain;
as their brain grows (because of this Australopithecus is anterior), they take advantage of their
bipedalism; that is, they take advantage of the fact that they have extremities exempt from the
function of walking.
The biped has the head in a higher position in relation to its body; the head of the
quadruped is perpendicular to its body; the head of the biped is occupied for the most part by
the brain; in contrast, in the quadruped, the brain is a small part of the head. Thus, the condition
of possibility of cerebral growth is bipedalism.
At the same time, bipedalism comes with the appearance of hands, that is, extremities
apt for many uses. Strictly speaking, what constitutes the condition of possibility of constructing
instruments is the connection between brain and hand. The growth of the brain is not simply an
increase in mass or size, but the increase of the so-called uncommitted neurons (those that have
nothing to do with purely physical functions). The increase of uncommitted neurons only makes
sense from the point of view of behavior if it links principally with the hands; without cerebral
control, man can do nothing with them: he cannot make instruments.
Because of this, we can say the following: Australopithecus is a biped that did not take
advantage of its bipedalism; it did not use its hands for practically anything, because it did not
make stone tools (beside the fossils of Australopithecus have been found some small stones, but
not modified by it, with smoothened corners and little more). It must have grabbed sticks to
strike with or thrown stones and things like that, but it lacked “expressive” hands and they
would have frequently hung down flaccidly. In other words, it had not yet reached the stage of
making instruments with instruments and therefore was a being for whom having hands was a
preparation for a future use. The hands begin to be of use when the development of the brain
interconnects with them. Visual representations of Australopithecus obviously have to a large
extent been imagined; we do not know how they were morphologically (from the outside), how
the successive species looked;9 but what can be said is that they used their hands from time to
time (since their stone industry was rather intermittent); they knew how to use their hands, but
they made only very rudimentary things. They would have been animals that walked in normal
fashion and that alternated the use of the hands with inactivity; or they would sit, which is
another way of making use of bipedalism (if there were no bipedalism, seats would not make
sense). They would strike with the hand or would do something with it from time to time, but if
we were to compare this with what we do with our hands, we would see that we are always
using our hands: we are capable of playing the violin, and please note the cerebral complexity
needed for this activity to be accomplished, but one can also play the piano, write, one can
9
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gesture, bring the hands together, give an expressive character to them in the same way that the
gesture accompanies language; the only age at which man seems to be confused about his hands
is adolescence. And what does the adolescent do? He crosses his hands behind the back of his
neck or puts them into his pockets.
Australopithecus could not take advantage of its bipedalism because of its very small
cranial capacity; but an increase in cranial capacity does not make practical sense without
hands, without extremities that serve another purpose than walking. Bipedalism from the outset
is a “de-specialization”: the hand is “de-specialized,” as Thomas Aquinas observes.10 Using
Aristotle’s theory of potency and act, he says that the hand is purely potential11 if it is compared
to talons or hooves which are proper to quadrupeds; the hoof is in act, because it serves for
nothing more than one thing; it is like an axe. According to Aristotle, the act of the axe is the
edge: everything else in the axe is in potency because the axe is made to cut. The hoof is made
for something and nothing more than for that thing, and the talon, for its part, only for
something else—to rip apart—and is consequently in act. And what is the hand for? It is open to
a great gamut of uses; it is an organ full of potentialities, and precisely because of this it is an
instrument of instruments, that with which one can make all instruments; Aristotle also
highlights this. Basically, what Aristotle says about the hand is what one must take into account
to distinguish the process of hominization from any other process of speciation in other animals:
flies, reptiles, the horse family, etc.
In these processes of speciation, whatsoever may have actually occurred, the laws would
have been those mentioned; but when we talk of the process of hominization, what comes into
play above all is the interconnection between brain and hand. Precisely because of this, the laws
of allopatric evolution do not apply, because the genus Homo adapts the environment to itself
and not itself to the environment. Its not adapting to the environment is possible because of its
capacity to create instruments, which in its turn is possible because of the correlation between
hands and brain, the basis of which is bipedalism. In the other animals adaptation entails major
physical changes; in the case of Homo, evolution has been centered in the growth of the brain;
without hands, the growth of the brain would have been useless, it would have no biological
significance, and without technology, bipedalism is useless. This link occurs in the branch that
goes from H. habilis to H. sapiens. That is where the morphological adaptation to the
environment has been suspended; the instrument has played the role of the adaptive element,
that is, the instrument that substituted for the allopatric strategy.
The diminution of instinct
To the extent that this occurs, behavior becomes gradually less instinctive, because behavior is
centered on the correlation of brain and hands; and this is not merely instinctive, but rather
demands some sort of cognitive component without which there is no instrumental mediation
and nothing can be made. In the same way that a certain type of behavior is a characteristic of a
species, it cannot be said that technology is something alien to evolution, but is rather
inseparable from a form of evolution; technology is not something that does not belong to life,
but is rather characteristic of a special form of life which we call hominization; technology and
the genus Homo cannot be dissociated, understanding by technology simply the manufacture of
instruments with instruments. The making of instruments with instruments is what allows the
10
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human being, for example, to be able to wrap up well (he cuts some animal skins, tans them,
and then puts them on as clothes, and with these clothes he is able to overcome the cold; if it is
hot, then he takes them off: he has become independent of the environment).
As is clear, in H. habilis this independence is minor, since his technology is elementary,
but it implies a gradual decrease of instincts, which also goes with the non-specific, non-actual
character of the body. Some thinkers have seen this; the discovery of it by modern biologists is
nothing new: Plato, Aristotle, the philosophers of the thirteenth century point it out, and in the
seventeenth century (among Spanish Scholastics) there is very interesting research into the nonspecific character of the human body.
Gehlen in his important work Man insists on the same idea: man is a being with unstable
instincts. The instincts gradually become indeterminate because behavior is gradually
underpinned by relations that permit the production of instruments. No instrument is made with
other instruments instinctively; we can call a beehive a product of instinct, but it is not properly
speaking an instrument that has been planned, constructed by utilizing other instruments (an
instrument of second order). Thus, the hand is an instrument of instruments; to make ceramics
you need the hand and clay: the hand molds the clay. It is noteworthy that the human being, or
the genus Homo, is not afraid of fire; animals are. While all animals instinctively flee fire, man
cultivates it, preserves it, and with fire makes things. He transforms it into an instrument.
Thus, the evolutive process that we are considering is not a process of adaptation, since
it does not even entail morphological determination but rather indetermination. The conclusion
we draw from this is: The human organism is made for work; it is destined to make; what puts
us in the same category as erectus and habilis is the character of faber. Thus, we can speak of
hominization and of three or four species distinct from one another and appearing successively
through an evolutionary process whose key is precisely a growing independence from the
environment. (This liberation from the external environment is only possible to the extent to
which the construction of means, instruments, forms part of life.)
We are not offering a plausible explanation, but trying to understand what there is in
human morphology that is irreducible to all other morphologies. Man becomes a species in a
very curious way, simply through modifications related to cerebral growth, and there is no
morphological adaptation to the environment: men who live in very different climates do not
adapt to them from the evolutive point of view. And therefore, in short, in the end man inhabits
an instrumental world.
Biologically speaking, Homo means the following: an animal who dominates his
surroundings, the environment; this event does not take place in the history of any other living
being. The laws of evolution—radiation, adaptation, stabilization of characteristics, selection—
do not apply to man, because man is capable of making, and this is an intrinsic characteristic
without which there is no hominization. We cannot consider our technological behavior as an
accidental addition, from which we could prescind as from something alien to our somatic
constitution, but rather it forms part of our biology.
Homo is a genus of living beings that culminates when humanization takes place, that is,
when the living being is master of its own behavior. Humanization, the appearance of the
intelligence and freedom in man, is consistent with the previously mentioned morphological
point of view: it is not, let us say, a body that can establish at most a homeostatic relation with

external stimuli, which is what occurs in any other animal; in the case of homo his body is not
closed, but open, not to the environment, but to his own artifact.
Man, said Leibniz, is a petit dieu, a small god, because he is capable of creating: if he
does not produce, if he does not make something, to say that man is creative is meaningless; one
can create more: a symphony, a poem, an automobile, but all this is possible because man is
morphologically and vitally a worker. The Bible says it: man was made “ut operaretur” (Gen.
2.15) and to rule the world (which is the same thing). Man is made to rule the world, he lives by
working (although we should not fool ourselves: there are people who do not work because they
are lazy; and at this point there begins to appear an ethical notion that has played a great role in
modern ethics: the lazy man; to be lazy is a vice). For Aristotle himself laziness is a vice. 12The
lazy man, the man who does not work, someone who does nothing, is biologically a parasite. He
cannot live as a human being. Imagine all humanity saying, “We are all of us on strike.” How
long would humanity last in a situation such as this? Approximately a week. There would be no
food (because cultivating crops, tending herds, and cooking are work). Man is independent of
the environment. Parallelly, Aristotle observes, man does not eat only by instinct, but with art:
the first of the arts is the culinary.13 Man does not want his meat raw, he prefers it roasted: this
has to do with technique, because art and technique are for H. sapiens inseparable. There is a
sector of humanity that does not work because it cannot: children are not yet in condition to
work and because of this one must feed them, take care of them, educate them. This also means
another thing: that every man is capable of producing more than he needs for himself, he is
capable of producing for others.14
Today the active population is approximately 35% of the total population. If man were
capable of satisfying only his personal needs, the human species would have been extinct long
ago. Man is capable of working for others and in fact has to do so, because otherwise the long
period from birth to practical viability would not be addressed (this depends on the culture, but
during the first ten or twelve years one is not in condition to take part in productive activities.
To take on the complex activities of our society, at least 23 or 24 years are needed: during this
stage of his life, a man is formed to be a “skilled” man, capable of taking on the responsibility
of tasks. Otherwise, the university would be the ultimate in luxury.)
Instinct and adaptation to the environment
Work is an ethical matter because it is not an automatic process. Ethics starts with the fact that
man is only intelligible in so far as his life is related to his manual potentialities, and this makes
him productive in every sense of the word; “productive” means “master of the world” and
therefore free of the primary need to adapt himself, “endowed with his own initiative with a
view to making works that would otherwise not exist.” Thus, man is lord of the world and
controller of his own behavior: he is constituted this way by God. We should note the many
human matters of all sorts that are clarified as soon as we start taking this into account. Of
course, someone could claim that I exaggerate: we work because we have no choice to do
otherwise; the prestige of work is a prejudice of a specific epoch. There are other older cultures
in which men work very little; we live in a somewhat neurotic situation that places a premium
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on activity or one that conduces to exhaustion and to psychic depression; we could think: “We
are victims of oppressive social conventionalities.” Perhaps the Western (or Japanese) focus on
work is a form of hypertrophy, but then it would be so of something constitutively human. Man
is of himself a worker, the creator of a world of his own. He inhabits it without any need of
adapting to the environment. Being dark or fair, taller or fatter depending on diet, with greater
lung power or more red blood cells because one lives in the mountains are secondary, not
specific, differences.
As a consequence a series of norms appears which, being biological, are very special.
Because of this, I maintain that an ethic that has nothing to do with life—a formal ethics, so to
speak—is not complete, but rather a false ethic. The roots of ethics are in the life of Homo. A
dog does not have ethics nor can it have it, like a bee; they behave vitally by virtue of certain
adaptations, of a constitution that functions in a regimen of balanced interchange with the
surrounding environment, and that’s all; man is hardly capable of this interchange, but rather
transforms the environment. He is obliged to work.
If man did not work, he would have to adapt to the environment, but his body is not
made for this; biologically it is not competitive. It pertains to the very essence of man as living
being to be open to the world in the fashion of modifying the environment through his action.
Man exercises rational activities; no other animal exercises such activities.
Our ancestors from a morphological point of view, H. habilis and H. erectus, probably
became extinct because their capacity to make was not sufficient to compete with adaptation.
The strategy of modifying the environment through action competed within them with the
strategy of adaptation, and the second probably prevailed. And precisely because they had
entered a non-adaptive line of evolutive strategy that was precarious because they lacked
intelligence, these species were not very viable, and driven by adaptive exigencies, they became
extinct. In contrast, H. sapiens sapiens did not become extinct because of this reason; rather,
they can become extinct precisely because of the contrary reason: by making their environment
uninhabitable. In other words, we do not have an ecological niche; what we have are problems
of an ecological sort. The ecological problem is a moral problem caused by activities for which
we are responsible. Responsibility is a moral category. There is no other animal that has an
ecological problem or that provokes an ecological crisis; only contemporary man can do so,
because he is a super-habilis: and this is a characteristic of Western civilization.15
It is interesting to point out that ethics not only raised its head as soon as we spoke of
work; we begin to realize that it does much more; human work—not that of hominids—gives
rise to very special problems of wider scope. And this precisely because the process of
humanization is not the process of hominization; it is distinct—although it presumes the other—
because it no longer has an evolutionary sense, as we shall soon see.
On the other hand, if their deep vital value is not understood, it might be believed that, if
ethical laws are not respected or are discarded, nothing happens. But in fact something does
happen, because ethics is directly related to human life, that is, to human activity. Compared
with a man, an animal is an inert being; man is a being that is very much more alive than an
animal precisely because he is called to action; his life is not simply something given to him,
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but rather he has to channel its energies actively; otherwise, he dies. Comparing human activity
with that of an animal, one realizes that the animal always obeys the law of minimum effort. For
example, a lion gets up only to eat, and if not, it is lying down and does nothing else; it rises to
eat and drink or to mate, and the rest of the time, what does it do? Nothing, because, strictly
speaking, the lion does nothing. The only being that does something is man.
We cannot think that, historically, we invented work and can eliminate it. Neither can we
think that work is a punishment due to original sin, as though the life of Adam in Eden was a
life of leisure. Adam stretched out on the ground in Eden is simply absurd, if we think about it
for a moment. Although we may often think that Adam was happy because he had everything at
hand, this was not so. Adam, who probably committed the original sin when he was young, that
is, before having children with Eve, was charged by God with a task, a task which is
exceedingly important: to give names to things. This is the first thing he did. To name, as has
always been known, is to exercise the power of possession.
Work and language
Language is like work. Today there is much talk of pragmatic linguistics (this is, all things
considered, where the so-called analytical philosophy of language has finally ended up in).
Language exists to be used, and the first thing that language does is to impose and relate nouns
and verbs. Because of this, I usually say that the purest form of technology is language; animals
don’t talk.16 If we put technology and language together, we have government: “Do this.” Work
plus language equals direction: language serves above all to give instructions; and this is how
one teaches, how the human being is formed: without language, how would you form a child?
Moreover, language makes work in common possible and the organization of work (and here
central ethical themes appear, such as to command and to obey).
Man can consider himself to be a unique species, precisely because he has intelligence;
without intelligence, evidently one cannot speak. Upon speaking, the intelligence comes in
contact with the body’s capacity to act: if one says, “Hey, put this piece over there,” “tie this
piece to that other one,” one instructs the other, and a reciprocal relation arises: to speak and to
listen. At this point a decisive ethical problem arises, which is the distinction between telling the
truth and lying. Can we use language in any way whatsoever? No; we have to use language
following a norm: truthfulness. Someone who does not use language truthfully is destroying it.
To destroy language is to make human cooperation impossible and therefore to obstruct the
development and organization of human work. I usually say that underdevelopment is not a
consequence of ineptitude; underdevelopment is the consequence of too much lying, of the fact
that people do not trust anyone. When a gentleman says, “I am going to make such and such,”
and afterwards does not make it, and he is asked, “Why did you not make it?” and he responds,
“Because of my education, I do not know how to say no,” he lies with his deeds and violates the
basic conditions of work in common.
With things that way, other ethical problems appear. It is difficult to practice distributive
justice if one does not know what aptitudes each one has. To give to each his due according to
his aptitudes, to give each one the task that he can fulfill best, is an indispensable condition for
the correct functioning of society.
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Ethics is not something superficial: it establishes laws of human action such that, if these
laws are violated, man ceases to behave as a man. In relation to this, there is a literary character
that is worth recalling.17 The Greek epic on Jason and the Argonauts is extraordinarily
illustrative of what human work is. The human occupation of territory, in short, this thing which
man can do because he does not need to adapt but rather dominates, is what is known as
civilization. Civilization is nothing more than the humanizing appropriation of territory. Man
occupies space precisely as that to which he applies his work; man transforms a field into a
landscape, a garden, a city: this is civilization.
We find all this splendidly described in the story of Jason and the Argonauts. The
Argonauts are the crew of the ship Argo, whose captain is Jason, dedicated to exploratory and
civilizing voyages. They depart from the Caucasus, from the extreme west of the Black Sea, and
explore the Balkans, till they end up in Greece.
In Greece, Jason finds out that what he has been trying to do in his exploratory and
colonizing voyages has already been done. Jason falls in love with Greek civilization because
he has discovered that it has realized in a more perfect manner what he has been trying to do
through his voyages.
Jason is married to a woman of his own part of the world—Medea. Medea, very much in
love with her husband, has collaborated with him in his tasks of civilization, but she preserves
an element of savagery within her. She is not too civilized if you compare her with the Greeks.
Jason arrives in Athens, and in Athens he discovers that civilization has flourished in Greece.
Once in Greece, Jason considers Medea not very civilized. He repudiates her and marries a
Greek woman. Medea goes into a wild rage, transforms into a purely instinctive being, and to
avenge herself on Jason, since she cannot kill him, kills the children she has borne him. This
revenge is the tragic climax of the epic.
Something has turned up here that has an immediate moral and at the same time
biological description, because what brings Medea to do this? Her having been rejected by
Jason transforms her love into the desire to kill; if he is not hers, she does not want him: he
cannot live. This cannot be called hatred. It is a paradoxical and tragic rejection of what is
human, which in fact had rejected her: since she cannot possess Jason in his new condition, she
kills what she possesses from him.
Euripides gives Medea a way out, because Jason realizes that he has no right to punish
her, since he has not behaved nobly either: he has chosen an educated woman over his
legitimate wife (the narrative is full of symbolisms). He exiles her precisely to Athens, and then
a change occurs: Medea is civilized, and little by little she is tamed, she becomes human in her
manner—this is the meaning of humanitas, as understood in the Latin world—of measured
violence (this is the transformation of the Erinyes into the Eumenides).
Those moral values, which appear so clearly in ancient humanism, for example, are
taken from the non-fierce, non-brutish, non-bestial character that man acquires through his
civilizing work. This is correlative to the great cosmic organizing powers: the Erinyes, who are
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the violent avengers of the unjust, are transformed into the rational organizers or beneficent
Eumenides: this is, explained at the level of myth, the transformation of Medea. Medea was a
furious woman who took justice into her hands, who was not capable of tolerating the affront;
and she transforms, without ceasing to be herself, without losing her intense vitality, upon
reaching through thought new values (it is quite peculiar to the Greeks to attempt to realize how
man, to the same extent that he makes things, gradually acquires an elevating civilized
character, completely in contrast with the purely animal character of the instinctive reaction. A
very brilliant literary personification of all this is precisely Medea). But this is no more than an
illustration.
The way ethics appears in human life or the vision of ethics from the perspective of
biology is what I have started to expound here. For a start, man is an ethical being because
hominization is not a process of adaptation: at first sight it could appear curious; nevertheless,
that is the way it is. Man is not a living being by adaptation, but rather is alive in so far as he is
faber, in so far as he works; if not, then the species cannot subsist. Man finds himself
immediately with ethical problems which have their context above all in the technological
biology of the human being. Because of this, a bio-technology to which man is subordinated is a
contradiction; the idea, for example of modifying the human genetic code is madness if ethics is
shunted aside.

CHAPTER II
INTELLIGENCE AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR

The fabrication of instruments
Adopting the point of view of the theory of evolution and emphasizing its most
reliable and significant discoveries (it is a limited theory; many aspects of man
cannot be explained by it), we have seen that the process of speciation which is
called hominization is very different from that followed by other species whose
formation is understood basically as adaptation. If radiation or the dispersion to
different ecological niches occurs, an accumulation of genetic modifications is
possible after a long period, such that interfertility between groups geographically
separate is impeded.
As a general explanation, this is credible, but it is not applicable to the
genus Homo, which, from Australopithecus, that is, from the first biped, follows
another line. The alteration of one’s relation to the environment exempts one from
adaptation, replaced progressively by the capacity to produce, to construct
instruments and afterwards instruments of instruments, understanding such
instruments to be those made with another.18
In an incidental manner, an animal can use instruments: a chimpanzee can,
for example (some ethologists marvel at this), use a branch to rummage through a
hole opened by a worm that the chimpanzee eats. The chimpanzee is capable of
realizing whether the branch serves or not, that is, if it is too short or if it is not
sufficiently slender to enter; and afterwards it even attempts to reduce the
diameter of the stick. It realizes that it does not enter easily, but once done, the
chimpanzee throws away the stick. This means that, in the first place, in the life of
the monkeys that are most “evolved” or with a greater cranial capacity, resorting
to instruments is very rudimentary. And above all it is a sporadic fact. Monkeys
live as animals that adapt to the environment. When it resorts to an instrument to
achieve some vital objective, to satisfy some need, the animal does not retain it
and consequently does not accumulate experiences of such uses, because of which
we cannot speak either of an integration of technology in their lives. Now there is
much discussion of animal capacity to perceive the instrumental. But the central
characteristic of instruments does not lie in this nor in being used.
What is characteristic of the instrument is its permanent importance for
survival: that’s why it has to be made. And when technology is inserted into the
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course of life, upon being retained in it, one instrument is used for another. This
connection appears only in the process of hominization. Of course, H. habilis and
H. erectus possessed a technology, which, however, on the basis of known sites, is
known to have practically leveled off. Throughout hundreds of thousands of years,
there is no progress. On the other hand, with H. sapiens the changes follow with a
certain speed; if we follow their chronology, the distinct sites show a progressive
complication and increase of the types of techniques and tools used. Ceramics
appears, bone sculpture, etc. The use of instruments to make instruments reaches,
on the other hand, an extraordinarily high complexity, to the point of our not being
able to reproduce today some of the techniques that they employed. We do not
know how they cut flints with the means they employed. What they tried to do
was make a kind of edge. Flint-making consisted in chipping off pieces of the
stone, utilizing another, which entailed calculating the angle and strength of the
blow to be able to attain a straight edge. On chipping off a piece the next has to
follow the same line, and the same thing has to be done on the other side. Which
entails that these instruments could only have been made if one had use of a place
on which to support it whose elasticity was known (surely a flint ax cannot be
made by supporting it on a hard surface; they must have had to make it with
another stone, but not by supporting it on another stone like it, because then one
or the other would have broken. It would have been necessary to support it on
something elastic. Most probably on a pile of earth and grass, and all of this
calculated.)

Today we cannot reproduce this technology. Not even with computers ( surely they did
not know the equations that should guide their work in a formal way, but they were using them
anyway). We are incapable of cutting stones as they did; when we attempt it, the percentage of
failures is too big. And this in spite of the fact that we can use instruments which they did not
have.
From the skulls that have been discovered we infer that the cranial capacity of H.
Neanderthalensis and Cro-Magnon was superior to ours. So that they had a highly developed
brain. It is interesting to note that their nervous system was superior to that of modern man, to
that of H. sapiens sapiens, that species to which we belong. H. Neanderthalensis and CroMagnon can be considered to belong to a single species precisely because there are signs that
they were interfertile. We cannot rule out the possibility that they were intelligent following
other criteria which we will expound afterwards. At any rate, what cannot be said is that H.
Neanderthalensis and the Cro-Magnon were distinct species, because the discovery of certain
fossils with mixed features does not allow it, following the criterion of non-interfertility, which
is the only one a biologist has to speak of different species. It is interesting, we were saying, that
they had a cranial capacity greater than ours (moreover, surely they possessed many
uncommitted neurons, not just a larger brain). And this for various reasons.
In the first place, because this is evidence, or at least a very strong indication, that the
process of cerebral growth has stopped. According to some evolutive hypotheses, close to
science fiction, after modern man there could appear another species with a more potent brain.
Many movies of this genre depict the head of man within the next 3,000 years with an
enormously protuberant forehead and a small nose, a small mouth; a big head with an enormous
cranial capacity and a much shrunken face. It is a hypothesis that can be dismissed: whatever
the process of hominization could give, it has already given.
One might adduce an argument for this, and that is that the increase of uncommitted
neurons cannot be limitless. Surely, such increase would be, besides, counterproductive,
because a hypertrophied brain would not be capable of self-organization: it would fall apart
functionally. In the end, as Zubiri says, the best brain is precisely that which an intelligence can
use and formalize, and since the intelligence transcends it, the brain of contemporary man, who
is an intelligent animal, suffices. On the other hand, the reduction of the paleocortex is possibly
convenient.
Furthermore, no one knows for sure how those brains functioned, precisely because of
the problem that their technology presents. Probably, these brains (because if not, it is difficult
to understand how they could have cut stones as they did) had a weak digital function, in a
manner of speaking. We make computers with binary systems, although it is clear that our brain
is not a computer.19 That of hominids must have been still less, as may be inferred from their
social organization.
For the moment, and for the purposes of a course on ethics, it is advisable to say that our
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brain does not function in a way that is exclusively digital. It is probable that Neanderthals
experienced a conflict between functioning digitally and non-digitally. Perhaps this is one cause
of the disappearance of at least certain traits of this species. Surely, they must have also
witnessed very harsh climatic changes, but they were technologically much more advanced than
H. habilis and H. erectus.
When an animal moves, it never does so with general ideas; this can be demonstrated.
What an animal needs to make instruments or even to make instruments of instruments, which
is the case of hominids, H. habilis or H. erectus, is a certain cognitive power. But, strictly
speaking, conditional reasoning suffices for this: if A, then B. More importance is given today
to this type of reasoning than it deserves. To establish a certain regularity in this sequence the
imagination suffices. If we were to study the imagination a little more in-depth, we would see
that sometimes it functions digitally, sometimes no.
The imagination is an extraordinarily complex and important faculty for hominizing
evolution. Surely, H. habilis and H. erectus, because they possessed an imagination sufficiently
perfect according to the development of the brain, were capable of knowing even a sequence of
the type “if A, then B”: a conditional syllogism or a relation between conditionals. This type of
syllogism is missing in the logic of Aristotle; nevertheless, it is very much present always when
the practical reason is involved. The Politics of Aristotle is constructed almost entirely with this
type of arguments. But this is not to universalize.
The appearance of the intellect
Humanization consists in the appearance of the intelligence. And this is a matter
sufficiently serious for ethics, because the primary ethical virtue is prudence. Prudence is a
dianoetic virtue, that is, an intellectual virtue that marks the link between the intelligence and
practical conduct, in so far as practical conduct can and should be directed. Prudence is a central
ethical topic in the Western tradition. At the moment, prudence is discredited or more precisely
neglected, although it is plain that any man of action, and above all someone in government, is
using it constantly: he practices prudence in the management of his affairs; otherwise, he would
not be able to survive.
Prudence is essential to government; it is (this is the way philosophers of classical times
called it) auriga virtutum. It is the directive virtue or the directive dimension of ethics. Prudence
demands, doubtless, taking conditional arguments into account, but adds to this the
consideration of constants that may be compared one with another: a universal idea is an object
of thought sufficiently stable so that, upon comparing it with another, a permanent character
may be attributed to the connection. This permanence implies that the notes of the universal
idea have an intrinsic value independent of circumstances. Thus, a kind of system, a complex
structure is constituted.
I wish to refer to a very curious experiment performed on chimpanzees: an island in the
middle of a lake is surrounded with fire (gas burners). On the island is the chimpanzee’s food.
The chimpanzee is shown that the food is there. Consequently, the chimpanzee that has been
starved will try to go to the island. But (like all animals) he fears fire; then, a raft is constructed
which contains a receptacle and a spoon: the receptacle is filled with water, and the chimpanzee
is taught that if it takes water with the ladle and throws it on the fire, the fire will be put out (this
is prepared in such a way that the chimpanzee can imagine the conditional relation). It then

disembarks and eats the food placed there.
However, if the chimpanzee is given the bucket without water, it repeats the operation
automatically: it attempts to throw water with the ladle, although it evidently throws nothing.
Thus, the chimpanzee does not do something any human being would do. What? Take water
from the lake. It does not know what water is. If A, then B. But for the monkey, A is not general;
if it exercised the intelligence, it would think that the fire is put out by water; that water in the
bucket or not in the bucket is the same: in any case, it is water. And besides there is something
else; if I do not have water, I will get some myself, which never occurs to the chimpanzee.
Water is the same: whether here or there, water puts out fire. But to know this you need
the idea of water. We understand what the intelligence is in the wake of all this. It is the
appearance of the universal. Universal mental objects can be combined, if you wish, with
conditional arguments, but the conditional argumentation can be done without general ideas,
and therefore, all things considered, it is not (Aristotle was right) a topic of abstract logic or of
the logic of the intelligence.
Precisely in that way, through the use of conditionals, one can construct circuits of
computation, but the computer is not intelligent, because it lacks a basic dimension:
consciousness. The key to humanization is the following: contemporary man is characterized by
intelligence. The imagination is different from the capacity to universalize, to which is inherent
another very important characteristic: in accordance with the capacity to universalize, man can
interrupt his practical action, that is, to trigger an activity that is purely mental. This cannot be
done with the imagination alone (this has also been sufficiently demonstrated). In the animal,
sense knowledge is a phase of its behavior; it does not engage in a purely cognitive activity
Suspension of practical behavior: the universal
Knowledge in the animal is nothing more than a phase of its behavior. This means that the
animal does not exercise any kind of intellectual activity. Because what is characteristic of
intellectual activity is precisely that it is independent of behavior. From the start it is
independent of it, up to the point that it is another sort of life, another vital activity. When one
thinks, one stops engaging in any other occupation. When one thinks, one does nothing. But this
doing nothing is not a pure going blank: one substitutes practical action for another, the action
of knowledge. That is why it is sometimes said, “Primum vivere, deinde philosophari,” first live
and afterwards philosophize. Life is the practical life. If we have not resolved practical
problems, we cannot dedicate ourselves to thinking, because thinking is precisely to stop to
think, to limit oneself to thinking. From a biological viewpoint, the intelligence is described
thus: the interruption of practical conduct for another type of vital activity which puts us before
the universal.
We can say that to form universal mental objects (at this moment we will not attempt to
be more precise as we would in a theory of knowledge) is to abstract, and to abstract is precisely
to suspend any direct relation with the environment or with practical behavior. The proof of this
is that there is nothing general that is real, nothing real that is general. At any rate, universals
have their basis in re (this is the classic explanation).
In principle, to think is to stop to think, because to think is to get in touch with a world
that is not the real physical world, but an unchanging one: the world of ideas. From this world

one intervenes in practical life in a way that is new and much more effective. Of course, if I
have not stopped to think about water in general, if I do not know its properties, I cannot carry
out a more perfect activity, one of greater scope, with regard to the real, concrete world, than
that carried out by a monkey, that is, by an animal endowed, at most, with imagination.
Well, then, we can say confidently that H. habilis and H. erectus had no more than
images, associations. The matter is more complicated when we come to H. sapiens. We have to
look for signs to verify whether the last or penultimate species had intelligence. Some
researches subsequently related to ethnology seem to indicate that these people had a cognitive
endowment superior to the imagination. In the first place, on the sites of H. sapiens there
appears something that cannot be found in others: aesthetic motifs. There is art. And in what
sense art has to do with the intelligence will be seen immediately.
We have said that the intelligence is the cessation of practical conduct, its substitution
with another type of activity, which of course Homo sapiens sapiens exercises. There is no
doubt that we have intelligence, that we have universal concepts; but to have universal concepts
is not to engage in practical behavior, because when one thinks of fire, in so far as one is
thinking, fire does not burn. The fire I am thinking of is intentional, not real, we philosophers
say. When I think of fire, I do not do anything with it, I am not roasting food or melting metal.
Thinking about fire, one leaves the relation with the reality of fire completely in suspense in so
far as this is part of practical life (this is no obstacle, I insist, for thought to enrich practice).
The same thing happens when we plan some action. An architect, before building
something, thinks of a plan. To think about a plan is not to construct a building, but to make the
model of the building. And following the model, there could take place afterwards the practical
activity of constructing it. But the elaboration of the model, of the plan, is not a practical
activity, but a theoretical one. The difference between the two activities is clear: they could be
connected, but to begin with they are distinct. Moreover, thought is broader. Although, on the
other hand, what is most profitable is to think: if one does not think, things turn out bad.20
We can claim that art is related to the intelligence precisely because art is a certain
suspension of the utilitarian character of an artifact. When we see, for example, that there are
geometrical figures or the head of a horse carved on a bone instrument, then we have to admit
that whoever made this (and surely he made it because it would also satisfy whoever was going
to use it; art has a certain social character) did not center his attention exclusively on the
practical value of the instrument. He did not consider the instrument exclusively as that, because
from the point of view of practical action, ornamental drawing has no value.
In sum, if we approach it biologically, the first characterization of the intellectual life is
as the suspension of practical action, which is substituted with another type of activity which is
characterized precisely by its capacity to reach universal objects or general ideas, to consider
consistencies, such as “water is water” (therefore, that the water is in the pail or in the lake does
not modify the water in itself). Water from a practical—physical—point of view, is always
something particular; water in thought, although it does not quench or slake thirst, is water in
general, abstract, and not a physical or a practical reality.21
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Art is an index of intelligence because artistic activity, without ceasing to be practical, is
not useful; that is, it is a suspension of the biological value of action. To make a work of art one
must stop to consider what is aesthetic, but the consideration of what is aesthetic is different
from utilitarian valuation. Art is not instrumental, but a certain suspension of the instrumental
by the symbolic.22 On attempting to make something beautiful, have we increased its
effectiveness?
On the sites of the Cro-Magnon and Neanderthals there are examples of art. It could be
claimed that this art is not art properly speaking, because rather than being signs of art, these
were signs of magic, and magic is a practical knowledge with a direct utilitarian intention.
However, this objection is not final, because the symbolic character of the representations in
question is there nevertheless, which cannot be attributed to the imagination without the
intervention of the intelligence.
Another important datum is burials. Until the Neanderthals, the dead were not buried. If
we stop to consider what burial means, we will note that one buries because one considers each
member of the group to have an intrinsic value; it is not a mere individual of a species that
becomes extinct with death, but someone (otherwise, they would not bury him). This ‘someone’
goes further than the merely physical. To recognize someone as a subsistent being and not as a
mere individual of the species, the intelligence is necessary. But it is plain that burials are
related to this idea. Moreover, in many of these tombs, above all in the megalithic ones (stacks
of stones or caves), there appears a hole obviously made intentionally, and which is known
among paleontologists as the “hole of the soul.” These men already had the idea that death is
not definitive, that there is life after death. They considered and formulated what we call the
“immortal soul”; and this has to do with a very important subject: religion (the philosophy of
religion can be done with our historical antecedents, but it can also be tackled from the
paleontologic, evolutive point of view).
Burials indicate two things: that the soul is regarded as immortal and that personal
identity is obvious. If one were to seek what burying the dead could mean from the viewpoint of
humanization, one sees that it entails the stabilization of characteristics. Each individual is not
simply a case. Moreover, when the window of the soul appears in burial places, the idea of
immortality is clear. If something in man is immortal, then human life is not determined
empirically; rather, human life possesses an intrinsic ideal dimension, which remains beyond
time: it does not corrupt.
Plato, the philosopher of the soul, says that the soul is an idea,23 that is, Plato conceives
of it as existing even prior to its incarnation in time; souls exist previously, and its union with
the body is only a fall. The soul is an idea, it belongs to the kósmos noetós, to the world of ideas.
That is, it has no empirical qualities. Evidently, without intelligence such a notion is impossible.
Burial is meaningless if it does not support this claim: “The soul of this individual is
precisely the soul of this individual,” it is the soul consistently and exclusively of this
individual, who is therefore a person (although the notion of person is posterior, it is implicit in
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the claim alluded to). There is an idea of human identity; if not, burial is inexplicable: no animal
buries its dead. We can mention some more significant facts. One of them—which at first sight
could seem bizarre—is ritual cannibalism.
Ritual cannibalism, which is frequent in the sites of Neanderthals, is also a sign of
intelligence; or at least, without referring to the intelligence it is very difficult to explain it. It
did not consist in killing people, but eating certain dead persons. Why? The most plausible
explanation of ritual cannibalism is that it comes from the idea that by eating a dead person,
since this person had certain capacities, certain outstanding qualities, they could be appropriated
by the eaters. That cannibalism tried to avoid losing totally the outstanding characteristics of the
dead person and to have others acquire them.
We are approaching this subject by adopting the point of view of a biologist who has to
think about the intelligence and is aware of the insufficiency of his methodological assumptions
to explain it. The extraordinary nature of this question reveals itself when one realizes that the
intelligence belongs to persons individually. There is no intelligence of the species, because
intelligence is not physical. Thus, the theory of evolution cannot explain it, because it is a theory
meant to explain speciation; intelligence is not a specifying property, but a vital dimension that
arises and is manifested in each one. Has anyone ever seen an intelligence of the species?
Where is it? Nowhere. The intelligence is assumed to be existing in each one of us. The
conclusion is plain: because of intelligence, each one of us is superior to the human biological
species.
Intelligence and the determination of purpose by the species
The appearance of the intelligence is even more originative than the difference between
evolution by adaptation and evolution by cerebral growth (the inversion of the relation with the
environment, the construction of instruments); this difference is very important, but the
difference between the intelligent animal and other animals more so. Biology can explain the
rise of new species; humanization cannot be explained thus, because the intelligence transcends
the species. Because the intelligence is proper to each human being, it is not transmitted
genetically; the origin of the intelligence is divine. However, since man is an animal, he is
generated. The relation of father and mother to their child is a type of reproduction
interpenetrated with ethical meaning. The generation of a human being has a biological
dimension that is immediately transcended: both parents and child are intelligent beings. The
integrating relations of the family are possible because of it.
The intelligence is not merely a specifying factor, but a differential factor that is even
more crucial—from the point of view of the Aristotelian definition. Thus, on the one hand, it
reinforces the human biological species, and on the other, it goes beyond it. It is not a property
of the species, but rather resides solely in each one. Therefore, man, from the point of view of
humanization, is not a species that can be explained by the process of hominization.
Man appears then as a being superior to his species. To be superior to his species means,
above all, that there is something in him that is superior to the living body. The intelligence is
what is hegemonic (the noûs is hegemonic, says Aristotle,24 that is, what is autarchic in each
person; the noûs does not derive from bíos. Because of this, the noûs is not a matter for
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evolution.) The theory of evolution attempts to explain how species appear, and if it succeeds, it
will manage to do so. But it would be a mistake to extrapolate to the life of the spirit the results
that its methodology will allow it to obtain.
How does a living species appear? This is a difficult problem, but it can be solved. How
does life in general appear? This is no longer a problem for evolution to solve, as is clear, and
one would have to tackle it in a different way. The theory of evolution cannot explain how life
first arose, but only how different living species appear. It cannot explain the intelligence either,
because the intelligence cannot be reduced to a genetic determination of a species but rather
entails something special that is completely distinct, that is, that individuals are superior to their
species. This thesis can be expressed in the following way: “The human being does not derive
his purpose from his species.”
All animals—including H. habilis and H. erectus, that are sufficiently original from the
point of view of evolution—derive their purpose from the species: that is, they only act in
function of the survival of the species (those that function by adaptation, even more). It is quite
noteworthy, and there are sufficient signs furnished by paleontology, that H. habilis and H.
erectus behaved technologically also in favor of the species, that is, that their rudimentary
productive vitality was shared by all. This is a datum sufficiently clear from the sites (probably
they lacked a sense of property).
The human individual is not absorbed completely by the species: he is not limited to
occupying himself with maintaining the species through his own life, but rather is responsible
for his own existence. His active existence is in his own hands. That is how Aristotle describes
freedom: to be free means to be master of one’s own acts, and this means to be causa sibi, cause
of oneself.25 There is a human teleology and correlatively a human law of behavior the
fulfillment of which depends on his freedom, in so far as the freedom of man is a characteristic
of each human being in accordance with which each one has to develop himself by
accomplishing objectives. These objectives are different from the pure and simple maintenance
of the species. I repeat, man does not derive his purpose from the species, but this does not
mean that he has no purpose. Rather, he lives entrusted to his own dominion, to his own
judgment, as Calderón de la Barca suggests.26
Man has to regulate his own life following laws that are not self-fulfilling (like the
endogenous laws about which sociologists speak or the purely dynamic psychological laws).
They are laws of a different nature, which a man may or may not fulfill. There we have a
dimension of ethics: man is a being capable of ethical norms. The position of man on the scale
of living beings defines a break between the rational subject and the human species. Situated in
this break are ethical norms that rule intersubjective relations and control the dominion of the
subject over his own essential endowment.
Freedom and laws
Ethical laws are, in a manner of speaking, natural, in the sense that they are proper to human
beings and arise from their rational and free character. But they are not natural in the sense of
physical laws that a material particle follows or the biological laws of an animal species. They
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are nothing like these: they are laws that rule actions in a non-deterministic manner and which
man can break: follow them or no. But they are not thereby less profound or less anchored in
being. Free fulfillment should not be confused with chance.
It would, therefore, be a mistake to think that they are laws in a broad sense, laws made
by the subject himself, conventional or not vital. True laws, then, would be laws such as those
Newton formulates in rational mechanics or laws according to which the instincts function;
moral laws would not be such in the strict sense, because they can be broken, they are not in
force in the sense of being unavoidable: they do not subject the human being entirely or
inexorably. They are laws inherent to human nature, but they do not have an automatic
character. They are laws, if you wish, that express an ought, because they are not empirical
laws. But, I repeat, this character of the moral law does not attenuate its importance. Even if
they are broken, ethical norms oblige. Because they are obligatory, they have to do with
existence (in no way can they be considered unreal); they govern the vector of purposefulness of
the subject whose purpose is not determined by the species.27
The existence of these obligatory norms is exclusive to man. On the basis of ethical
norms other systems of laws may be formulated which are also peculiar to man: for example,
customs or juridical norms. Law and customs with their changing character, the constitution of
distinct ways of behaving in accordance with culture or civilization, are exclusive to man; there
is no animal that has customs and law. Law and cultural customs are norms derived from ethical
norms. What we call ethical norms are the laws most distinctive of the human being, most
exclusively his, because their fulfillment is free. And since freedom is responsible for this, they
are not mechanisms; rather, freedom can decide not to fulfill them. In so far as they are derived,
the norms of behavior cited earlier are not as inseparable from freedom.
Homo sapiens sapiens brings to its last possibility the characteristic of not adapting to
the environment, but rather of establishing his species in another way, reaching the point of not
subordinating himself to the species in a teleological sense. The human individual stands far
above the species: he is a person and is open to certain laws, adhesion to which does not imply
automatic necessity, but which he may or may not fulfill. Ethical norms, in so far as they are
neither physical nor psychological laws that depend on the biology of the animal, are laws of a
free being in order to be free. So much so that if these laws were not to exist, or if a human
being were to insist on saying that there are no ethical norms, or that such norms are not
explained by his character as a free person, but rather by convention or cultural traditions, or
through agreements or pacts,28 then he would limit himself to the condition of a mere animal, he
would accept being reduced to this level. If ethical norms are not norms of freedom, then they
would be natural in a biological sense or pure conventions, and they could not be taken
seriously, which is a very grave matter for a being whose purpose is not merely the survival of
the species.
One of the major problems which occupies quantum mechanics is the appearance of
physical laws. This depends, in principle, on the energy of photons. For example, gravity
appears at a specific moment; it must have existed previously, but its effect could not be
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detected. Gravity starts to function when the energy of the photons diminishes, and this
diminution is correlative to the expansion of the universe. As the universe expands, according to
quantum physicists, the frequency of photons diminishes, their energy varies, and they pass on
to a universe of dust in which there are nuclei, and from these nuclei atoms are formed. The
heavier atoms are formed afterwards and do not exist throughout the universe, but only in some
regions.
All of this is a rather valid explanation (with some obscure points). How do natural laws
appear? According to one history that starts with the Big Bang, 29 they do so in a history or a
time anterior to biological evolution, which assumes the existence of heavy atoms. What is
certain is that these laws cannot be unfulfilled; rather, following a specific state of energy, some
laws appear, and following another, others appear. That is, they are laws that express distinct
states of energy. They are natural laws, but they are not laws of freedom: they govern the
temporal development of realities distinct from human biography.
If, to explain laws that are properly human, we have recourse to aspects of the person
distinct from freedom, we negate their character as moral laws. The body of the animal is
composed of heavy atoms, for example, carbon, and this removes it from certain stages of the
history of the universe sketched on the basis of the Big Bang theory (which is a theory that is
well-formulated in terms of quantum mechanics). One cannot say, for example, that when the
animal experiences fear, its heavy atoms (helium, for example) become light. But freedom
introduces us to a different world that has nothing to do with the physical; all the same, norms
appear that entail an opposition or alternative: to fulfill the norm or not to fulfill it. On the basis
of this, two series of notions are formulated that are entirely original: it is ethics that discovers
them and they have the same meaning. On the one hand, the notions of good and evil. Good and
evil cannot be said of other areas of reality: we cannot say that the explosion of a supernova is
evil, unless we stretch the meaning of the word. In a transferred sense we can speak of a good
table or a bad table, or say that there is good weather or bad, but these are secondary senses.
Where their original meaning really appears is in ethics: good and evil are strictly ethical
notions that are grasped only if one is free. The human being is a personal being, capable of
understanding his destiny and the way that leads to it.
On the other hand, the fulfillment of moral laws implies that man can have various
states, which we will call interior states: these are the virtues (the non-fulfillment of these laws
leads to vices). In accordance with these states, freedom connects with the nature of man.
Virtues and vices are internal states that follow upon practical action, not as results or external
consequences, but as intrinsic modifications of the capacity to realize actions. Thus, we see once
again that ethics is not something added on or adventitious.
Freedom and moral norms
We usually say ‘good health’ or ‘bad health.’ But we also realize that good health or bad
health is not something that has anything to do with freedom: in these cases good or evil is not
an option that is in my hands, in the same way doing a good or evil act is. The alternative of
good or evil is originally ethical. I repeat that we have to see the main dimensions of ethics in
statu nascente. Ethics arises because man has to direct his own life. This self-direction, in so far
as it is subject to an alternative that can only come from freedom, allows us to speak of special
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norms—the moral norm, of a special difference which we call good and evil, and of a
modification of the moral subject which are virtues and vices.
Primarily, strictly, and properly speaking, we speak of good and evil with regard to what
we do as a result of free decisions. This is closely related to the existence of a primary norm: do
good, do not do evil; if you do this, good; if not, bad. To do evil, what should not be, is opposed
to doing good. Goods, evils; norms fulfilled, norms violated. All of this belongs to the ambit of
freedom; if not, there are no moral norms and no good or evil; there would be the pleasant and
what is annoying. Although the animal perceives these situations of pleasure or unsuitability in
its biological state and esteems them as fitting or not fitting, that is, something to attain or avoid,
this sense of good and evil is not moral good or evil. Moral good is what ought to be and evil is
what ought not be; but not in so far as it is something which happens to me, but in so far as I
have the possibility of deciding to fulfill it and do it, or not fulfill it and not do it.
In life we often find ourselves in situations that appear to be evil, but realize that, if these
situations do not depend on us, they are not evil in a moral sense, no matter how much they
disturb us, but in the sense of fortune or luck, events whose occurrence falls outside our control.
It is good to discover a treasure, but it is not a good derived from a free decision translated into
action and ruled by a normative recommendation such as “do it” or a normative prohibition,
such as “do not do it.” Of this, all of us, speaking in general, have experience. We have
experience of and discern other ways of employing the words good or evil and other ways of
speaking about norms. We know that there exist laws in close relation to the fact that we are
free; if we did not, there would be no sense in saying that there are norms that oblige, but which
are violable. And the notion of good (or evil) which appears in strict correlation with it is also
original.
Man is a being that has to resolve problems inherent to his own existence, that has his
own existence in his hands, a being that does not have a purpose that is finite, but that tends
infinitely. We bear our own existence on our shoulders, we have to advance it; we are not so
equipped that we can be complacent with the daily unfolding of our lives, as an animal is or a
star. The star reclines on its orbit, although this expression is rhetorical—rhetoric here serves to
bring out the fact that the star does nothing of itself; if it did, it would be able to deviate from its
orbit—because the star is not free. But man is a being that is problematical in his existence. His
existence is not the pure succession of events that make up movement; his existence is I myself
in my freedom. In this sense I am outside of the laws that merely function. I am a being open to
another world, and this does not mean that there are no norms whatsoever that apply to me, but
rather precisely because man acts freely, what ought to be arises. If something ought to be done
or not done, there are norms: “Do this,” “Do not do this other thing.” And immediately the
distinction between good and evil appears.
The moral norm indicates obligation, a duty (the distinction is usually made between
being and ought); it is obligatory, but its fulfillment is not forced. This does not diminish the
importance of the moral norm nor does it make it inferior to indefectible norms, but rather all
the contrary. The moral norm entails obligation, and obligation comes from “ligation,” a link
that may be accepted or not.
One must distinguish: there are things that are good and things that are bad, but an action
is not good or bad in this way, but in so far as it is related to the fulfillment of a norm. This
distinction is tantamount to a duality which we face squarely before a decision. We cannot say

that this is characteristic of things, because they do not choose themselves; on the other hand, it
is all the contrary with actions. Action is good or evil also in accordance with a characteristic
proper to it: from it follow certain achievements and consequences that can come to be or not
come to be, depending on whether or not the action is exercised. There is something beyond our
actions at which they aim and which can be achieved or not. This is proper to the human being.
Consider what are called “futuribles [what-might-have-beens],” what could have been and never
were. We are capable of opening futures, of opening timelines, of making them happen in
accordance with our decisions. This is way beyond probability in a quantum sense. Although
something has been said about a certain freedom of particles (it seems they do not function
deterministically), in the end probability is translated deterministically into a series of
equations.30 “Something can happen,” “something can not happen,” is in our hands. If we make
a decision, a series of events will take place, and if not, no.
The alternative of good and evil is intrinsic to action, but it also goes beyond action:
good consequences, evil consequences. The distinction is rather clear with respect to future
events that depend on whether or not we perform an act. The future, therefore, cannot be
foreseen from a specific situation of the human agent; what may come afterwards is not strictly
necessary; rather, action opens diverse paths; ‘futuribles’ fall under those that will not be
followed.
Species, society and person
In our species, there appears a phenomenon which is not proper to previous species: the family.
In turn, the family is the first institution, that is, an organization constituted by persons with
stable bonds. Thus, a phenomenon that is also completely new arises, one which has to do with
intelligence and which is of an eminently ethical order: love. The stable union of a pair is,
among mammals, exclusive to man, as is the care for offspring, that is, the setting in motion of
the capacities of the child with society in mind. This means that the human being is social, not
only specific. And he is social from the start. Aristotle had noted this. 31 In the genus Homo
individuals function in favor of the species and exclusively in favor of them, but not Homo
sapiens sapiens.32
What reveals to us that man does not derive his purpose from his species, but is a person,
a personal subject, is that reason is exclusively of each individual. This does not imply isolation
in any way whatsoever, but precisely that interrelation between individuals, since it does not
derive its purpose from the species, creates society. If institutions were to disappear, we would
not be able to establish the superiority of man over his species, because the institution is in its
very constitution inter-subjective. Inter-subjective-ness is precisely the interrelation among
individuals who are all superior to the species. And this is society.
Man is zôon politikón, a social animal. No animal is social in the same way man is.
Animals act for their species and therefore live together, help one another, and fight strangers.
But this is not society. The only society there is, strictly speaking, is human society: society
means “meta-speciation”: interrelation among subjectively intelligent living beings. In other
30
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For example, Schrödinger’s equation is deterministic; it is an equation that links distinct temporal states of probability applied to wave
functions.
Politics 1.2 (1253a 2–3).
Let us leave for the moment the topic of the family without developing it completely. This topic has to do with property as well and with
work. The topic of property is an ethical matter: it falls under ethics by way of justice.

words, man is a social being because he is a dialogic being, that is, capable of expressing what
he thinks to others and to establish thereby a communicative network. Society is, in the final
analysis, the reciprocal manifestation of interiority to others.
Non-communication characterizes the crisis in human society. This is why society did
not originate in a pact among individuals who were previously isolated. Men are born into a
first social institution which is the family; their relations, being personal, are dialogic, husbandwife, parent-child: this is the first thing a man is. And he is thus in so far as he is a rational
animal, in so far as he does not derive his purpose from his species. Evidently, generation serves
the species, but it is not absorbed in it; rather, relations prevail in it which are only possible if
man is a being endowed with intelligence and will, capable of constant love.
The union between male and female in any species does not last beyond the mating
season or an intermittent nesting season. In contrast, the woman is always receptive. From this
comes the matrimonial institution. As A. Polaino points out, in contradistinction to what
happens in other animal species, human paternity-maternity possesses a transcendent value
precisely because man knows from whom he comes. Something analogous may be claimed for
the parents, since they also know that the child proceeds from them. The act originative of a
new human being is the nucleus of paternity: it is a transcendent act that surpasses the mere
sexual union of man and woman. Human paternity constitutes a man in a new way by
establishing a relation between him and a new human being. In turn, the relation of child to
parent, being constitutive and originative, refers him unavoidably to the origin of his own being:
man is questioned about his own origin. In this way we avoid falling into narcissism—so
widespread in today’s society—which is the exclusion of awareness of origin.
Because of that, both paternity and filiation are permanent relations. No one is
authorized to understand himself to be an ex-father, just as no one can think of himself as an exchild. Since this relation is constitutively original, it persists outside time.
I repeat. Whatever the duration of his biography, man is always faced with the question
of his origin, a question that brings him to the recognition of his being generated, which no one
can ever steal from him: he cannot dodge or replace it. Personal identity is, therefore, not
dissociable from that recognition. Nevertheless, one of the most notorious phenomena of
modern ideologies is the desire not to be the offspring of anyone, to consider filiation as an
intolerable debt.33
The family is evidence that humanization cannot be reduced to hominization. Another
irrefutable proof, although negative, is that man can be a risk to his own species. If man can go
against his own species, it is plain that he does not derive his purpose from it; no animal goes
against its own species. The only animal that organizes wars is man. War is a human fact, not an
intraspecific fact. War comes from man against man. The dictum of Hobbes (homo homini
lupus)34 is not correct, because the wolf is not a wolf to a wolf. In fights to lead a pack or for a
female, the fight ends when one is beaten; it is not a fight to the death. But man is not like that.
In human history episodes as monstrous as war occur.
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The meaning of work is distinct when man accepts his condition as a son and when he rejects this condition. For someone who knows he
is a son, work is a task always seen as an entrustment to which he responds when he tries to realize himself as a human being (in this way
the virtue of piety is developed). For someone who rejects his filial condition, work is the filling up of an internal emptiness: he attributes
to work the value of self-realization as pure result.
De cive, Libertas, 1.10.

Once, in the zoological park of Sarajevo, when the animals were dying of hunger, a
female bear ate its mate and in this way was able to survive a little longer. But this was not an
attempt against the species. The bear at that moment did not cease to serve the species, since it
was itself a means for the species to survive. This was not comparable to war among human
beings.

CHAPTER III
ETHICS AND SOCIETY
Ethics is intrinsic to our biology because man is biologically faber (he belongs to
the genus Homo) and intrinsic to our spirit because, endowed with intelligence,
man is a person. If we are persons, we can treat others as our fellowman, as our
neighbor, or we can kill him.
With everything said up to this point, the normative dimension of ethics
has appeared. Consider the commandments of the Decalogue revealed by God
(Ex. 20; Deut. 17): “Thou shalt not commit adultery,” “Thou shalt not covet thy
neighbor’s wife,” “Honor thy parents,” “Thou shalt not bear false witness,” “Thou
shalt not steal,” “Thou shalt not kill,” “Love thy neighbor as thyself.” Meditating
on the meaning of “rational animal,” we see that it points to supraspeciation. From
this springs the possibility of abusing the species or of favoring it, of killing or
collaborating with others. The supraspecific being is not an isolated being, but
rather social. Without society there is no ethics, and conversely, because society
signifies active and communicative relations between persons.
In our search for an ontological basis for ethics we had to try to see ethics
in statu nascente, as it first appears. On turning to the theory of evolution we have
discovered a certain type of process of speciation, distinct from others, that allows
us to understand what is usually called hominization. There is a series of species
which, starting with the bipedal character of Australopithecus, through the
development of uncommitted neurons, gradually liberate themselves from
adaptation through the construction of instruments. The uncommitted neurons
have an important relation to certain extremities (the hands) that have been
exempted from the function of walking by virtue of bipedalism and that have
acquired an extreme form of potentiality; the hands serve for everything.
Man is a technological being because he has hands; these, in turn, would
be useless if their mobility were not cerebrally controlled. Allow me to insist on
the importance of this non-specialized and non-adapted biological base, which is
precisely also our biological base. In this sense, we belong to the genus Homo.
There is no problem with explaining this in some other way, but if we turn to
biology, we have a formulation that is suggestive and at the same time rather sure
(prescinding from a series of problems that the notion of evolution brings with it
and which have not been resolved by biologists): at the very least, it is a rather
good introduction to an understanding of the human body; nevertheless,
hominization is not enough to explain modern man. It is necessary to add
humanization.
Humanization is centered on a matter that is even more important than

freedom from the environment through the fabrication of tools, namely, the
capacity to suspend activity, to focus on ideas, which are characterized by
universality, the apprehension of the stability of characteristics. Something we
illustrated with the example of the chimpanzee and the use of water.

The Origin of the intelligence
The theory of evolution is helpless to explain this major modification. On investigating the
origin of intelligence, there is no recourse other than to turn to direct creation; an intelligence
can have only another intelligence superior to it as an a priori explanation; and to the extent that
intelligence does not proceed from evolution we must say that its relation of origin with respect
to another intelligence is creation. The human intelligence is created, and noting this makes us
see hominization as the process of preparation of an organism which demands intelligence, that
is, an immaterial, non-temporal factor. And it demands intelligence, because without it the
viability of cerebral hyperformalization and its success would come to an end. And this is
related to something previously explained, that is, that the brain of modern man has been
preceded by other larger brains (the Neanderthalensis had a greater cranial capacity than ours).
The growth of the brain cannot go on infinitely: there comes a moment in which the
hyperformalized brain is incapable of directing life. This is a subject well explained by Xavier
Zubiri.35
With the appearance of intelligence the relation between individual and species is
inverted; intelligence is not a factor of speciation since it belongs only to the individual, which
means that intelligence is not inherited, it is not transmitted, it is not a question of genes; the
empirical evidence for this, on the other hand, is rather notable: children who are rather stupid
may come from parents who are quite intelligent, and vice-versa. Recall the case of Beethoven,
one of the greatest geniuses of humankind; he was the child of a tuberculous mother and an
alcoholic father. In sum, intelligence is not inherited, it is not transmitted, but is created directly.
Because of this, the seat of intelligence is an immortal soul (this is a consideration we need to
add). This signifies that man is a being with a spiritual dimension.
God has infused a spirit into the human body, following Biblical terminology (Gen. 2.7),
and this infusion of the spirit is the direct work of God; it has not been entrusted to hereditary
transmission; consequently, we cannot say that it is a factor of speciation. One of the proofs that
man has intelligence is that he can think of negation, which is obviously unreal.
Thomas Aquinas proposes various proofs of the immaterial character of the intelligence
and therefore of the impossibility of its being generated through biological processes. But some
people are impeded in their use of reason, since brain damage makes it impossible for the
intelligence to abstract; there exists a certain dependence on the organic faculties, in so far as
the intelligence begins by abstracting and does it from the sensible. Therefore, if someone’s
brain were not functioning normally, although the intelligence exists, it would not act, and it
would not be manifested in his conduct; body and soul constitute a unity.
All human beings in principle are intelligent. But whether we can use or not, more or
less, the intelligence is another matter altogether, which is a proof that we are animals endowed
with reason: the human biological base does not determine but rather conditions. Nevertheless,
intelligence is not a question of inheritance and therefore of speciation. Because of this, the
knowledge that man is capable of acquiring through the use of reason would be lost to humanity
if it were not to be deposited in some way in a tradition. It is also clear that, if a person thinks,
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but does not ever communicate with others, what he has thought dies with him.
The development of the intellectual capacity is the strict responsibility of the individual,
albeit not in isolation. José Ortega y Gasset has proposed a hypothesis to make this plain.
Suppose, he says, that all the chemists and all the physicists were to die. The next generation
would be ignorant of these sciences; if the texts they wrote had been preserved, then, with quite
an amount of work and after some generations, perhaps these sciences could be recovered.
Ortega y Gasset adds that, on the other hand, the survival of humanity would be at risk,
because if all the physicists and chemists were to become extinct, this planet would not be able
to feed four billion and more persons who exist: there would be a great population decrease,
since the disappearance of this sort of knowledge that those who have specialized in them
possess would eliminate techniques needed by humankind. These sciences are possessed by
some human beings, others do not have them; therefore, they are not transmitted biologically.
Intelligence alters the relation individual-species; it puts the person above the species,
something which never happens among animals, because they derive their purpose from the
species.
Species and person. The human essence
To understand better the relation person-species we can turn to some observations of Thomas
Aquinas: there exists a type of living being that is purely spiritual and does not have a body.
These are the angels (ST 1.51.1; 54.5; 102.2 ad1). The angel is that created living being that
exhausts his species: each angel is a species; there are not many angels of the same species:
there is only one. So that the difference between angels, if there are many angels, would be a
hierarchic difference, a difference between angelic species, because each angel is his entire
species. (The word species is used in a broader sense than that which it has in the theory of
evolution. One could replace it with the word essence. We could say that the essence of each
angel is entirely possessed by the angelic person.)
The living being that contrasts with the angel is the animal. Animals are individuals that
derive their purpose from their species, which in no way has a personal existence. The angel is
the personal existence of a species; the individual animal is not the personal existence of any
species. Consider, for example, the problem of the chicken and the egg, a classic philosophical
problem which one comes up against when one studies the ways by which the existence of God
is demonstrated: which came first, the chicken or the egg? According to the medieval
philosophers, we are talking here of an accidental series, different from the universality of the
species: within the species there exists a series of individuals following a generative line. In this
way an accidental series of causes is constituted. In accord with a generative line of individuals,
there is a series of accidental causes that is indefinite because the species is their end. On the
other hand, universal causes are not accidental, and a series of such causes is not indefinite (the
universal causes are the species). Only in this way can the existence of God be demonstrated
following the second way that Thomas Aquinas expounds (ST 1.2.3c). So that all the individuals
of an animal species are subordinated to their species, because none is identified completely
with it, so that they are inferior to their species and have to act in favor or consideration of it.
Man inhabits a middle space between animals and the angels. No man exhausts the
species, the essence of man (if someone were able to do so, there would be no more than a
single human person), but at the same time no person is completely at the service of the species,

because he is not inferior to it. Because of this he occupies an intermediate situation between
the angel and the animal. This observation is completed with another: precisely because of this,
the angel is a living being that has to resolve only one problem; this one problem is the
acceptance of the superiority of God: a problem of freedom that is intensively ethical.
The problem of the angel has to do exclusively with God, precisely because he has no
problem involving his own species, since he exhausts it. The angel is a spiritual created being,
without a body, who correlatively is himself an essence: there are not many of the same essence;
rather, each angel is an angelic essence. Because of this, he has no problems involving his
essence; he has problems with the author of his existence and of his essence, that is, with God.
Therefore, the angel has to decide in exclusive terms between himself and God; he exercises
only one act of freedom (clearly superior to human acts of freedom) by which he configures
himself definitively according to whether he accepts God or not.
Man, insofar as he is a spiritual creature, also has this problem. Because of this, the first
commandment of the Law of God is “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy life, with all
thy strength, with all thy mind, with all thy works, and Him alone wilt thou serve”; you will
subordinate yourself exclusively to him (Dt 6.4–5; 4.35). But this is not the only problem which
man has to resolve: he also has to face another, which is precisely his coexistence with his
fellowmen; and this precisely because he is a personal being, who, since he is a personal being,
does not derive his purpose from his biological species, but who, being corporeal, does not
exhaust it. There are many other persons of the same species.
Man has to face problems which are obviously ethical and which do not exist for the
animal. The animal is spared the problem that is common to man and the angels and also the
problem that is exclusively human, namely, his relation with his fellowmen, the recognition of
the personal character of others (and in this, says the Lord, is contained all the Law and the
prophets [Mt 22.40]), because this indeed is what happens to a person that does not exhaust his
species: he finds himself coexisting with other persons of the same species—each and every one
of us possesses the human species; because we are persons and since we do not derive our
purpose from the species, we are in communicative relation with others who also have it, which,
as I have said, is human society. The angels can also be considered to form a society or to be in
communication with one another, but theirs is a society different from ours, precisely because
the angels relate to one another only as superior and inferior: angelic society is a pure hierarchy,
because, since each angel exhausts his own species, angels differ from one another by belonging
to a higher or lower species. There is no other difference among them.36
It would be a mistake for the human being to consider himself an angel. He is similar to
the angel in that he is a person, a spiritual being; but he differs from him in that he has a body.
Therefore, man is a personal being that does not exhaust his own species. On the other hand, the
plurality of angels is not possible without a hierarchy. Without a doubt, we find it difficult to
understand a society that is exclusively hierarchical, since human society cannot be that way.
Human society has to have a strong dose of what is usually called democracy, because
we are persons of the same species, we are fellow human beings, and a simple hierarchy is
impossible. Thomas Aquinas says that, in some way, we share out the species (ST 1.13.19).
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Classic anthropology since Plato developed the theory of human types; strictly speaking, each
person is a type. And here one of the great subjects most discussed today fits in: the human
status of the woman, feminism, the ethical connotations of which are very strong.
We can say that there are two types of human beings: man and woman, because the
sexual difference is much more accentuated in our species than in others, because it has spiritual
connotations. But, at the same time, each woman and each man is a type (trópos). Human types
exist: tropoî. The human species is perceived to have types because each individual does not
exhaust the species: he is not subordinate to it, but does not exhaust it either; therefore, the
species is distributed as it were among human beings, something which does not occur in the
animal. What is strictly typical in man is precisely each one. All men should respect every other
man, they should honor him. We are not talking only of respecting him in the trivial sense of the
term, of not striking him, or not harming his physical integrity; he should honor him in himself,
because any human being is superior to another in something.
What is directly typical is the distribution in qualitative differences of the human
species, insofar as it is not exhausted by the person. If there is a plurality of persons of the same
species, then there is a plurality of types. And this means to say that one person is superior to
another in something and the other is superior to the first in something else. Thus, Thomas
Aquinas concludes: “As Saint Paul says, render honor to one another.”
To render honor is profoundly ethical. Moreover, we do it usually in a more or less
simple manner in rites as important and widespread as the greeting, the formulas known as
courtesy, which are characteristic of any human culture.
The greeting of Western civilization is the gesture of extending the hand, which means:
“I am unarmed; I give you my hand because I am not holding a sword.” To give one’s hand is a
sign of peace.” The rites of greeting of the Tuaregs, nomads of the Sahara, are different: since
they are people who live far from one another, because the population density is thin, when a
Tuareg sees another in the horizon, he begins the task of ritual approach, and the greetings are
highly cautious; they are equivalent to saying, “I am disposed to spend some time with you,” “I
do not come to rob you or strike you.” There are peoples in the Pacific who greet one another
(the same symbolism as the hand, actually) rubbing nose against nose.
All men owe one another honor. These greetings of courtesy which develop to the extent
in which man is civilized represent the recognition of a being of the same species but who is a
person with whom one may dialogue; all this is based on types, since each human being is an
irreducible type; he has something in common with others and something diverse. The
coordination of types grows with social life and human community: it is what we call culture.
All human societies have a series of common convictions (Aristotle wrote about this in
one of his most important works, the Topics, which is a logical theory of convictions and
discussion). We are capable of sharing much more than animals, precisely because we have a
personal identity, a demonstration of our spirit; and we can show this typically to others; man is
a manifestative being, but he can withdraw, refuse to manifest himself (this has to do with truth
and falsehood). What is typical in man can be coordinated by virtue of habits. The habits are the
essentialization of specific types. Moral habits are another dimension of ethics.
The double manifestation of the human person

Man is a manifestative being; the animal is not. A manifestative being is one who, upon acting,
puts forward something exclusively his own and gives it to others: an intimacy that opens.
Kierkegaard said that “the spirit [when we speak of the person we imply the spirit] opens
towards the outside”;37 it always opens towards another, but note that man can remain closed; he
can deny his manifestation, withdraw, transform into an unsociable being, that does not share,
that is solitary. No animal can refuse to manifest itself, because no animal is manifestative, since
none has intimacy; when a dog barks, it is not manifesting anything intimate, it is manifesting a
tendency or the sensation of fear or anger.
Manifestation is a much more serious activity; human manifestation has to do with the
fact that each person possesses a type which has to be considered with respect to his essence.
We distinguish in every human being the biological, the typical, his essence and personal being.
The biological always manifests itself typified.38 Human types are generally related to culture. It
is necessary to take into consideration the plurality of cultures; these can be classified according
to the abundance of types with which they correspond39 and with the more or less general
acceptance of them.40 Social philosophy has underlined the importance of certain types. For
example, Plato distinguishes between philosophers, the guardians or soldiers, farmers, artisans
and traders (with the tendency to enrich themselves) and uses this distinction to define the
differences between regimes or politeiai according to whether one type or another prevails.
The manifestation of personal being is modulated, above all, by types. The
correspondence between types and culture allows certain generalizations, which are proper to
the method of cultural sociology. Nevertheless, we should not forget that the type belongs to
each person, such that the generalization of types only allows a superficial classification of
human beings: strictly speaking, types are of persons, and not the other way around (to box
persons into types—social classes, professional specializations—is a mistake that weakens
ethics). However, to admit that each human type is only personal also leads to practical errors.
Above all, because this way one eliminates its correspondence with culture (this would be
proper to the so-called pluralist society that is no more than apparent and brings with it the
decadence of culture: de-culturation). Besides, person and type should not be confused. The
confusion of these two makes it impossible to agree on types. This agreement requires
acceptance of the notion of the essence of the human being.
While the type may be described as “what is natural to each one,” his temper, his
temperament, the complexion of his ways of deciding, the essence is the end given to “what is
natural” from the viewpoint of the person and in view of the person, that is, the organization that
makes the features of the type coherent.
Taken in this sense, the essence of man is not a given, but a mission of the freedom that
lasts all of one’s life, namely, the growing conquest on the part of personal being of the
dependence of the human. This dependence is strictly the essence of man; but it is not static.
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Rather, it is necessary to conquer it, because the essence of man only exists insofar as it grows
(if it were not to grow, it would not depend on the person, and if this growth were not free, it
would not be anything other than that of a physical organism). If the essence of the angel
depended on his person in accordance with a free act so intense that it cannot be multiplied, the
essence of the human being, on the other hand, grows.41 This entails using the features of the
type to perfect them. This perfecting use falls under the responsibility of virtues and is therefore
ethical. I describe virtue as that redounding effect of actions on their principles, in accordance
with which these principles grow essentially; this in turn makes possible operations of a higher
level that are freely exercised.
In that way, therefore, the type is destined for the essence. Following the connection of
these two dimensions, there is something special, original, in every human being. In this way
we see that men should not be treated like interchangeable numbers.42
In F. Schiller’s Ode to Joy people are referred to as “the millions.” As a song to the
multitude gathered for an ideal, this is fine, but it is not the same to speak of millions of
sardines. One must say of the angels that they are countless, which does not mean that they are
infinite in number. It means that with respect to them number has no meaning; one angel is
different from another, but they are not two (following the operation of addition), precisely
because each exhausts his own species.
A man does not exhaust his species, but rather typifies it, and his essence can grow over
and above types; therefore, men are not strictly numerable either. When we ask, “How many
chickens do you have?” or “What is the population of Mexico?,” number is not used in the same
way (to insist on confusing them leads one to commit grave ethical errors). A dog can be
exchanged for another dog; a person, no. Numeration is justified when one asks, “How many
sheep do you have?” If you give me one sheep, I am ready to give you five chickens. In history
there are many cases of the phenomenon of treating people in a mass, but these are inhuman,
precisely because every person, and only he, is the person he is; this is called “irreducibility” in
philosophy.
We cannot exchange persons; if we negotiate with them as with chickens, we deny their
character as persons: persons are not interchangeable, but irreducible. Since, besides, each of
them possesses a type, it is not good business to ignore their differences at the moment, for
example, of choosing collaborators for specific tasks.
Man is open to the relation with God. Religion involves a serious ethical question. The
first commandment is a profound moral duty. Whoever does not fulfill it does not behave like a
person. Man can open himself to God. The first human manifestation, the deepest, should be for
him. Man is a praying being who opens his intimacy to God, but he can also be a being who
does not pray, who does not want to manifest himself before God, who ignores him (atheism is a
serious moral problem). However, as I said, the moral problem of man is double: the
manifestation to God and to others (the angel has no more than one—the first). There exists a
plurality of human persons, each of whom possesses a type, and in this sense we say they share
out the species. Each of them by himself is capable of manifesting himself and is also capable of
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closing himself to manifestation; consequently, man must confront the problem of his social
character.
The social problems of man are due to types: it is a problem of coordination that has not
yet been completely resolved. Throughout history, and among certain sections of humanity,
there have been significant advances in its perception. But we should also say that what remains
unresolved today is not a lot less than what has been solved. Moreover, the fact that something
is resolved in one historical period does not guarantee the continuity of the solution.
If we examine seriously the social problem, we will see that it is a problem that is
intrinsically ethical. The social problem has to do with considering the other as neighbor: “Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.”43 To love the other as oneself is simply to recognize him as
neighbor: he is as much a person as I; what he has as type merits all my respect and
appreciation. When we lose sight of this, the social problem becomes acute. When man is open
to the social problem, he notices that he has to tackle it by controlling his own manifestation.
We realize that the social problem is unresolved on verifying that we have not banished
war, which is a crisis of human sociability. War is evil. That it can be justified for reasons of
legitimate self-defense is another thing altogether, but in itself it is anti-ethical because it goes
against the personal character of the human being. It is a hostile, instead of a contributing,
communication.
Moreover, apart from war, we can also treat man in such a way that we deny his personal
character. This is the reduction of one’s neighbor to the condition of a simple Homo habilis. We
are talking about a phenomenon that has been constant in the history of mankind; we have
become aware of it, we have wished to overcome it, and really we have overcome it in part, but
not entirely.
Man as instrument: slavery
Man is sapiens. If he treats another person as though he were not, that is, if he does not
recognize his personal character, he reduces him to a Homo habilis, an animal; this has occurred
in a genuinely depressing way throughout human history and is an ethical problem of the first
magnitude. The fact that it is not completely resolved should not accustom us to think it is
insoluble. A clear example is slavery, perfectly described by Aristotle (Politics 1.4 [1254b 10–
15]; 1.5 [1255a 1–3]): “The slave is someone who has no lógos, the apparently human being
who is incapable of guiding himself” (Ibid. 1.5 [1254b 20–24]). Consequently, he is under the
dominion of another person, who can use him. Slavery is the purely instrumental consideration
of a human being, based on the denial of his personal character.
For Aristotle, a slave is someone who, because he lacks a lógos, is subject to the lógos of
someone else; and to be subject to the lógos of someone else is to be an instrument for that
lógos. That which is subject to the intelligence is precisely technology: man is the faber sapiens.
To be faber alone is not enough to be a man. The modern promoters of the enslavement of
Negroes claimed that Negroes did not have a human soul. They claimed the same thing Aristotle
did: the Negro is not a man, but an animal of the genus Homo. Because of this, the slave in
ancient times and above all the Negro in modern times have been employed in activities of
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instrumental production.
If only some are sapientes, then the others are nothing but fabri; but then they are not
men: they are hominids; they belong to the genus Homo, but are not persons. The problem of
the consideration of one’s neighbor purely as an instrument is not resolved, because we have
based our hypertechnical economic activity on the idea that some are sapientes and others
habiles and nothing more; the sapientes are the managers or capitalists and the habiles are the
employees. Insofar as he is part of the enterprise, the worker is only habilis; his services are
contracted as though they were merchandise. In exchange, he is paid a salary so that he can
continue living. But as far as communication goes, to consider him personally a member of the
business organization, no: he is merely a wage-earner. We will not now discuss the way slaves
have been treated. It is odd that a slave should be beaten or maltreated: simply speaking, he
should be cared for as if he were a horse; no one thinks of maltreating his horses, because once
hurt they pull the cart worse. Present-day consumer societies give the majority a high income,
but the monopoly of management by a few increases, and this is the essence of slavery, or better
said, this is the essence of the social problem of which slavery is one aspect.
The social problem lies precisely in the splitting up of humankind, that is, to claim, “I
belong to the species Homo sapiens sapiens and you are of the species Homo habilis.”
Difference is introduced within humankind by reducing others to animals. Theoretically, today
the difference is not affirmed (this would be unacceptable): we are all men. But in practice,
many are treated as habiles; “Let him direct his own family, being sapiens in his own home; he
does not direct the company; I alone direct the company: I am the sapiens.” The manager, the
capitalist, the politician, the person in big business: this is the sapiens.
In these conditions, it cannot be said that the problem of treating others as persons has
been resolved; one must point out in regard to this an ethical deficit. Here we are trying to
consider ethics as it is, not to give an ethical theory more or less elaborated. We are trying to
surprise ethics in statu nascente, or at the precise moment in which it arises with Homo sapiens,
that is, at the moment in which the individual living being goes beyond the species as
determinant of his purpose by virtue of his universal rationality that gives rise to inter-subjective
communication and, together with it, society. The ethical problems that man must resolve
insofar as he acts are situated on this level. Thus, ethics in statu nascente is behavior considered
from the nucleus of spiritual being, emerging from the person. Parallelly, if the spiritual
character of the other person is denied (not theoretically, but in practice), one proceeds antiethically. If this is not our starting point, then we are not talking of ethics, but of something else:
of a series of late or adventitious pseudo-remedies that, since they do not animate human action
from within, alienate it from its author, as if it were a homeless process.
Every relation, whatever its content, is interhuman insofar as men are obliged to treat the
other human being as a person, not as an instrument. Consider the case of the prostitute, the
woman who in sexual relations is treated like an instrument of pleasure. The slave is someone
who in work relations is treated like an instrument of work; in the case of the prostitute, the man
prescinds from her personal character; he is not in love with her, but seeks exclusively physical
contact, the experience of pleasure. One usually talks then of the woman as object, the woman
as thing. “Thou shalt not fornicate,” says the sixth commandment: that is, do not ever treat (in
the case of a man) a woman as if she were exclusively a female body; do not ever consider her
only in this manner.

The family is the recognition of the woman as person, and also, on the part of the
woman, of the man as such. In general, in relations with others, whoever denies that the other is
a person makes himself automatically into a being that cannot live in accordance with his
condition as a human being; he condemns himself to live counter to ethics.
To treat everyone else as persons, never to treat them as instruments, is not some purely
theoretical personalist thesis. “The person is an end in himself,” says John Paul II, “because he
is wanted directly for his own sake by God” (Redemptor hominis 13; Centesimus annus,
passim); therefore, the person is never only a means. Kant has also said something similar:
“Work in such a way that you consider others as ends, never only as means.”44
Nevertheless, at certain moments, one must consider others as means; one cannot avoid
doing it, because a person alone, isolated, practically cannot do anything. It is a matter of ethical
wisdom to be able to transform relations in which we are all instruments, we are all means, into
a common task, making the fact that the others are means compatible with their being ends.
Never to forget that we are ends, gradually to increase our personal essence: there lies the
importance of relations of cooperation. In a work in common, all of us act as fabri, but this does
not stop us from being sapientes. All in all, this is the very heart of ethics, if we abide by what a
man is. But there is still more.
The cybernetic action of man
As I was saying, our consideration of ethics does not end here. We were distinguishing between
types and the essence of man. From the type one passes to the essence as soon as man acts. In
other words, a man is essence because the first beneficiary or the principal victim of his action
is he himself: he is a dynamic system endowed with an intrinsic feedback, a cybernetic being.
This is also exclusive to the human being; no animal has anything at its disposal essentially. The
consideration of essence brings us closer to the irreducibility of the person.
The first to formulate this matter in a clear way was Socrates, who is the founder of
Western ethical philosophy, when he posed a question which Plato preserves in the Gorgias:
“What should one be more careful not to do: not to suffer injustice or not to commit it? [527b]”
Who ends up more harmed: the victim of injustice or the one who commits it? This is a deep
question. If we are unable to answer it correctly, then we must confess the partiality of our
ethical knowledge.
Imagine a kidnapping: the kidnapper commits an injustice. There is a victim of this
unjust act. The victim is the object of humiliations, maltreatment, he has to pay a ransom; he is
subject to violence. The person who is the object of the set of unjust acts is a victim. And the
question arises: Who comes out more harmed in this case, the victim or the person who commits
injustice? Socrates answers categorically that it is the second. His argument is very simple: the
victim is inflicted with injustice; he suffers it from the outside, not being its author, that is, as
the subject affected by an unjust act. In contrast, someone who commits injustice makes himself
unjust intrinsically. In the victim, the act has not had any intrinsic but only accidental effects, no
matter how grave the act may have been. To suffer an injustice is something that happens to
someone, but without staining him insofar as he is a human being. To commit an injustice is to
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become unjust, which is worse than suffering it, because it is to make oneself into an unjust
person.
If a man did not have an essence capable of growth, what Socrates says would be
meaningless. If an action were the conjunction of cosmic events that intersect by chance, it
would be impossible to suffer intimately the consequences of one’s acts or to be the first victim
or beneficiary of them. In short, now we catch sight of the deepest dimension of ethics. What
we have said up to this point is accepted by many people. It is not hard to agree that war and
slavery are barbarous. Likewise, to treat a worker as if he were simply a Pithecanthropus or a
woman as if she were only a body is obviously reproachable.
But if it is not worse to commit an injustice than to suffer it, if someone who does
something unethical does not ruin himself, ethics is nothing more than something superficial,
something to put on and off. If nothing happens to me (and not just that eventually I will be put
in jail) when I do something bad, if by the very act of having done it I am not the first victim of
the act, in short, if there is no real dimension in me that is the first target of an act which I do,
then one may speak of good or evil acts only in a transitive sense. The ethical judgment would
follow hedonistic criteria, which would pit victims and tyrants in endless conflict.
The seriousness of ethics lies in the fact that a man can make himself good or bad.
Therefore, what improves a man is ethical; what worsens him is antiethical.
The first is good; the second, evil. If we were not to agree with this, then we should
admit that the only goods there are are external goods. To be ethical would consist in having
many goods, much money and living like a king. At what cost? This question can only be
answered in terms of rational calculation: what does it cost to accumulate goods? Clearly, the
reply depends on the human type. What is ethics then? A treatise on goods. And what is a good?
The yacht, the mansion, the expensive suit, and so on. This is ethical pragmatism about which
Nietzsche was indignant, and with reason. In Thus Spake Zarathustra, there is a passage in
which Nietzschean irony bristles: the last man is the most despicable. “We have invented
happiness,” say the last men, and they wink. We have our modest diversions, but we are careful
about our health.45
This human type has forgotten that he is the first victim or beneficiary of his own acts. A
human being cannot consider himself simply as a producer of instruments, someone who
pursues the attainment of external results; the instrument may indeed be ascribed to oneself, but
in no way can it become part of one’s inner self. So an ethical virtue or vice is meta-specific; it
is neither inherited nor transmitted. If this were not so, ethics would be something trivial: “I will
do things as they suit me, following my own interests, because nothing happens to me. I am an
agent who is not affected by what he does.”
The ethics Adam Smith takes an interest in (the English ethics of sentiments of the
eighteenth century) advocates good sentiments: I will give alms and will feel very satisfied, but,
if I am in a foul mood, I will send the beggar away sourly, because I am in a foul mood; in that
way I satisfy my anger. If I am in a good mood, I am benevolent, I caress the head of a child and
I give him coins to buy candy, and everyone is happy. The cultivation of good sentiments is
recommended. This is superficial.
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Without a doubt, when a person acts, something happens to him, but it is not only that he
feels a sentiment: something much more serious occurs that is related to the growth of his
essence. One becomes better, that is, one becomes more a human being; one grows in humanity.
Or, on the contrary, one decreases in humanity; one becomes less a human being; one becomes
smaller; one reduces one’s own life. This is Socrates’ epiphany: whoever commits injustice
comes to have injustice within him as a completely negative factor of which he cannot free
himself. Plato glosses this in other texts (which are clearly his own). It is characteristic of the
unjust act that it remain within the agent, such that he cannot wash it off by himself. 46 He resorts
to an idea that is very important for Mediterranean religions and for Plato: katharsis,
purification. No matter how hard I try, I cannot wash away my injustice. Whatever I do, the
injustice remains; therefore, if I am wise (note up to what extent Plato goes), I will attempt to
denounce myself to the authorities to be punished; to submit myself to punishment seeking
expiation in the punishment, in case by expiating I may cease to be unjust. But I cannot even do
that, because many years in jail do not remove my being unjust. To cease to be unjust I should
be capable of an interior transformation, so radical that I make myself into another person, but
this is beyond my reach. An Andalusian folk song alludes to this: “You deserve, my mountain
girl, to be cast anew, in the same way bells are cast.” Among Christians, this is called
“redemption.” The interior evil of a human being can be eliminated only by God.
Ethics demonstrates its importance as soon as we talk of virtues and vices: the first
beneficiary or the first victim of one’s own act is oneself and no one else. If I make shoes, I do
not only make shoes, but rather something happens to me as a human being: shoemaking
modifies me in some way. Human action is followed by two results: one external, the other
internal.
This is the first thing that economic theory should consider, because it is the only
approach capable of resolving the problem of the unilateral division between habilis and
sapiens. It is necessary to consider that paying a salary does not address the full human meaning
of work, because as the worker works, something happens to him: he becomes better or worse.
Man is that living being that cannot act without improving or worsening. We are beings who
experience positive or negative learning. This happens to us everyday. To learn is a modification
of oneself by virtue of an act one has done.
Animals learn during a brief period of their lives, but their learning is never negative.
Man learns in both senses throughout the whole of his life. “That man is an ethical subject”
means that throughout his life he can grow or decline intrinsically, essentially.
The ontological foundation of ethics is precisely this characteristic of the human being
by which he can become more or less; he can drain away his life or increase it. What increases
human vitality is ethical. What diminishes it is antiethical, evil.
Kant maintains that one cannot lie with impunity, because there comes a point in which
the liar becomes incapable of distinguishing between truth and falsehood (Grundlegung der
Metaphysik der Sitten, chap. 2, Akad., IV, p. 67). This is a loss of human vitality: a man who can
no longer discern the true from the false with sufficient clarity has experienced a very grave loss
as an intelligent being. A human being is harmed not only by microbes or smog, but upon doing
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certain acts. That he improves with other acts is obvious.
What is most intrinsic to ethics is virtue and vice. Man is a living being capable of
learning or growth throughout his life. An animal is capable of limited growth; that is, during a
short period of its life: intrauterine and extrauterine physical growth (in the sense of acquiring
certain abilities: to learn to use the eyes, to walk, etc.). The animal grows rapidly. With man it is
just the opposite: he grows above all after birth. That he continues growing does not mean to
say that he increases in stature only, but that he becomes more a human being, that he is more
capable, that he acquires the ability to use his reason with increasing depth. Throughout his life
man can become more or become less as a human being.
This is what is usually called “virtue ethics”: ethics without virtues does not exist. If
nothing were to happen to me, I could do whatever I wanted with impunity, because if I am
sufficiently astute, the police will not catch me. But strictly speaking, things are not this way:
whoever kidnaps becomes a kidnapper, or whoever murders, a murderer. Language itself shows
this: someone who robs is called a thief; the fact that someone is a thief is not simply because of
the imputation of an act he has committed; this is a characteristic of his, an acquired feature that
is properly his. Someone who has killed is a murderer; to be a murderer is not only to be the
subject of the imputation of an act of killing that has been committed, but to be affected by a
characteristic that remains, an imprint, a modification of the essence because of which the
person has declined; Plato describes it clearly: it is like an indelible stain.
The opinion is rather widespread that the feeling of guilt is unhealthy and that it can and
should be blotted out. According to some psychiatrists, pangs of conscience are removed with
tranquilizers or through psychoanalytic therapy, claiming there was some childhood trauma, and
such. This is a superficial approach. The feeling of guilt and remorse are due to one’s self-ruin
as a result of something one has done: an interior dissatisfaction is being registered; if not, I
repeat, because this is central, we do not understand what ethics is; we limit the scope of the
violation of its normative dimension (the moral norm not only says “Do not do this, because it is
evil,” but also “Do not do what is evil because doing it will make you evil”).
The feeling of guilt, more than being a memory, is an interior confession arising from
the evil that is in me for having done evil, from vice, from the evil characteristic that I have
acquired. The feeling emanates from this diminution of my being-a-man. (We Catholics
sometimes forget how serious this is, because we are accustomed to thinking that God is
merciful; besides, we go to confession and are complacent because God cleanses us. We could
fail to realize this dimension of ethics and forget that, if it were not for God, an interior evil
would be the source of pure despair for the human being.)
The antiethical produces despair. Kierkegaard’s Mortal Sickness is an analysis of
despair, much better than Nietzsche’s analysis of the winking complacent man. Who despairs?
He who despairs of himself. And who despairs of himself? He who has no value before God,
because he has erased the image of God in himself. In this consists the unethical. Since the
human being is the image of God, on committing evil acts, he acquires vices by virtue of which
he diminishes his essence as man: this is equivalent to erasing the divine image. When one
acquires virtues, the image of God in man is clearer, man is more, he grows.

CHAPTER IV
THE SYSTEMATIZATION OF ETHICS
A series of subjects has come to surface that allow us to see how ethics integrates all
dimensions of the human being; therefore, ethics does not consist only in some rules
invented or formulated out of more or less conventional or relative motives that vary
from culture to culture. Sometimes this is proposed as an objection to the firmness of the
status of ethics: ethics depends on criteria that are not universal; rather, there are as many
ethics as there are ways or formalizations of human life. In a situation as pluralistic as the
present one, it is also usually said that ethics is a private matter: it is each one’s business
to accept an ethics among many different ones or to construct one’s own; it is even
possible to live without one. Such proposals are foolish. Our previous observations make
it possible to reject them. The ethical arises from the human being’s very corporality, that
is, from what is usually called the process of hominization. And from the point of view of
humanization, once we take into account the essence of a personal being, it shows itself
in full.
Ethics appears from the very depths of the human, not only the corporeal, but also
the spiritual. This was the occasion to introduce the question of virtues and vices. Each
person is susceptive of vices and virtues precisely because he has to develop his human
essence.
The development of humanity in each human being proceeds from his actions. If
acts do not influence his mode of being, if they do not leave a trace, if they do not modify
or perfect the human in each one, the human being would not be a being open to the
growth of his own essence.
Upon considering ethics in statu nascente, we come to understand the ethical from
within. Now we are ready to take a new step forward. We have to attempt a
systematization, to coordinate everything said so far in accordance with a more
philosophical approach, because it is clear that evolution is a subject for science; it is
introductory to philosophical anthropology. Something similar may be said about types, a
subject for psychology or cultural sociology. To do this, let us turn to Aristotle, who was
the first to study ethics extensively and not only in a purely intuitive manner; rather, he
tried to construct a complete philosophical ethics. What Aristotle did is of supreme
importance; without exhausting the topic (there are ethical aspects that Aristotle did not
take into account), almost all of the central dimensions of ethics already appear well
thought out, well coordinated, by the Greek philosopher.
Soul and person
The human being is a being that possesses what is usually called a nature. In this nature
we find a spiritual dimension which is called the soul—an immortal soul—united to a

very special body, as we have had the occasion to see gradually on treating of
hominization. Aristotle takes this into account; Aristotelian psychology links up with
ethics from this point of view. The human being is a microcosmos in which we find the
intellectual, that is, the non-physical, united to a body. However, the human being is not
only
a
psycho-physical
being;
he
is
also
a
personal
being.

The human personal being has certain characteristics that can be viewed from the perspective of
human nature as understood by Aristotle. At the same time, what is special about his nature can be
understood to be derived from the personal character of the human being. To accept that the human
being is a person adds to human nature a fuller understanding of it as essence. In this way anthropology
is completed.
An anthropology that considers the human being as a psycho-physical being is not the same as
an anthropology that emphasizes the radical primordiality of the person. Because the person adds to
nature the dimension of “pouring out,” contributing. Because the human being is a person, he is not
subject to the laws of nature, but rather rises above them and enjoys a radical freedom. Because of this,
his presence in the world through his nature is inventive. The human being brings things out of himself,
he gives of himself, he contributes; we have called this “manifestation.” The human being is a being
who manifests himself and can also refuse to do so.
Why is it important to add to the Aristotelian vision of the human being that the human being is
a person? Because human nature presents to us a very special feature, which, if considered
independently, could bring about erroneous conclusions; in so far as the human being is a nature, there
appears in him a characteristic that runs through all of human nature: having. In so far as the human
being is a person, there appears another characteristic that is not “having,” but precisely something
superior to it: contributing. I will call it “giving.” Having and giving.47
Having and giving
It is important to highlight having, because the human being is a being capable of possession; and he is
such in so far as he is a special nature. The desire to possess is considered a vice, and really it can be if
it is exaggerated or if it becomes one-sided or if we consider only one of the dimensions of human
having, namely, the possibility of having things distinct from oneself: to be an owner through the
ascription to oneself of external things. Aristotle also says this: the excessive desire to possess external
things is a vice (Nicomachean Ethics 4.1 [1122a 14ss]). It is what he calls “crematística.” Crematística
is something like the art of acquiring money. But the Greek word comes from khrêma, which in turn
comes from the verb khráo, which means to have in one’s hand. If we take this etymology into account,
the primitive sense of the word as used by Aristotle alludes to the fact that the human being is a being
with hands. To be a being with hands is very significant, because the human body cannot be understood
if we do not take into account technical production, work with tools, the production of them, etc.
But the human being possesses not only in that way, that is, in accordance with what we can call
physical possession, which I will attempt to understand philosophically. We have already approached it
from the viewpoint of evolution; now we will see it in accordance with Aristotelian categories.
Understood according to its precise terms, what does it mean to say that the human body is of itself or
naturally a possessor?
Physical possession is not the only way of possessing or the most intense; there is another
possessive dimension which is spiritual: it is knowledge. Intellectual knowledge is also a mode of
possession, a way of having sufficiently distinct from the first, since the first is the ascription of
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external things, while the manner of possession of the intellectual operations is precisely immanent. It
is the obtainment of ideas. Knowledge is the act of possessing them: that is how Aristotle saw it. It is a
way of having that is much more intense than physical having, which is simply an ascription. And over
and above these two ways of having is a third way that perfects the spiritual operative principles of the
human being, the intelligence and the will. And this third mode of having is what Aristotle calls habit.
Habitual having is precisely having in accordance with virtues (or vices).
So everything we have been bringing to light, finding our support in scientific hypotheses and
alluding to the early intuition of Socrates, has been discussed by Aristotle.48 Although Aristotle knows
nothing about evolution, his mind is good enough to realize what is original and differential in the
human body when compared with any other. The general rubric of our nature is having, although this is
not a univocal having or a unique mode of having; because it is evident that it is not the same to have
virtues and to have immanently in the operation of knowing, or to have in the form of ascribing things
to a body. They are not the same, and yet they are all forms of having.
Precisely because of this, whoever tries to increase exclusively his physical possessions would
do so to the detriment of other dimensions or capacities: other manners of having that are proper to the
human being. And something similar would occur if one were to bear in mind only the manner of
cognitive having or to obtain virtues despising the operations of knowledge or excluding physical
having.
This is a matter of synthetic comprehension. One must understand having according to its triple
modality, while adverting that the forms of having support one another. Because of this one must
consider them altogether. This way one avoids the pejorative evaluation of having; although it is
necessary to distinguish being from having, there is no reason to oppose them to one another, as though
the human being could exist without having or the reverse.
Gabriel Marcel establishes this contrast in a way that is not entirely fair (Être et avoir,
Montaigne, Paris, 1935). The philosophy of Marcel is valuable as a denunciation of some of the
hypertrophies of the possessive attitude of the human being, all too evident today: consumerism,
individualistic egoism. To have only for oneself, without wishing to share is evil. But from a strictly
philosophical viewpoint, to deny or lament that man is capable of possessing on many levels and in
diverse ways is to go against reality. Ethics is the contrary of utopia. To set being against having is
utopian. A utopian critical formulation is too unrealistic and poses for ethics the danger of
disconcertment.
Either ethics adjusts to reality or it evaporates. We cannot pretend to improve the human being
by encouraging an illusory hope. We are not being serious if we aspire to an ethical ideal leaving aside
human nature; this leads to discouragement; and since having is strictly peculiar to human nature,
ethics must occupy itself with having, but by recognizing it, not by denouncing it. To discredit the
aspirations to possess is a mistake, because they are natural to the human being. Exaggerations are evil,
and in this sense it is necessary to bear in mind the distinction between being and having. If the human
being tried to reduce his being to having, and above all to having things external to himself, he would
alienate himself, he would sacrifice his own nature to something distinct from it; he would subordinate
himself to something inferior to the spirit. But we cannot refuse to recognize that the spirit is capable of
having, although its way of having is distinct from that of the body. The intention of the present
exposition is to make the reader see that, since ethics is inherent to the human being, it is, above all,
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about the distinct possessive dimensions in so far as these are paths for the essential development of his
personal being, which is free and which gives.
Physical having
The Stagirite takes on the topic in a very complete manner. His goal is to explain some stands sustained
by important Sophists, removing from them the erroneous emphasis they imply.
Aristotle speaks of physical having when he takes on Protagoras. Protagoras formulated a very
famous thesis according to which “man is the measure of all things” (pantôn métron ánthropos). The
sentence of Protagoras has been transmitted and commented on by various Greek philosophers.
Man is the measure of all things he makes and possesses. This is what Protagoras wanted to say,
not that man is the measure of the universe. The human being is capable of possessing with his body, in
the sense of an ascription and in the sense of production. In this sense, says Aristotle, understood in this
manner, in principle, the Protagorean dictum is not false. Sometimes it has been rejected: specifically,
Plato, above all in the Laws, reacted strongly to this sentence saying that the only measure of
everything is God; man is not the measure of anything. This thesis is a Platonic exaggeration.
Aristotle says that the only thing this phrase of Protagoras signifies is that the human body is
capable of having. Since having is ékhein, Aristotle calls having on the part of the body héxis.
But this héxis is not habit in the sense of virtue, and Aristotle distinguishes between the two
categorically when he says that it is an accident exclusive to the human body. Recall the Aristotelian
theory of the categories. There are many substances with accidents, but only the human substance is
capable of this accident: the physical habit, the ascription of other things to his body. Aristotle accepts
that man is the measure of things because in so far as the human body is capable of possessing, it is the
model or the measure of what it has; because of this, this accident, the categoric héxis of the body, is a
relation between an external thing and the human body. In this relation, the point of reference is the
body. The thing acquires its purpose from the body; it is subordinate to it, and therefore to say that the
human being is the measure of all practical things, of all things it can hold in its hands, is not something
odd nor should we be scandalized by it, since it is true. What would be bad would be to invert the
possessive relation. Otherwise, if it did not exist, neither would the genus Homo.
Clothes, for example, are something the human body has; a ring is also something the human
body has. We could multiply the examples. Suits have to be made to measure, and what is the measure
of the suit? The body. The categoric habit is that relation of concordance of something the human body
has in so far as it is subordinate to the human body. It is evident that having external things on the part
of the body would be harmful if the things were not to be adapted to the body, if the things were not
made to the measure of the body, as Procrustes’ bed demonstrates, that tyrant who had a bed on which
he tortured his enemies: if someone was bigger than the bed, then he cut his legs to make him fit into
the bed, and if someone was smaller than the bed, he stretched his members, he dislocated them. This is
terrible: the human being does not need to adapt to material things, but all the contrary: he should adapt
material things to the material part of him, that is, his body.
Aristotle immediately adds another observation: for the human body to be able to possess
external things it is necessary that it be unfinished, because if it were completely finished, it could not
be the center of ascription of things distinct from it. It is necessary that the human body be potential.

In this way, then, Aristotle has discovered the same thing that the theory of evolution has: in the
process of hominization the adaptation of the body does not take place; this is not the meaning of
evolution when we talk of hominization, but rather all the contrary. Only a potential body can be
completed by external possessions: what is potential in the body functions as measure when it
actualizes the completing value of things ascribed to it. A series of observations that Thomas Aquinas
repeats illustrates this topic: can we talk of clothes in the case of animals? No, because the animal body
is complete. We cannot say that the skin of an animal is an accident, something external to the animal
possessed by the animal; rather, the skin of the animal is a natural part of its body. On the other hand, if
this skin is tanned and if the human being keeps himself warm with it, then it is possessed by the
human body.
In a book by a modern ethologist,49 The Naked Ape, it is said again and again that what we call
nakedness is a characteristic of the human body; on the other hand, we cannot say that an animal is
naked. Nakedness means, on the one hand, precisely that the human being does not have a complete
body, but a non-adapted, highly potential body. But a naked body may be clothed; and in so far as it is
clothed, it transforms into a measure, it imposes this measure, it subordinates clothing, the external
thing, to itself.
From a philosophical point of view, within a very complete philosophical doctrine such as that
of Aristotle, the meaning of the process of hominization consists in physical having; having which, I
repeat, signifies two things: first, that the body is potential, and second, that the human body is capable
of ascribing things to itself, that is, that the human body possesses. A piece of clothing is possessed.
There are women who are fond of pet dogs: they put a cloak or coat on a little dog, but we see at once
that that cloak is not a piece of clothing; if we compare how it is added to the body of the dog with the
manner in which a suit is added to the body of a man, the difference appears very clearly. If someone
has a little common sense, and a little philosophical sense, he sees that there is no relation that is
strictly possessive between the cloak placed on the body of the animal and the body of the animal itself.
If one were to put a ring on a dog, this would not have a possessive sense either. The animal
body does not possess anything; only the human body possesses in a proper sense. It possesses in a way
that may be illustrated with the examples of clothing and the ring. But this observation should be
extended to everything man makes; all the artifacts that man produces are ascribed to his action: all of
them. For example, the habitation in which we are is possessed by us, and it is possessed physically.
Inhabitation as ascription
To summarize this subject linguistically, we will say that “the human being inhabits.” To inhabit means
“to be in a place possessing it.” Animals do not inhabit: the only being that inhabits a world of his own
is the human being, and he inhabits it to the same extent that he establishes in things references to his
own body, in accordance with which his body possesses them. All inhabitation is possession, and if the
human being inhabits, it is because he is “someone who possesses.” The foundation of this is precisely
the fact that his body is capable of ascribing to itself, in a progressive way, things of the external world
and also a world that he himself produces. The human being is a producer of worlds. Because of this,
human space is not physical.
Recall once again Protagoras’ phrase: “Man is the measure of all things.” Of which things?
Natural things and artifacts; the human being is lord—with the limitations of the physical universe. The
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human being can even go to the moon: although in very special conditions, the human being can come
to be an inhabitant of the moon. This means “to have” the moon. The human being has houses, because
he constructs them; fields, because he cultivates them; in short, because he ascribes them to himself.
“The right to own property is natural,” legal scholars usually say. The human being is someone who
owns: the right to property arises from the fact that the human being is a being that inhabits.
Note the abundance of human phenomena and ethical problems that appear with this. A city is
physically possessed; it belongs to the categoric habit of which Aristotle speaks. The human being is
not only an inhabitant of the surface of the earth; he can even sail the sea on a ship: be an inhabitant on
the sea. For the Greeks, this is a dangerous way of possessing, but that does not stop it from being one.
He can also fly through the sky, and this is a way of possessing the air (a storm is something the human
being does not possess; rather, he suffers it). But at any rate the human being can take possession of the
rain. Rain also comes to belong to the human being in so far as it is used to make crops grow.50
From a philosophical point of view, what we call the world of man or a technical world is
possible precisely because the human being possesses in accordance with his body, which is potential.
That is, a body capable of establishing relations of production and possession.
The entire anthropology and sociology of K. Marx are a gloss on man as inhabitant: this is
demonstrated by his interpretation of work as the sole creator of value, his idea of exploitation, and the
theory of surplus value.51 The anthropology of Marx is materialist because it limits itself to considering
the predicamental habit, that is, physical possession. Marx does not bear in mind other dimensions or
other ways of human having. Note that, since Aristotle, or if you prefer, since Pythagoras, or better,
since the systematic philosophical formulation that Aristotle makes of the sentence of Protagoras, the
so-called originality of Marx has been anticipated.
Feuerbach says that man should overcome his alienation by recovering everything: this is a
philosophy of having.52 Feuerbach is a sensationalist, since having is all in all nothing more for him
than physical having. Human physical having is not contemptible from any point of view; but to limit
oneself to it affects the integrity of the human being, because the human being is not only a body, he is
not only an inhabitant.
Property
That the human being is an inhabitant has many ethical dimensions which we can now tackle with
greater precision. For example, it is possible to propose a philosophical ethics of property, because we
have verified that to be an owner is inherent to inhabitation. The human being is capable of having
things, and since physical having is not an isolated having, because the body is united to the soul and
the human substance to the person, the possessive character of the human body is communicated to the
things it possesses in the manner of an effusion. I have already said the person is manifestative. But
there is more. The human being is not limited to having things, but rather communicates this having to
the things he possesses. There are relations of what is possessed that are also intermediate, in
accordance with which a human tool always refers to another. Up to a certain point, the things the
human being makes possess one another mutually: they constitute a species of relational network. It is
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not only that the human being has things; the things he has constitute a plexus. Because of this, a
human world exists.
We said earlier that the human being does not adapt to the environment. Let us add that the
human being has his own world. That a human world exists means that there exist correlations among
things that the human being makes; things are not just ascribed to his body; that is, the human being is
an inhabitant, not just in so far as he refers things to himself in accordance with this corporality; he is
also an inhabitant to the same extent that he is capable of establishing relations among the things that
he has. This second aspect of the categoric habit was discerned by a Spanish Scholastic by the name of
Juan Sánchez Sedeño.53 In this century [i.e., the twentieth], the person who has best discussed it is
Martin Heidegger. In Being and Time, his first major work, the first chapters are a gloss on what he
calls being-in-the-world, which is exactly what Aristotle understood by categoric héxis and what
Protagoras understood by “being the measure of all things.”
Giving these things of which one is the measure relations of mutual instrumentality is to
constitute them into a plexus. The complex of tools cannot be split up; to isolate a tool, an instrument,
from the complex of instruments is to nullify their character as such. Because of this, private property
is a natural right, but not an absolute one, because what each person can possess belongs to a plexus, a
totality. (Heidegger uses the word Ganzheit.)
One could describe the plexus by taking the example of the hammer. The hammer is designed to
nail, that is, the hammer is an instrument that the human being takes in his hand; it is something
possessed in an active sense, more active than the suit, which is also possessed in an active sense: to
protect oneself from the cold. But the hammer refers us to the nail; if there were no nails, the hammer
would be of no use. And the nail refers us to timber. If there were nothing to unite or put together, the
nails would have no sense either. What is made by hammering nails on timber, for example, a table,
requires in turn that the timber has been cut and sawn up and later fitted together by means of nails or
similar instruments. What is the table in turn for? To put things on. The table serves as a surface on
which to put a dinner service, and the entire dinner service also refer to one another: the forks, the
spoons, the plates, all of these present relations of interdependence or interconnection. And this is
characteristic of everything in the world of man and more intensely in specific sectors.
The world of man is characteristically a plexus. Private property refers to it. There can be a
virtuous use and a vicious use of private property, understood as an institution regulated by law. If
private property is such that it goes against the totality of the plexus of tools, if it is an ascription that
impoverishes the completeness of the means, then it is unjust, and its use, vicious; similarly, if property
is attributed only to a few persons, one infringes on its natural ethical meaning.
Society matches the world of man. Social relations are possible because of ascriptions and
interrelations; in this way human types appear characterized by so-called “roles.” A social role is the
performance of certain functions relative to the maintenance of the complex of means. Since shoes are
needed, the role of the shoemaker exists; that is how human offices take shape. Office comes from the
Latin officium, which means “duty,” that which must be done. This duty is not only juridical: it is
moral. Although it is not the only obligation, it is an obligation to perfect the plexus of means. Of
course, it is obligatory to maintain it, not to allow it to be impoverished or ruined. The human being
should employ a great range of his energies in the maintenance of his world, which is a shared world
because it consists of many related instruments. These interrelated instruments match the activities of a
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multitude of human persons, for whom this world is a shared world: a part of the common good.
Human things are possessed in common, although for functional motives they are ascribed to
certain individuals or to others; and this is property. Property is relative. The statement, “Man is the
absolute owner of tools from the individual’s point of view,” is false. Strictly speaking, property is
institutional, not individual. There are many defects of social organization that are due to not bearing
this in mind. Judgment on these defects is of an ethical nature; but it is based on the complex
characteristics of the world of man. In the world of man many unethical phenomena can appear, for
example, marginalization. A person who is told, “You have absolutely nothing to do, you are
completely useless, I don’t accept you as a co-inhabitant, but rather expel you or isolate you: stay there,
but do not do anything,” is marginalized in the world of man.
A large part of human rights, as these are currently formulated, refer to this. For example, the
right to move from one place to another, to change habitation, to move freely within a territory is a
right of an inhabitant, of the human being in so far as he is corporeal.
A radical denial of this right existed until recently in the former Soviet Union. In it there was no
right to change home; an individual was registered in a place, and to be able to move within the country
he needed a passport or the authorization of a functionary. I will relate an anecdote that occurred some
years back speaking with some Soviet Russian citizens (I take this, adapting it, from C. Moeller).
The Russians asked, “Do you to take vacations?”
“Yes, we do.”
“And what do you do during vacations?”
“Well,” replied someone who lived in Madrid, “I go to Málaga, which is some 500 km. from
Madrid.”
“Ah! So you travel 500 km., and how do you go about this?”
“By car.”
“Then there is a highway up to Málaga.”
“Yes. Don’t you have highways in Russia?”
“But, just a minute. To get there is it enough for you to fill your tank?”
“Yes, or I load up on the road in a gas station.”
“What? Do you mean that there are gas stations along the highways?”
“Yes, of course, and if I want or if I need gasoline, I buy it in the gas station.”
The Soviet citizens concluded, “You are not telling us the truth. This is impossible…”
Why impossible? Because the idea that someone from the West should go on vacation by car,

that is, change domicile without having to ask permission from anyone, was something they did not
understand—they could not do it, and so it was difficult for them to conceive of it—because they lived
in a compartmentalized (inhuman) world. Moreover, that there were passable highways and many cars
and gas stations in the middle of fields was something even more unusual, because gas stations located
through the length of highways entail commercial decentralization; that is, that it is not necessary to
buy food in the big central department stores (another way of attaching people to a territory). If there is
no commercial system that allows people to move products from one place to another, the gas station
attendants would have to go to the big central market to buy them. Faced with this whole set of
improbabilities, the Soviets said, “You are lying to us; you are describing an impossible situation; this
does not exist anywhere.” Situations such as this can be a matter for sociologists, economists, or jurists,
but at bottom this is an ethical problem.
The right to move freely is a human right, precisely because the human being is an inhabitant of
a world. To change occupation, role, within the plexus of means, that is, within the world, should be
possible; the contrary is something characteristic of slaves: not being able to work anywhere else is
slavery. Freedom of work is to work wherever one wishes. To change occupation or place of work,
company, is a right of the human being, precisely because of this mode of having that we call
inhabiting. In practice, this right is linked to another thing: to be able to change occupation, to perform
another office requires competence. But without an adequate education system, the acquisition of new
knowledge is difficult.
Let us cite an example: In Spain there is a quite serious problem, which is the problem of the
miners. In Europe there are surpluses of almost everything, and many of Spanish coal mines in
Asturias, in the north of Spain, produce little and dear, with narrow or deep veins of coal. Faced with
the competition of other much more productive mines, it seems advisable to close them down. This is
rationalization, a technico-economic term. But where would we place the miners (who number around
twenty to thirty thousand), most of them on-site miners, who work extracting coal, if they do not know
anything else to do but this? What right to the freedom of work do they have? How can they change
roles if they are not capacitated for this?
These are problems of organization. A miner occupies a place in the plexus because coal is a
tool, something the human being uses in relation to other things. Coal is for blast furnaces or boilers;
boilers are for producing electricity; and electricity, to provide light or to move a motor. Everything is
related. Therefore, we cannot say that coal is valuable, or a human instrument, useful, in isolation;
isolated it is useless; coal is useful when it is put in relation with other things. In the present world—in
our world at the end of the twentieth century—the complicatedness, the density of interrelations has
increased to an incredible degree, and it is difficult to organize them: there all sorts of dysfunctions.
This task is of an ethical nature. Evidently, it is also a technical matter, but strictly speaking, it is
human. Because of this, technology is subordinate to ethics. Something can become better or worse,
which has ethical significance. We should not claim, I repeat, that ethics is something added: it
traverses everything; we cannot talk about anything regarding human beings without ethics rising to
meet us.
The correct functioning of the economy implies the ethical, and when something functions
badly, we must say that someone has not fulfilled his duty, or that there has been bribery or abuse, or
that someone is keeping everything for himself, or that the others are being treated despotically,
considered merely as work force. All this is a problem of organization, but it is also an ethical problem.
What moves, “the great motive” to attempt to organize human inhabitation better is ethical. To

think that the human being is reduced to the achievement of tactical objectives is a profound error and
therefore ethically incorrect. Recall the phrase of Talleyrand when Napoleon in 1804 ordered, abusing
of his power, some of his soldiers to invade non-French territory to execute the Duc d’Enghien.
Talleyrand, who was one of the ministers of Napoleon, said, “This was worse than a crime. It was a
mistake.”
A mistake and the unethical are rather close to one another. A mistake about the human being,
the false evaluation of the goals of his activity, often leads to immoral behavior. The human being is
weak and gives in to pleasure-seeking concerns that are incorrect, but mistakes in the formulation of
ethics are due to mistakes about his mode of being. Is it a mistake to say that the human being is an
inhabitant? It is not. Is it true that the human being is only an inhabitant? This is a very grave
ontological reductionism.
Higher modes of possession
The human being is not only an inhabitant in accordance with his physical having. He also possesses in
accordance with what is called “immanent operation.” I will describe it briefly. The known exists in the
act of knowing; it is possessed by it. It would be impossible to construct a world for man without this
other possession, which is superior, more intimate, since the known in so far as it is known only exists
in the act of knowing; therefore, it is not a mere ascription, like physical having. Knowledge does not
ascribe things to itself; rather, the known in so far as it is known is an idea, and in principle it exists
only in the mind. All in all, although ideas are possessed through the act by which they are known, with
them one regulates practical conduct.
The human being could not possess physically or would possess very precariously (like the
hominids) if he did not know by ideas. Thomas Aquinas says so categorically (Quaestio disputata de
virtutibus cardinalibus, q. un., a.1c). “The first thing to demand of someone who acts [to act is to
exercise activities designed to make the world habitable] is that he know how to,” because one cannot
do anything blindly. If we did not possess ideas, neither could we possess things. Strictly speaking, for
the possession of a suit or of a room to be a genuine possession, it is necessary that it be known; if not,
it would be an unconscious possession and could not be increased or transmitted.
Knowledge is also susceptible of ethical consideration. There are intellectual vices and virtues.
The intellectual vices are basically two: curiosity and error.
Curiosity is described as the desire to know things that do not deserve to be known.54 It is an
idle use of the intellect to occupy it with things that are insignificant or of little pertinence. It is to
infringe upon the nobility of the intellect, which is open to knowledge of the truth, to restrict it to the
knowledge of base things. However, we fall into this vice frequently: for example, conversations or
gossip (among women and men) in which we talk of silly things. Other examples of curiositas are to
open the correspondence of others, murmuring, or to believe what is simply rumor.
Chatter is the improper use of mind and language. Concern with stupidities, petty chats, giving
importance to what has none is a very extended vice. There are conversations among young people
dedicated to nothing: that so-and-so “has bought a bike,” whether it is true “this bike has 250 cubic
cms”; vain ostentation mixed with a small dose of envy.
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On the contrary, the desire to know is profoundly human; as Aristotle says, “all men desire to
know by nature” (Metaphysics 980a). The desire to know is a virtue. Lamentably, there are people who
get tired of or stop knowing more because they do not believe they have the capacity to reach the truth.
Even so, “virtue is in the middle” (Nicomachean Ethics 1107a 6–8). Neither should one exaggerate in
this matter; it is not advisable to absolutize the desire to know to such an extent that, with this, one
removes oneself from the practical world or forgets about the needs of one’s neighbor.
The desire to know is virtuous when it concerns substantial real things; if not, it is curiositas. To
reason for the sake of reasoning could have some value as training; but to be satisfied with that is a
poor use of the mind.
Error is a vice of the intelligence which is defined as “to dare to affirm what one does not
know,” something we frequently do: pedants talk of what they do not know with certainty: with this
one induces the other person to equivocations and this is clearly bad. Unfortunately, some journalists
spread slanted news because of defective information.
There can be a good or bad use of the intelligence so far as theorizing is concerned. But the
ethical relevance of knowledge is best seen at the moment of its practical application.
If one knows how to act, but does not act as one ought, he cheats out of laziness. This is the
slapdash man who does not use all his talent in what he has to do or does not try to be sufficiently
informed to do it better, if he does not know how to do it at a given moment. Here I will allude to a
major topic: the moral conscience in relation to error. To act with an erroneous conscience may not be a
moral fault if the error is invincible. But it is illicit to act with doubts which one does not wish to
resolve, like someone who says, “I am not sure whether this is good or bad; however, I will do it; I will
act without bearing in mind all the foreseeable consequences of my acts, but only some: I will ignore
the others.”
A clear case is not to bear in mind perverse secondary effects; frequently, ignorance is culpable,
a closing of one’s eyes before a set of consequences that will follow an act initiated in accordance with
limited knowledge, forgetting integral aspects of the effects that the action will have. For example: “Let
us throw the wastes of this paper factory into the river.”
“There is something you have to think about.”
“I don’t want to think about it.”
“You have to consider that doing this you kill all the fish in the river.”
“I don’t care. I won’t think about that.”
Acting this way, we destroy the plexus of means, since, I repeat, inhabitation is in common. It is
a total network; if one man or one human group, carrying out a series of activities, harms others, or if,
through another type of activities, because this person or group did not use sufficient knowledge and
reduce the radius of their interests, someone or some group has fallen into culpable ignorance or into
affected ignorance, that is often the same thing:
“I didn’t know…”

“You should have known, and because you did not bother to find out, you have provoked a
catastrophe.”
“I am sorry. I intended something else.”
As is obvious, in practice it is impossible to foresee everything. Because of this, inculpable
ignorance comes with so-called incomplete information. Nevertheless, when we act, a strong sense of
responsibility is necessary. We should not be presumptuous: if we do not know how to do something or
if we are not disposed to do it, speak up, or consult to overcome this ignorance. In the world of
business, there are people who enter into it without knowing more than a very elementary postulate:
that if one obtains something cheap and sells it dear, one earns money. With this they think they know
what business is. If you tell them, “It is irresponsible to earn money without increasing the plexus of
means,” the businessman will allege, “This observation is irrelevant in my case. There are very cheap
chickpeas in China. I will buy them and sell them here at three times the cost. I must take advantage of
this opportunity.”
Privileged information and market laws permit occasional big profits. To engage in business
seriously it is necessary to be well formed, to know the effects that one produces in the plexus with it.
With an occasional importation, for example, one must bear in mind the consequences. One must
consider: “How many people will I ruin in this manner? Am I engaging in dumping?” Some businesses
are only possible if they entail dumping. They can seem to be profitable, but in the long run they are
not.
There are activities that, introduced into a universe, put it in disarray. Although there may be
some particular advantage, that advantage is not enough to pay for the global mess they cause. That
actuation has been immoral, unjust if you wish. Economism is the inconsiderate use of partial
knowledge.
The importance that knowledge has for ethics is extraordinary. I am not proposing an ethical
intellectualism or maintaining that the knowledge that something is evil is enough for one not to do it.
The intelligence is not enough, because the will intervenes as well. But knowledge is a necessary
ingredient for action, and if we deny ourselves due knowledge, we become responsible for this. A
student who writes off five years of his life in a law course and only studies one month a year is
cheating, even if, by chance, he passes, because he has not prepared himself for the exercise of his
profession out of laziness, by not studying. Study also has an ethical dimension. (There is nothing that
does not have one.) One could claim that, thus understood, ethics is overwhelming. On the contrary:
ethics is concerned with happiness and points out its inescapable conditions. In this case we are not
saying that throughout college one should do nothing other than study, but rather that to enroll now and
study seven months later is notoriously unethical and in the middle term it will not bring happiness.
Man as free system
Applying to the human being the theory of systems, which is sometimes used, though reductively, for
organizational goals, we can distinguish, following J. A. Pérez López, three types of systems: closed
systems, open systems, and free systems.
Closed systems are those that have only one state of equilibrium; therefore, they are capable of
reacting to stimulus in a manner that recovers equilibrium. These are the systems studied by mechanics.

Open systems are those capable of learning and therefore have more than one state of
equilibrium, since their learning tends to improve them. All states of equilibrium are correct, but some
are better than others. A special case of the open system is evolution.
Free systems are those susceptible of positive and negative learning. The free system is the most
complex: it is the system formed, in the first place, by each one of us; and in the second place and
consecutively, by human organizations or societies. Free persons, capable of positive (virtues) and
negative (vices) learning, interact to constitute societies: and this means that man is not simply an
individual of the species and does not exhaust the species either. Because of this, the plurality of
subjects, of persons, interacting, form societies. Societies are also free systems, susceptible of
improvement or worsening, of decadence or prosperity.
These three types of systems are not exactly mutually exclusive, since the three systems
function in the human being. But it would be a mistake not to admit the third type and shut the human
being in the first or second, in accordance with which the progressist ideology is formulated. Evolution
and history are different processes that cannot be encompassed by the same type of system.
If we were to limit ourselves to considering the human being as a closed system or open system,
but not as a free system, then there would be many dimensions of the human being that we would not
understand. We would formulate a reductionistic anthropology that would confuse the human being
with an animal or with a being that is simply natural or physical. To avoid reductionism, it is necessary
precisely to introduce the capacity to learn, to execute different actions, and to admit the alternative
virtue-vice.
We should always bear in mind that the human being is extremely complex. Because of this, it
is necessary to formulate ethics as a science of man that in principle is philosophical. Expressed in
aphorisms, expanded intuitively since Socrates, and systematically by Aristotle, ethics is the science
that considers the human being as a free system.
If the human being were not a free system, but merely an open system, incapable of worsening,
there would be no need for ethics. Although it is also true that societies can worsen or improve,
nevertheless, theories which have appeared in the modern age to explain social changes are usually
optimistic and understand society as an open system. This is the case of the so-called theory of
progress: “History, society, will always improve, we will always attain greater achievements and a
more human organization.” The doctrine of progress comes from the Enlightenment and is still very
much in force, although today there are some stands among philosophers, or intellectuals, that are a
critique of the theory of progress: theories of doom, according to which “learning from history is
always negative; a hostility toward progress that destroys our possibilities of viability, even that of the
environment.” However, a system that through its own functioning worsens always and necessarily
does not exist in this world; in any case, it would be one of the possibilities of a free system that could
not change its orientation: a free system that can improve and worsen, if after worsening were to
continue worsening and would not be able to stop doing so, would be transformed into the antithesis of
itself.
A human being or a society that entered into the process of negative learning would be capable,
albeit with great effort, of abandoning this line of development. Anyone who has some knowledge of
history knows of the flourishing of cultures and their decadence; but decadence is not something
necessary, it does not constitute a pure type of system, it is only a possibility of a free system, the fate
of a system that, as it gradually falls into ruin, cannot change its orientation without undergoing a

conversion.
Ethics moves between the alternative of the ethically positive and the ethically negative: virtues
and vices, good and evil. The system that has only one state of equilibrium is the closed system; the
others have various states of equilibrium that can be improved with learning, but an animal cannot
learn negatively (when domesticated, yes, but this demands the influence of a being superior to it).
The equilibrium of the free system: happiness
The states of equilibrium of the free system are multiple, more varied than those of the open system,
since they are affected by the intensification of learning, and moreover by the fact that this can be of
one sign or the other. In accordance with this, one can consider the topic of happiness, which is one of
the major topics of ethics. The notion of happiness can be understood, following this approach, as the
preferred state of equilibrium. The state preferred by a system, if the system is free, can be erroneous:
this is the same as saying that the notion of happiness depends on the very characteristics of the system.
In effect, a free system does not have a permanent state of equilibrium in time: it is the most dynamic
system and therefore the most open to the future. I may think: “I am happy because I have much
money,” although the money may have been acquired through unjust means; or else, “I am not entirely
happy” because in any case these situations of happiness are relative: they are states of the system than
can always increase or decrease, improve or worsen.
The classic understanding of happiness is “that psychological situation that corresponds with
the possession of the desired good.” This good is desired more than any other or considered sufficient.
Therefore, it is clear that the notion of happiness is equivalent to that of the preferred state of
equilibrium. Saint Thomas develops this subject with his characteristic lucidity and rigor. He claims
that, in the case of a good that brings with it the possibility of losing it (which is the case of all material
goods), we cannot say that happiness is complete, because one cannot be happy while harboring the
fear of ceasing to be so because of the loss of the good. The happiness the object of which (that is, the
good) can fail is not complete; therefore, those who identify happiness with or make it consist in the
possession of material things do not understand or attain to it. They are condemned to not being able to
be completely happy. Consequently, the only thing that can make a human being happy is the
imperishable and therefore immaterial good. The good has to be infinite, spiritual, and this is God: the
only thing that can make the human being entirely happy is the possession of God, delight in him,
because God is a spiritual good that is incorruptible, eternal, and moreover infinite, that fulfills all the
longings of the human heart.
This psychological consideration of happiness is rather obvious, but it is not good to forget that
the human being is a free system. Only in this way do we correctly introduce an entirely ethical notion
in relation to happiness: the notion of good.
Happiness introduces the topic of the good; if the human being cannot be happy, that is, if the
good did not exist, ethics would not make sense either. The good may be considered to be something
external to the free system, that can be attained and therefore possessed; but if the possession of the
good is the first type of having, that is, physical possession, it will not suffice, because it is not
immanent, and we cannot say that we have attained to and possessed the good if it does not saturate the
capacity of understanding. A good that is simply physical is the terminus of an instrumental having and
is not exactly final but rather medial. But the perfect good is psychologically the end.
The complete scientific consideration of ethics consists of three dimensions. Before anything,

two major topics: goods and virtues. We should bear in mind that the ethics of virtues and the ethics of
good are not two ethics, but two dimensions of ethics. A third dimension of ethics is law, the moral
norm. Therefore, we can also talk of an ethics of norms. The complete ethics should comprise ethics of
goods, of norms, and of virtues.
In this life one cannot attain entirely to the eternal good (only after physical death). It is
necessary to live the present life in a specific way with a view to it. This is how the norms are
introduced into ethics: from the psychological intention of attaining to the supreme good that brings
happiness. The eternal good is the end of life. From this point of view, ethics would consist in fulfilling
a series of laws: if one acts in accordance with them, one will possess that good afterwards; if one does
not act thus, the actions are evil, prohibited, and the good will not be attained. The fulfillment of the
moral laws will not make one happy now, because they are only means to obtain the good, without
being entirely coherent with the good. In all honesty, one could come to think, as in ethical normative
positivism, that they are arbitrary conditions imposed by an enigmatic will. According to ethical
positivistic voluntarism, norms are means (conditiones sine quae non) without any intrinsic
justification, norms that could have been others; or, as Ockham used to say, “mala quia prohibita,” (IV
Sent.9; III Sent. 12.2.22) actions are evil only because they are prohibited, God could have commanded
the contrary in the Decalogue, and norms in themselves are neither good nor evil. Therefore, the ethics
of goods is not the ethics of norms, or their relationship is arbitrary. This stance, which does not
understand the divine will, and even less the human will, is mentioned because it destroys the internal
complexion of ethics.
Good and virtues
The virtues strengthen the capacity of the human being to possess the good and in this sense also form
part of the good: they are good. Therefore, they are unavoidable to complete the psychological
consideration of the topic of happiness. Of course, it is necessary that the good be eternal, that it not fail
or vanish, that it be infinite, that it satisfy all my aspirations or all my spiritual desires, that there be
nothing higher than it. If the good were not that way, it would not be able to satisfy completely the
spiritual tendency of the human being, which is potentially infinite. All in all, the good can be splendid,
highly attractive; but if we are talking of a free system, there always remains the possibility that the
free system will say, “I want it, but not completely.” The good is lovable, but it is one thing to be
lovable and another to be necessarily loved; therefore, the free system itself has to have the guarantee
that its adhesion to it is sufficiently firm: because if not, it cannot be happy: not because of the good but
on the part of the free system. In other words, it is not enough that what can make the human being
happy exists. It is also necessary that the human being be capable of being happy. These are two
coherent considerations: one alone is not enough, does not suffice. It is necessary that the free system
be capable of obtaining without fluctuations its state of supreme equilibrium.
The human being is capable of being happy: we all know this, simply because of the aspiration
to happiness, which is innate to us. The fact that we are not entirely happy does not mean to say that
happiness does not exist from the point of view of the good: however, it is possible that happiness does
not exist if I were incapable of being happy, since to be capable of being happy, once we admit that the
supreme good exists, it is necessary not only that I direct myself to it or that I impel myself towards it
with my desire, but also that when I am in its presence, this conjunction should be such that I would not
be able to have on my part any fear of desisting, of retracting, letting go, or getting bored. Not to get
bored means that in my adherence to it there is no weakness. Therefore, to be capable of happiness
means that one is capable of loving. It is not only possession of the good, reaching it, and that it give
itself to me without there being any inconvenience for its part that I possess it. This is not enough; it is

necessary that my clinging to it or possessing it also be total. This immovable possession is peculiar to
the third possessive dimension of the human being: virtue.
Ethics and virtue
The moral virtues strengthen the will: they are perfective habits of the will and, being so, strengthen the
capacity of adherence of the will, that is, the capacity to love; on the other hand, the vices impoverish
the will, they ruin it, and therefore diminish the capacity to love. Because of this, someone who has
vices cannot be happy, or he is only a very little because he can love only a very little as well.
Ethics is not one-sidedly the science of the good; neither is it only the ethics of norms or merely
instrumental; ethics also occupies itself with love, that is, the adherence to the good: “May the good not
fail, and may I not fail the good.” But if it is necessary not to fail the good, the fulfillment of the norms
cannot be purely annoying, as though it were the product of an arbitrary will. The norms are themselves
lovable, and that is what Thomas Aquinas says (ST 1-2.107.4 ad 2m et 3m); but this is known only
when one has virtues.
The human being who is not virtuous fulfills the norms reluctantly. In contrast, says Thomas
Aquinas, someone who is virtuous fulfills them with ease because in truth the norms exist for freedom.
The virtues increase the capacity to exercise freedom. (Here we see that the free system is superior to
the open system.) Love is entirely free. It does not consist solely in being attracted by an immense good
which enraptures it; otherwise, the human being would be nothing more than an open system. Aristotle
says this sometimes,55 but he is not very consistent in his ethics of virtues.
Stoic Ethics
The different ethical systems have not always attended to the three dimensions cited earlier and,
occasionally, have split them up. Let us consider some examples. The first is, precisely, that ethical
stand that attends only to virtues. Such an ethics is incomplete. Besides, when one wants to put together
an ethics only of virtues, one does not usually take all of them into account. This is the case of the
ethics of Stoicism that first appeared in the fourth century before Christ and continued to the end of the
third century. Stoicism reappeared in the Renaissance and in the sixteenth century (Montaigne); in
Spain the influence of Seneca was strong.
The moral doctrine of the Stoics is intimately related to their cosmology, which is a dynamic
pantheistic materialism: everything that exists is corporeal and animated by laws that they considered
rational or logical. The rational is also corporeal. It follows from this that these laws are necessary and
that they link all bodies together. The lógos in accordance with which everything happens is understood
as fate and at the same time as a fire that moves and consumes (this entails the idea of the eternal
return: everything will always be repeated in the same way).
Among living beings, man is that which most participates of the lógos. He is composed of body
and soul, which, being also corporeal, is a fragment of the cosmic fire that penetrates the organism,
vivifying it. It is possible to distinguish various parts in the soul. The central part, which the Stoics
consider hegemonic, matches up with reason: it has the capacity to perceive and to consent. Moreover,
as in all living beings, the constant tendency exists in the soul to preserve itself, that is, to appropriate
its rational being, avoiding everything that is contrary (this is what they call oikeíosis). Their ethics has
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its starting-point in this characteristic.
The good, in contradistinction to what the Epicureans thought, is not pleasure (nor is pain evil),
but rather what preserves or increases our rationality. Evil is what harms or diminishes it. They call the
first virtue and the second vice. Thus, strictly speaking, the human oikeíosis refers to the rational
dimension of the human being: everything relative to the body is considered indifferent. Among the
indifferent may be found pleasure, health, wealth, reputation, etc., and their contraries.
The only thing that makes man happy is to act in accordance with virtue, which is either
possessed entirely or not at all. He who possesses it is the wise man; he who does not is foolish. The
wise man reaches the heights of the divine; the fool, on the other hand, is always disturbed by events
and the passions, which are the impulses which remove the soul from reason: they are errors of the
soul. This is the celebrated Stoic apathy. Happiness entails impassibility. Since compassion and mercy
are passions, the Stoic considers them proper to the foolish man. Parallelly, Stoic cosmopolitanism is
cold and alien to any emotive component. In sum, the Stoic does not love life: neither his own nor his
neighbor’s; he has absolutely no enthusiasm whatsoever.
Therefore, Stoic ethics is an attempt to neutralize human suffering, an ethics of self-mastery that
hopes to make a man capable of resisting the influences that affect him from outside. Stoic virtue is not
oriented to the exercise of ulterior acts, but rather to constructing an interior refuge. This corresponds to
a fatalistic vision of the universe: if I myself am constituted internally by the rationality of the cosmos,
I can only aspire to not feeling disturbed by anything. If I were capable of initiatives, that is, if I were to
transcend the physical universe, I could face the absolute force of fate. But this possibility is closed to
the Stoic. Virtue is the negative fortitude of freeing oneself from everything. Stoicism advocates
evasive resistance before adversity.56
The Stoic considers it shameful to confess to any weakness or agitation: for example, the Stoic
with a serious head wound goes to the doctor to be treated, and the doctor asks him, “Does it hurt?”
“Where?” This strength of soul that to the question, “Does it hurt?,” replies, “Whether it hurts or not is
not important,” attempts to be above pain. Fortitude is a classic virtue that appears in Aristotle’s list. It
is a cardinal virtue and it is advisable to treat of it well, because the Stoic distorts it. It is usually said
that Stoicism permits the universal doubt of Descartes, as much as his distinction between the res
cogitans and the res extensa. This is the famous Cartesian dualism that divides man in two: body and
soul. It seems clear that this distinction reflects the influence of Stoicism because what is weak in man
is his somatic constitution. Thomas Aquinas makes a pertinent observation: one could suffer a very
strong pain that does not touch one’s soul, a pain not suffered; to experience pain and to be affected by
it are two different things.
Pain felt by the body and pain felt by the soul are two different things. But what moves the Stoic
is the pursuit of not being affected by anything, not only by physical pain, but not to have any emotion,
to make oneself into an imperturbable being. The ethics that seeks refuge in virtue (that attends only to
virtues), that aspires only to human fortitude, loses sight of the good and follows the conviction that
there are no moral norms but only purely physical laws.
Stoic ethics is an impoverished ethics, because its only justification is a false ontological
assumption: the human being as an integral part of an asphyxiating universe from which it cannot
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separate itself in any way whatsoever; therefore, fear rules life, and one aspires to indifference. A Stoic
would say: “So far no disaster has visited me, but it will at any moment.” Man should occupy himself
with the few goods within his reach, but above all he should prepare his soul to survive disaster.
There are people who are crazy because they hold to some belief about the cosmos similar to
the Stoic’s, without being able to adopt even an ethical attitude. Compared with them the Stoic has
some merit. Modern man who cannot tolerate suffering does not seek Stoic indifference, but some
technique, a check on the psychological imbalances that occur in one’s hazardous existence. This way
one ends up with the so-called morals of the tough guy: man attempts to free himself from disaster by
endorsing it to everyone else. Here indifference is a vice: if I am indifferent to everyone else, I confuse
myself with an anonymous force.
Another stance that has to do with the reduction of ethics to virtue is Machiavellianism. There
are two Machiavellis: the Machiavelli of the Prince (1513, published 1532) and the Machiavelli of the
Discourses on the First Ten Books of Titus Livius (1514–21). The Machiavellianism that comes from
the Prince (which was not a work intended to be published, but simply a letter of recommendation that
he sent to Pietro de Medici) contrasts fortune with virtue and proposes a dynamic formulation of virtue,
which is the force with which the human being can compete with fortune. Fortune is, precisely, that
which is beyond all human calculation, like the Stoic cosmos. Because of this, fortune prevails in the
end.
It is usually said that for Machiavelli morals have no value; however, this denunciation is
formulated from the perspective of the ethics of norms. Machiavellian virtue has nothing to do with
moral norms, because it is precisely that with which the human being recovers from fortune. It is the
human versus the cosmos, which is an unpredictable pure force: I cannot live following moral norms or
fortune. Machiavelli proposes only a political technique that is previous to any modern attempt to
dominate the world through knowledge of physical laws. This technique is based on my own drive and
on the calculation of human tendencies. Because of this, his version of virtue ends up being a
degeneration of prudence into astuteness, which is the corresponding vice.
In sum, the disqualification of the ethics of norms and the ethics of goods (there is no perfect
good nor is the moral norm possible) is based on fatalism or determinism. Because of this it is
pessimistic and ignorant of the fact that virtue is a greater capacitation of the human being for good.
Stoic virtue solely annuls being affected by events and consists in indifference. And in the case of
Machiavelli (who at bottom is a dynamic Stoic), it consists in undertaking projects with my own
aptitudes, knowing that the human being is weaker than the cosmos.
An ethics only of virtues is naïve because virtue itself loses its meaning and is reduced to a rigid
attitude, in which one takes refuge. But, in turn, an ethics only of norms eliminates the notion of virtue
and limits itself to telling the human being, “Behave in a specific way.” However, without virtue it is
impossible to fulfill freely the moral norms.
Rationalist ethics
In a purely normative ethics, not only does the norm have to be knowable, but its being known is
inherent to it, constitutes it as such, up to the point that the immoral consists in ignorance of it: moral
knowledge—practical reason—consists exclusively in the moral norms, and the moral life is reduced to
fulfilling them. The ancient discussion on the relations between nómos and physis continues in favor of
the former.

Ethical normativism is ethical rationalism. According to this stance, one must fulfill the law
because one ought to live in accordance with reason; the contrary is to be irrational: one lives beneath
rationality like a savage, like someone uncivilized, uneducated.
With this approach the most logical thing to do is to distinguish moral norms from other types
of laws that govern different realities of human behavior. From this emerges a double rationality: one of
them applies to what is external to the human being, to what appears, to the phenomenal; the other is
independent of appearance and therefore autonomous. The most extreme formulation of this difference
is proposed by Kant. However, the difference tends to ease, because from human action follow results.
If one understands that such results are the critical valuational criterion, there appears what is usually
called consequentialist ethics: human actions are neither good nor evil by virtue of an a priori ethical
rationality, but by an a posteriori, that is, because of what follows from them. Thus, a consequentialist
ethics (or an ethics of responsibility, as Max Weber called it) is contrasted with an autonomous ethics
(or an ethics of convictions): I act as I ought, though the world perish. Strictly speaking, such a
contrast, does not affect integral ethics (that takes into account virtue and vice), but an ethics that is
purely normative.
For integral ethics, the majority of the ethical norms are negative: they do not say what one
ought to do, but what one ought not to do: “Do not rob,” “Do not kill,” “Do not lie,” “Do not commit
adultery.” On the other hand, the positive norms are not concrete norms, but universal first principles:
“Do good” admits of many applications (the moral first principles are not concretized per modum
conclusionis, but per modum determinationis: they can be applied in various ways; they do not lead to
rigid conclusions). The negative norm, in contrast, is of itself concretely obligatory, because it
contradicts any possible application of the first moral principle and because its violation is vicious:
from it follows an obviously evil consequence: it ruins the agent (consequentialist ethics is one-sided
because it does not recognize that from any human action there follows a double result: the external
and the internal modification, which is vice or virtue. This second result is more important than the
first, because on it depends the consistency of posterior actions). Rationalism attempts to make
applications directly, rigidly, and narrowly of the moral principles. This way it does moral growth little
service. The following anecdote is narrated: A Catholic went to confession and told the priest:
“Father, I accuse myself of having killed.”
“How often, my son?”
In contrast, a Protestant went to see his pastor (influenced by rationalism) and told him:
“I would like to speak with you about my faults.
“Certainly.” (Catholics do it; why not Protestants?)
“I have killed a man.”
“What? You’re a murderer! I have to denounce you.”
These two moral stances are different. In ethical normativism what is permitted is obligatory
and everything else is prohibited. But one must distinguish between negative and positive norms: and it
is positive only when it is in the very heart of moral development; for example, loving, because one can

always love more.
The moral law is not rationally deterministic; if things can be done only as the moral law states,
the capacity for action cannot grow. The integrated moral norm is “Do all the good you can and as it
occurs to you. As you grow in virtue, you will do it better: don’t stop.”
Chastity was well regarded in Victorian morals, which is a clear example of normative ethics,
but in a dry manner and as complete abstention from a physiological function. In its complete meaning,
“Do not fornicate” is not mere abstention, but the use of the sexual capacity without separating it from
the spirit, because man is a sexed spiritual being and not only the male of the species, nor is the woman
a female and nothing more. As a virtue, to be chaste means “loving development”; therefore, it is not
only
a
norm,
but
arises
from
a
moral
principle.
Isolated, ethical normativism is a petitio principii. Without virtues, the fulfillment of the norms
is inhuman and ethically insufficient. To dispense with moral growth and to rule behavior in accordance
with a set text degrades the norm, converting it into a regulation. Naturally, such an attitude had to be
demolished (in fact, it has been); nevertheless, in some way it survives in what can be called
“bureaucratism,” from which comes a restrictive vision of ethics.
Goods and rigid rational norms do not usually go well together. According to a one-sided
(rationalistic) ethical normativism, goods are what I can obtain in life, so long as I remain within the
norms. But that is not so, because goods are known in a much more ample way. Because of this,
normativism can give way to vices like duplicity or hypocrisy. For example, if the child who is playing
the piano wants to take a snack and the reply he gets is, “No. You have to continue with your exercises
up to 8 o’clock,” perhaps he will resort to subterfuge (if he can, he will use a device to press the keys
and fool the governess).
Goods and norms
We have said that ethics is composed of three inseparable parts or dimensions. If these parts are
isolated from each other or if only one of them is considered, ethics is distorted to the point that even
this very part which is borne in mind also goes wrong: we have already seen how this happens when
ethics is reduced to virtues.
Virtues separated from human growth and from the acquisition of goods constitute a defensive
means for a vitality that wishes to eliminate external influences, erecting for itself a kind of bunker
which affections coming from without cannot penetrate. With this, I repeat, the virtues themselves lose
their true meaning (virtues do not exist principally to achieve an individuality without passions), which
is only discovered if they do not occur in isolation from norms and the good.
The second way of considering ethics reductively is to attend only to norms. This ethics is
rather modern: it takes shape when the human being discovers laws with his reason, admits that these
rational norms or laws are the only thing relevant and that the human being should follow them
precisely because they are rational and liberate him from ignorance or the irrational that exists in him.
In the modern age there is a complete change in the notion of the cosmos, with respect to the Greek
Stoic stand: the cosmos is now a rational mechanism completely subject to the regularities that the
human being can discover with his mind.
After Kant there is a rapprochement between the rational moral norms and the scientific idea of

life, not in the sense of Stoic immobility, but, yes, in the sense of demanding from the human being a
behavior that is strictly rational, in accordance with a limited rationality, because scientific reason is not
the reason in its entirety (besides, today this is much discussed). There is then no place for virtues; at
any rate, the virtuous man is exclusively the faithful fulfiller of rational norms, the honorable man who
does not allow himself to be carried away by base impulses, but rather follows austere rules. Indeed,
when the normative version of ethics took shape in the West, an austere sense of life prevailed. The
bourgeoisie, dedicated basically to economic activities, had a severe sense of life in that period; today it
no longer does.
It is characteristic of the modern age to reduce the notion of virtue to the decision to limit
oneself to rational norms and nothing more. Goods are detached from norms and transformed into what
are usually called lifestyle values (modern man does not renounce goods, but his action is in the grip of
his interpretation of rationality; on the other hand, his appreciation of the good is on the emotional side.
The notion of value appears).
While it is claimed that ethics consists in norms and nothing more, vital goods will no longer be
coherent: they do not follow the rules of reason, but are presented in another way, forming what
Husserl,57 with a broader intention, called ‘Lebenswelt,’ the world of life.
Hedonistic ethics
As the austerity of the early bourgeoisie gradually weakened as a consequence of the very success of
their economic activity, that is, of the increase of consumable goods, the rationalized ethics of norms
gradually weakened in favor of the preponderance of lifestyle values: crudely speaking, of goods that
can be enjoyed immediately.
It is in this way that there appears what we can call an ethics only of goods, a demoralized
ethics (from the viewpoint of norms) that reacts to rationalistic ethics. In Plato, there is a prefigurement
of this step from a rigoristic ethics to a hedonistic ethics:
this is the famous distinction between the timocratic regime and the plutocratic regime that ends in
democracy (Republic 545a and ff.).
Plato calls democracy “the grand bazaar,” in which everything is sold that nourishes human
desire (ibid. 557d). Since desire covers everything, we are talking not only of material goods of
pleasure; there is also intellectual desire: the vice of curiositas to which I alluded earlier, the desire for
novelties.
The downslide of the ethics solely of norms to the ethics solely of goods goes with the
condemnation of rationalistic ethics. An ethics solely of goods is hedonistic, in the sense that the human
being aspires to goods without tying himself down to any discipline. These goods correspond to what
the ancient psychologists called the concupiscible appetite, distinct from the irascible. In an ethics
solely of goods, the goods that are easy to obtain acquire preponderance because the virtues and
therefore the path towards future goods that are arduous, difficult to achieve, have been lost sight of.
The law of pleasurable goods says: there is no sense in delaying what I can enjoy now. The ethics
solely of goods cuts short not only historical consciousness, but the consciousness of the future, the
capacity of projection. This is an awful situation, in which we find many persons who divide their lives
between hedonism and rational norms.
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An American named Taylor was responsible for the discovery of rational norms for the
optimization of work..58 This is the source of what is called “Taylorism”: a chain production system in
which the activities in each of the steps are specialized, ending in the finished product. In this way
productivity increases and costs diminish. This is the first rational formulation of productive activity
which is usually called “economies of scale,” in which huge quantities of homogeneous products are
produced. In this way a double mentality is created, that of the producer, dominated by the resigned
acceptance of rational rules without which nothing can be made effectively, and that of the consumer,
who uses everything produced. On the other hand, the pleasurable, what the human being has most
within his reach, is precisely the goods that cannot be separated from his body, since pleasure, as
Aristotle noted, leads to a materialistic vision of life. An ethics solely of goods, precisely because it is
hedonistic and centered on the body, is a materialization of human life. The human being is divided in
the Cartesian manner between a res cogitans, which is what produces, and a res extensa, which is what
enjoys itself or tries to. In Taylorism there is a strong contrast between the extreme specialization of the
producer and the broad range of consumption.
The ethics of goods is a reductionist ethics that distrusts norms; there is no choice but to accept
norms, but not because they have an ethical value, but simply because they have a value of utility. The
virtues have nothing to do with this because the virtues serve to structure life; but if what is important
is immediate goods, then one can do without structuring life: immediate enjoyment dispenses with the
organization of time in one’s life. While the virtues are stable dispositions with which one faces the
future, pleasures are ephemeral.
The human being can grow in many dimensions of his being, progress and invent many things
with his reason, but he cannot invent pleasures. The human being’s capacity for pleasure is fixed; since
thousands of years ago only one new pleasure has been invented. This new pleasure is speed, a curious
pleasure that the human being did not experience before the invention of instruments that make it
possible. This means that the human capacity for pleasure is limited. From this derives as well the
immediate character of the ethics of pleasure: “Do not put off for tomorrow what you can do today”
from the point of view of pleasure would be “Do not enjoy tomorrow, if you can today.” To prolong
hunger is meaningless to the hedonist. But, at the same time, without hunger there would be no
pleasure in eating. This problem preoccupied some thinkers, for example, Goethe and Nietzsche.
Goethe said, “Stop, instant, you are so beautiful!”59 This is to confess that pleasure does not last
and that the instant cannot be stopped. One can say, “Stop, instant,” because there is an infinite desire
in the human being. Goethe’s phrase is significant to the matter, but pleasure is transient; a pleasure that
endures throughout all of one’s life is impossible. I repeat, the hedonic endowment of the human being
is very limited if compared with other dimensions in accordance with which the human being grows,
such as knowledge, virtue; on the other hand, pleasure is a datum.60
Nietzsche philosophizes about hedonistic values and says that “all pleasure aspires to eternity”
(this is the same thing Goethe says). Pleasure would have to be eternal, 61 but the capacity for pleasure
is precarious. This is one of the intrinsic limitations of an ethics solely of goods; if I do not increase my
capacity for goods, I cannot increase my happiness. Nietzsche bets everything on a game which in the
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long run he cannot win.
The drug addict tries to live always in pleasure; but this is not a modern phenomenon: drugs
were discovered thousands of years ago. The pleasure of drugs is not new. Moreover, its consequences
are known. Saint Augustine speaks of the devastation that is experienced after an orgy in which one
tries to exalt and prolong pleasure. Because of this, for Epicurus, who was careful in this matter, the
only pleasure admissible is the catastatic, which is pure ataraxia.62 Epicurean ethics approximates at
this point the Stoic. All intense pleasure is not worth it, because you have to pay for this pleasure with
greater suffering; the best are tranquil pleasures, pleasures that do not disturb the serenity of the soul.
One must avoid the fear of giving oneself problems: it is better to live incognito.
Someone who seeks pleasure and nothing more is not really happy. He does not enjoy himself,
because he makes of it his only business. He adopts an attitude of seriousness towards pleasure,
because if he is deprived of it, he finds himself in a situation of anguish.
From the insufficiency of the three forms of reductionist ethics one may conclude to the need
for a complete ethics. The complete ethics is the ethics of virtues, norms, and goods in mutual
reinforcement. There is no sense in speaking of virtues without norms, because if opposed to norms,
virtues tense up in the Stoic mode. Neither would one aspire to higher goods than material ones if one
did not possess virtues. In their turn, separated from goods, norms are inhuman. Consequently, either
one accepts the integrity of ethics or one disposes only of reductionist ethics, partial and unstable.
The attack on normative ethics on the part of philosophers of value63 or the good was carried
out in the nineteenth century primarily by Kierkegaard, Marx and Nietzsche. The three coincide in
condemning theoretical reason. Kierkegaard is the most radical.
Kierkegaard claims that whoever limits himself to pleasure does not have any other recourse
than to attempt to invent new pleasures and thus falls into an absurd combinatorial analysis that
confines him within superficiality. Kierkegaards calls this mode of life “aestheticism” (Either Or, vol.
1). The aesthetic man is opposed to the ethical man, and above the latter we find the religious man. The
aesthetic stage, the ethical stage, and the religious stage are three periods of life. Karl Marx denounced
ethics as a superstructure, below which were class struggle and class mentality (Anti-Düring I, 90,
pp.91–92). The interpretation of Nietzsche is much more violent and calumnious: life is nothing more
than the will to power.64 However, if this is so, the ethical norm is also will to power. But if the
rationalized norm is also will to power, albeit diminished, then at bottom everything is reduced to life
values condensed and transformed into a radical impulse.
In a weaker way, and inspired by Nietzsche, although he never wished to admit this, but Lou
Andreas Salomé, who was a friend of both, noted it, Freud called the libido the will to power. Freud
was mistaken, because the hedonic life interpreted as libido is trivial or less serious than the
interpretation of it as will to power. Because of this, actually Nietzsche exercises a greater influence
than Freud. Postmodernism is almost entirely a gloss on Nietzsche. Nevertheless, his attack on the
rationalist ethics of norms is very facile, so that even the critique of Nietzsche is superfluous and
besides limited, because Nietzsche ignores virtue.
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Strictly speaking, for Epicurus pleasure is attained with the absence of pain. Usener, fragment 397.
The critique of ethical rationalism runs through the nineteenth century and was formulated by those who are usually called philosophers
or interpreters of suspicion. The disbelievers of rationalist ethics during the nineteenth century aroused some interest, but they did not
give rise to the implantation of hedonistic ethics immediately.
The Will to Power (n. 254), 3. On the Genealogy of Morals, Tr. 3, no. 28, end.

Nietzsche is a philosopher of value: “Beyond good and evil” does not mean beyond value,
because for him value is basic.65 At any rate, a little later he realized that this was insufficient.
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Jenseits von Gut und Böse. Vorspiel zu eine Philosophie der Zukunft, 1886. Nietzsche proposes a critique of traditional morals in terms of
transmutation of values. This entails an elevated sense of life: values yet to be attained. However, the notion of value is an ambiguous
substitute for the good, by the very fact that it entails a discrediting of ontology. This is clear in Max Scheler: values do not exist; they
prevail. Heidegger has taken apart this notion because of the reason given, but without recovering the integrity of ethics.

CHAPTER V
THE WILL AND FREEDOM
In a book on ethics, it is unavoidable to refer to the human will, albeit briefly. 66 As
Thomas Aquinas says, the will is an obscure and difficult topic. In traditional
philosophy it is given less attention than the intellect. To this one must add that the
history of philosophy offers us two versions of the notion of the will: the Greek
and the modern. The difference between them resides above all in that, while for
the Greeks the will is extremely potential, since it does not exercise its acts
without the intervention of reason, for moderns the will is spontaneous, that is, it
sets off by itself.67
The modern explanation of the will
The spontaneity of the will attains in Kant a very mature formulation. His effort to
demonstrate the solidarity of will and freedom in his critical explanation is
noteworthy. As is clear, that solidarity is one way of establishing the notion of
spontaneous will. As early as the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant speculates on
transcendental freedom, which he also calls “cosmological freedom.” Only from it
is it possible to take on the freedom of the human subject, which Kant calls
“moral freedom.” This is the task of the Fundamental Principles of the
Metaphysics of Morals and of the Critique of Practical Reason.
The possibility of transcendental freedom is opened in the third antinomy
on the representation of freedom, which is problematic in a completely
deterministic physical world, that is, subject to mechanical causality. The thesis of
the antinomy cited claims that causality following mechanical laws is not the only
causality from which phenomena can derive. To explain these, another cause is
needed—freedom; otherwise, the series of natural causes which derive one from
the other will never be completed. Thus, it is necessary to admit an absolutely
spontaneous cause that initiates by itself the series of phenomena.
The antithesis maintains that everything that happens in the world unfolds
exclusively in accordance with the laws of nature. If free causality is accepted, the
unity of the set of phenomena is broken. In short, nature and freedom differ from
each other as law does from the absence of law.
The resolution of this apparent contradiction appears upon considering that
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As I said in the Prologue, I treat of the will in a book soon to be published entitled La voluntad y sus actos.
Because it is potential and therefore imperfect, Aristotle does not say God has a will. However, for Christianity God is
Love, and love is of a voluntary nature. The interpretation of the will as a spontaneous cause begins with Duns Scotus,
who called spontaneity perseitas. Nevertheless, the modern version of the will is not a good interpretation of personal
love.

phenomena are only mere representations and that mechanical laws do not exist
by themselves, founded outside of our thought. It is at least possible to think that
there exists a being that at the same time as nature is intelligible in itself and
therefore that the series of mechanical causes is an effect of an intelligible cause.
In sum, freedom is a transcendental idea by which reason thinks of the absolute
beginning of the series of phenomena. In other words, freedom is the cause by
virtue of which something happens, without the cause of this something being
determined in turn by another. We are talking of a causal spontaneity that is pure,
thinkable, and therefore only possible. But even if only possible, the
transcendental idea of freedom serves as the foundation of practical freedom,
which is attributed directly to the subject in so far as it is intelligible, not from a
theoretical point of view, but from a practical point of view.

Practical reason, in so far as it is pure reason, guarantees the objective reality of its laws
on apprehending them in the factum of duty, that is, in the imperatives that the human being
formulates for practical matters. We are talking of a type of necessity that does not appear
anywhere else in nature: it is impossible for something to ought to be in nature in a way distinct
from the way it is in reality.
For Kant, that faculty by which it is possible to work through the representation of the
law is will. And since in order to act thus reason is demanded, it happens that the will is no other
thing than practical reason. In so far as it is fully conformed with reason, will is self-sufficient
from a normative point of view: it is autonomous. And this is the only thing that, properly
speaking, is good.68 The moral norm is a categorical imperative because the free subject is
capable of attaining to it over and above any other material aspiration or impulse. The
categorical imperative is the ratio cognoscendi of a ratio essendi.69
From this brief exposition of the practical philosophy of Kant, we can conclude that the
will as principle of actions is not the same as the will as principle of the categorical imperative.
In the Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals Kant confesses that it is impossible
to determine with absolute certainty a single case in which someone has acted exclusively
according to the representation of duty. He is interested in resolving the question of how the
categorical imperative is possible, not how the action that the imperative commands can be
conceived. Besides, the moral norm has in Kant an ulterior purpose: to merit happiness in the
future life (this is the way he advances the immortality of the soul and the existence of God).
Kant attempts to distinguish the notion of merited happiness from empirical happiness. Is
autonomous merit the condition of happiness? To sustain this would be a Pelagian thesis.
The will in its natural state and freedom
To admit that we have a will leaves understanding it, which is not easy, pending. It is not right
to assume the matter (that we have a will) has been resolved and go on to study its
consequences. The right thing to do is to pause to study the will. I insist: although it may be
indubitable that we are beings with a will, to verify what the will is is difficult. It is convenient
to turn to the Greeks, since they are the founders of philosophical ethics.
The Greeks do not have a word equivalent to the Latin voluntas. The Greeks speak of
órexis. This is a characteristic of the human being which is also observed in other living beings
that are not static: to go from where it is towards something that it desires. Desire and tendency
are two aspects closely linked to each other in the Greeks’ first formulation of the will that the
term órexis includes. We still preserve the meaning of the term when we speak, for example, of
“anorexia.” Anorexia is the situation of someone who has few desires, someone without an
appetite.
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Grundlegung zur der Metaphysik der Sitten, Akademie Ausgabe IV, p. 393: “Freedom and an unconditioned practical law imply each other
mutually”: Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, Akademi Ausgabe V, p. 33.
Ibid., p. 4, note. However, Kant admits that the will can be affected by the sensible appetites, such that the actions known as objectively
necessary by virtue of the pure idea of duty can be not so subjectively. In this case, the will is not fully conformed with reason and
therefore not autonomous either. The link between the subject and the moral norm is what constitutes it as ratio essendi of it, that is, as
free of any distinct determination.

Tendency is self-direction towards something one does not have and, on the other hand,
one misses, such that one tends to obtain it. To feel hunger is the sensible apprehension of the
desire to eat, etc.
But in so far as we are beings that are not animals, we human beings tend in a special
way that is linked to our reason. This tendency that is not merely biological, because reason can
influence it and it obeys reason, this special órexis is called boúlesis by the Greeks. The
Medieval philosophers, upon receiving the Greek heritage, translated the two Greek concepts as
voluntas. They called the will as tendency voluntas ut natura. Voluntas ut natura is the radical
act of desire of our spirit. They called boúlesis—which is not another faculty, but a phase, a
development of the voluntas ut natura in so far as it is related to human reason—voluntas ut
ratio.
The theses which we should bear in mind and meditate on because their formulation is
very subtle were put by Thomas Aquinas in the following way: the will in its natural state, the
tendency of our spiritual nature, prescinding from its relation to the intelligence, is an órexis
fixed ad unum, towards something, that is, absolutely impossible to change. The tendency, if set
off, always sets off towards the same thing. Some examples, although very different from one
another, illustrate what is meant by fixed ad unum. There are other potencies fixed ad unum. For
example, the faculty of nutrition is fixed ad unum. The intellect as well. Strictly speaking, what
is natural is fixed ad unum in so far as it is not the master of its own end, but is rather directed
by its own end.
To what is the natural will fixed precisely and exclusively? To what does it tend
inflexibly? Thomas Aquinas says to happiness (ST 1.41.2 ad 3m; 1.2.4 ad 2m). This is an old
idea that comes from Aristotle (Nicomachean Ethics 1.7 [1097b ss]). The human being as a
spiritual being tends by nature to happiness. The human being cannot but tend to happiness, and
this means that with respect to happiness there is no choice. The human being cannot tend to
misfortune, to a physical evil, or to any other thing, but only to something which makes him
happy. The vegetative functions tend to fulfill their task and are fixed ad unum in accord with it.
But the end of our spiritual natural tendency, being fixed ad unum, is not to nourish itself or
things like that, but happiness.
As we said earlier, according to Kant, the autonomous will imposes its own obligation,
an imperative that it gives by itself: with this Kant criticizes the empirical, eudemonistic I,
dominated by the wish to have a good time, by pleasure. The free will wishes only to fulfill its
duty. What Kant attempts to eliminate is an interpretation of happiness that confuses it with
pleasure. Aristotle does not confuse pleasure with happiness either. However, if the pure will as
transcendental and absolutely free is the raison d’être of the imperative, then Kant also posits
the practical reason as fixed ad unum. It seems, therefore, that for the will what brings
happiness consists in pure duty.
Although this self-direction may be stark or stripped of any nuance of emotion or
pleasure that happiness can have, and one could accuse the ethics of Kant of being very dry,
nevertheless, it is clear that the Kantian will is fixed ad unum as practical reason, something
which does not occur with boúlesis, with the voluntas ut ratio. If this is so, then there is a clear
difference: in so far as it is rational, the Kantian will is self-directed. Consequently, it is plain
that the natural will is different from the voluntas ut ratio; it is the will considered before its
connection with reason.

I insist. Although it be in a manner that is very rigid or that barely indulges the emotive
components of the human being, nevertheless, submission to the categorical imperative is what
Kant understands by happiness.70 At any rate there is a notable difference between the direction
ad unum of the Kantian will and the direction ad unum of the natural will of the classical
philosophers. The difference in approach is that for Kant the direction ad unum is produced by
the will itself: because of this it is autonomous (in the Kantian explanation there is an initial
circularity between knowledge and will; freedom is the raison d’être of a ratio cognoscendi that
is the categorical imperative, and the categorical imperative is the knowledge that the will has of
itself in accordance with its very spontaneity). The categorical imperative is a direction ad unum
determined in turn by the will itself. On the other hand, when we say that happiness is the last
end of the natural will, what we are saying is that happiness is something that it does not
possess, that one cannot give to oneself, but something one desires: but before we become
aware of it, this desire is not a voluntary act at all. The will is oriented towards happiness even
without knowing what happiness is, previous to any knowledge, because the will comes into
contact with knowledge as voluntas ut ratio. Therefore, the natural will is a pure potency of the
human spirit, incapable of itself of any act.
The mere potency of the human spirit is not capable of tending towards happiness
without an idea of it, although it cannot tend to anything but this. This is a thesis with many
implications: the natural will is a transcendental relation. 71 For Thomas Aquinas, the human
spirit is made in such a way that it can only tend to happiness, but it actually does this when it
comes in contact with reason: reason will give it information of what can make it happy, and to
this it goes. But what the will cannot ever do of itself is to go towards something that is not
happiness, even if it did not know this and even if, not knowing it, it were not to go. From the
start, our spirit exists with respect to happiness even before knowing it. This is not an
epistemological, but an ontological, thesis: the will does not know what happiness is.
Schelling, repeating the stance of Kant, sustains that what wants in our will is reason:
our will is reason and, if it wants, this is because it is reason. Thomas Aquinas does not say
this:72 That our will tends to happiness does not mean that this tendency takes the place of
knowledge. In his explanation the point is quite clear: we are made for happiness, that is, our
órexis is fixed exclusively by happiness. Nevertheless, from the point of view of the exercise of
acts, this fact of being fixed can be insufficient.
This tendency is proper to a spiritual being, because the animal is excluded from
happiness. Consequently, like the existence of a special law which we can fulfill or not fulfill,
and like the difference between good or evil acts and good or evil consequences, etc., happiness
is a primordial theme of ethics. As we establish the thesis regarding happiness, good and evil
appear, in so far as they describe our actions, in a precise way. That in which the tendency
finishes is the pure good. The good is characterized as that with which the will corresponds
from the point of view of end. The will, therefore, is what corresponds within us to the good.
We know that goods exist (goods of the species, patrimonial goods, cultural goods, etc.), but
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It may be claimed that pure duty is what is meritorious in action, what gives a right to a worthy happiness. In this sense Kant postulates
the existence of God in the Critique of Practical Reason. But to relate merit to a postulate is incoherent.
It is the relation of potency to final act considered before or prescinding from the active unfolding of the potency. This entails that the
potency does not act without the concourse of something distinct from it, or that it does not start to act by itself: this is the exclusion of
perseity or spontaneity from the human will.
He says that the will as nature tends to the good in general (in commune) and in a subsequent discussion shows what happiness is.

since the human dimension which corresponds to the good is the will, this knowledge can fall
short. In this sense, the good is the pure and simple correlate of the will, and this is what we
mean when we say that the will is the possibility of tending fixed ad unum. When the tendency
is activated by virtue of knowledge (voluntas ut ratio), it aspires towards known goods. But this
does not saturate the natural will which, being a transcendental relation, corresponds to the
absolute good. However, this entails, as is clear, that our knowledge of the good is, from the
start, insufficient. It is necessary that said knowledge increase.
Although we may not know what happiness is, we tend towards happiness necessarily
and we cannot tend to any other thing. Recall to mind that the human being does not derive his
purpose entirely from his species (the species is not our happiness). Our will is radically a
transcendental relation in so far as we do not derive our purpose from the species (it is evident
that we do not, since there are wars); nevertheless, it tends to something which we cannot
consider as not our purpose and in this something is hidden the key to desire, although it be
obscure from the point of view of the intellect. What is it to be entirely happy? We do not know,
and nevertheless we know that we tend to happiness (this thesis is ontological: the will is fixed
ad unum for happiness). In sum, when the will makes contact with the intelligence, we speak of
a will ut ratio, of a will which the intelligence influences. Following the Thomist explanation,
when the intelligence apprehends or presents something good to the will, the will initiates the
exercise of its activity, without any assurance of culminating it.
Happiness and choice
As I said, this explanation contains astute and subtle correlations. At the moment we are saying
that the intelligence makes contact with the will in so far as it is capable of revealing reasons of
goodness. The natural will will then tend towards what is revealed, but not solely because the
intelligence presents it, but because the will itself can only be moved to start with by happiness
(no choices here). Since the natural will does not know what happiness is, it has to make contact
with the intelligence and from then on it is called voluntas ut ratio. But it tends to this thing
presented to it as causing happiness because of itself it tends to what causes happiness, on
condition that this be presented to it. The voluntas ut ratio is, in short, the awakening of the
tendency, which of itself is dormant being a transcendental relation.
In this way we reach a first explanation of why actions can be good or evil. When are
they evil? When there has really been a mistake, by defect, that is, when the natural will is
satisfied with the voluntas ut ratio, which is not a transcendental relation. Confusion is possible
because of the defective knowledge of happiness; if what the intelligence presents as causing
happiness absorbs the attention of the will, an error is produced about the last end which affects
the ontological root of the will. When experience or some other information disillusions it, the
will will go for something else or will be perplexed before what the intelligence presents to it.
Moral errors are due to a mistake with respect to happiness. However, this is not a pessimistic
thesis, but is supported by an ontological-anthropological optimism: we are made for happiness.
We can make a mistake when some good is presented as absolute, and we can be convinced by
experience that it does not make us completely happy, and then it is necessary to correct
ourselves. Correction is inherent to practical reason. What criterion is there for choosing a
good? That it really be a means to happiness. At this point it links up with the moral norm. The
moral norm is a radical guide or is impressed in our intelligence (we know moral norms
innately, although it is necessary to complete the knowledge of it in other ways). I say that our
intelligence is endowed with criteria to determine whether something leads us or not to the

absolute good. There lies the origin of the moral norm. Therefore, if we fulfill the moral norm,
we obtain happiness, and if not, we do not. This is the classic explanation. But there is still
more.
Although we do not know exactly what happiness is, we do know that our spiritual
potency is fixed ad unum by happiness and that happiness can only be attained if the good is
infinite.73 The one thing that can make us happy is the infinite good. So the natural tendency
towards happiness would be frustrated if it did not exist, or if the intelligence were not to find
anything other than finite goods. But in the phase in which the will comes into contact with the
intelligence (voluntas ut ratio), the presentation of the good is finite and therefore unsatisfactory
for the will as infinite potency. Consequently, although it is true that one wants only what one
knows, knowledge of the good should grow.
It is one thing to be fixed ad unum and another to be fixed on some one thing in
particular. The will is not fixed on something particular or finite because it is itself an
unrestricted potency. Therefore, the first thing we know about happiness, although this is very
little from the point of view of content, is that the natural will would be in a situation of
inadequacy with its end, with that which fixes it simpliciter, if its connection with knowledge—
voluntas ut ratio—were to be constant or fixed. And because of this in this life disillusionment
always occurs; we find things which make us a little happy, but not entirely. And the moment
comes, besides, in which we pass from happiness to boredom. Boredom is the emotional or
sentimental reflection of the fact that the natural will has not reached its end, because its
aspiration, being spiritual, is infinite.
The distinction between these two phases of the will, the natural will, initially connatural
with us who are spiritual beings, and the will in so far as it makes contact with the
intelligence,74 this distinction, if maintained without conceding that the voluntary activity is
unchained of itself (because then we incur into irrationalism), gives us some signs of what
happens in our life. Even if we make mistakes and seek happiness where it is not, this is in
harmony with our explanation: it does not contradict it, but rather confirms it. It is well known
that philosophy functions by posing difficulties to itself. To the very extent that it resolves them,
it gradually clears things and can go beyond.
The dynamism of the natural will
The notion of natural will leaves some problems pending that should be resolved. How is it
possible to claim that we have a potency in us which, even before knowing the end, is already
directed towards it completely? It does not help to admit that the end is unrestricted. This
unrestricted character distinguishes the determination ad unum of the will from that of the
vegetative functions. Understood thus, we could say that the will is the initial opening-up of the
spirit. The spirit opens towards the outside, which is not a tautology, since it also opens towards
the inside, but it does not open towards the inside if it does not open towards the outside.
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This thesis arises from the Aristotelian explanation and is ratified by Christian theologians. In effect, if the will is primitively a
transcendental relation, it is a pure potency, a passive potency (a notion we will explain later), and can only be saturated by an infinite
terminus.
As I said, the voluntas ut natura is a passive potency for Thomas Aquinas: “sui agente quandoque est solum activum principium sui actus:
sicut in igne est solum principium activum calefaciendi”(ST 1-2.51.2c). But the consequence is that such a principle is not perfectible with
habits. And he continues: “invenitur autem aliquod agens in quo est principium activum et passivum sui actus: sicut patet in actibus
humanis. Nam actus appetitivae virtutis procedunt a vi appetitiva secundum quod movetur a vi apprensiva repraesentante obiectum.” In
the same sense in Quaestio de virtutibus in commune, I, a. 3.

Intimacy matches transcendence, the going beyond.
Strictly speaking, does our will, considered as natural will, move towards the end?
Before making first contact with the intelligence, the will is a potency that does not tend to
anything in the sense of manifesting its tendency. Because of this, there has to be an ulterior
phase that allows the tendential mobilization of the will (the will ut ratio, the will in relation to
the intelligence). This is precisely what has to be supported, namely, the will as nature does not
tend in a spontaneous manner: it is open to happiness of the absolute good; but the will does not
tend without uniting to the intelligence, that is, if it does not unite to it, it cannot exercise the
acts proper to it: the act of choosing, of tending, of enjoying, etc. There are many acts of the
will.
In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle says telegraphically, in a compressed manner: the
soul (he does not even put the verb to be) desire and knowledge.75 In the beginning of the
Metaphysics he also says that all men desire by nature to know (980a). But there is nothing
wrong with admitting a desire for practical action (which the Medievals called the active use of
the will).
One can also understand Aristotle in the following way: what the will desires, in so far
as it is pure órexis, is to possess. But the will itself cannot exercise possession, since possession
is exercised in accordance with the praxises which possess the end, and this is knowledge, or
else in accordance with physical having. Because of this, he says that all men desire by nature to
know. This means that basically there has to be a very intimate harmony between will and
intelligence, because if the intelligence is the capacity to make something one’s own, the will
has to resort to it. For example: we desire an apple; however, an apple is not desirable if we are
not capable of exercising besides some activity that can correspond to it. The apple is ours in so
far as it is edible; therefore, more than desiring an apple, one desires to eat an apple. There has
to be harmony between the intelligence and will in so far as the acts of the intelligence are
possessive acts. From the point of view of the intelligence what is possessed is called truth. On
the other hand, the tendency ceases when possession takes place.
Just as the will is related to the good, the intelligence is related to the truth. Truth and
good have to be in intimate relation. On the one hand, the voluntary possession of the good, if
the will is only tendency, is not possible, since to tend is not to possess. If one possesses in
accordance with another human activity, then one no longer desires. One desires in so far as one
does not have. Consequently, it seems necessary to admit that the will is not just orectic, or else
that its development, from the moment of its connection with knowledge, is greater than what
Aristotle grants it. The reinforcement of the will is its habits. What is the strict ontological sense
of the habits for the will? At what moment does it acquire them? I will answer these questions
later.
At any rate, it is certain that the mobilization of the will has to happen in relation with
the intelligence. This is expressed in a classic aphorism: nihil volitum quin praecognitum,
nothing is desired if it is not known. So much so that the acts that we perceive as tendency and
the other more intense acts of the will, cannot be exercised by the will if not, I insist, in relation
with the intellect. Therefore, I repeat, if the will is an infinite, unrestricted opening-up, the
human intelligence has to be capable of an unrestricted knowledge, a capacity to possess
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“Enérgeia kai praxis” 1098a 15; “the soul is of reason and appetite,” Politics 1.4 (1277a 7).

without limit. These two things are fused in a formula which the Medieval authors who
followed Aristotle used, and it is what they call the natural desire to see God (here one must
understand “God” to mean “the absolute good”). The natural desire to see: one cannot be happy
without knowing. Nevertheless, there is a long discussion about which is more important in the
human being: love, not the love of concupiscence or desire, but the love of satisfaction, [or
knowledge]. The love of satisfaction without knowledge is not possible. But here, while we live
in this world, we are wayfarers; we have not reached complete happiness, nor contemplated
everything we can know. There is a discussion whether it is better to love God, the absolute
good, or to know him. A Thomist argument says that here (not in the definitive state of eternal
life) it is more perfect to love God than to know him, because the knowledge that we have of
God is very obscure; on the other hand, the will as soon as it loves aims directly at reality.
Although this offers some systematic difficulties, it is easily verifiable in experience. 76
Although we do not know something perfectly, it can be the object of our will. And it can be this
in a rather firm way. Therefore, the aphorism which says that nothing is an object of the will if it
is not previously an object of knowledge must be taken in this sense. In our knowledge there is
a certain obscurity that does not impede the firm desire of the will with respect to the reality
which we know obscurely.
If it were not because our will is fixed ad unum, this unum being infinite, such acts of
adherence would not be possible. If the will were not to latch on of itself to the end before being
in its presence, before knowing it, many acts of the human being would not be explainable,
because that is frequently the way we act: we want something that we do not know very well,
and we try to know it better, but we have already formed an attachment to this thing which we
want. This happens to us many times: someone who has not been to Paris has some idea of that
city, but does not know it well, and nevertheless he can have a very intense desire to go to Paris.
We behave this way frequently: we want some objective badly before knowing it completely.
We need to have some information about it, but this act of knowledge does not need to be
completely clear. Among other things, if we knew completely clearly, the desire would
disappear and we would exercise an act of satisfaction. But, I insist, the desire as soon as it
comes in contact with the intelligence takes off, although the intelligence know obscurely.
Practical freedom and the will
This is one of the reasons why we commit mistakes and have moral errors. We can develop
obsessions as the will strains towards something before it knows it well. Marshall Foch used to
say that one plunges into something, commits oneself, and afterwards sees how things are. The
surprises come afterwards, and one must rectify or turn back. Rectification is inherent to
practical reason; in contrast, turning back is seldom justified. Note the risk that matrimony
entails. A man can love a woman hardly knowing her. He marries her, and afterwards it is
probable that annoying traits appear (or vice-versa, the woman can get married without knowing
her husband well). They resort afterwards to divorce as a remedy: I dissociate myself. One
argues like this: I thought that was going to be very easy, and it turns out that it is hard;
therefore, I renounce it. But the obscurity of previous knowledge is not always a motive to take
back a voluntary act, even if the way be more arduous than expected. Difficulties are inevitable.
Fortitude and magnanimity (greatness of soul) are virtues that help confront them.
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This makes us see that the relation of the will to the intelligence can at a certain moment
be reversible, in the following sense: if the will is not disoriented by what it discovers after
deciding by virtue of an obscure cognitive act, it should direct itself to knowledge asking it for a
deeper vision. Such reversibility requires fortifying the will through the moral habits.
What I have just said opens the question of freedom. It is not correct to posit practical
freedom in the natural will or in the first connection of the will with knowledge, which we call
voluntas ut ratio. This connection is necessary for the will to set off or to exercise its own acts.
But the virtues follow the acts, and without virtues the will is not free.
If the will as nature is fixed ad unum, it cannot be said that freedom intervenes in that:
the natural will is not free, because it does not even act; rather, considered thus, it is a passive
potency or a transcendental relation. The will has to make contact with freedom. Freedom
reaches the will from the moment that the will connects with the intelligence and not before
that: the human is radically free; his will is not.
Understood as nature, the will is not free. This has been said often, and it has not always
been understood, although this is a thesis that Thomas Aquinas sustains on various occasions;77
Averroes also says the same thing: without the concourse of the intelligence, freedom is not able
to make contact with the will.78 Well understood that this concourse is not by chance. Such an
explanation is also valid to understand better how an invalid is a human being. It can be said
that the will in such a person is not free, for example, if he is oligophrenic or a small child: this
human being is incapable of free acts. But this does not mean to say that he does not have a will
open to the infinite. He has one. When will he exercise an act in accordance with which he will
guide himself or draw closer to the infinite good? We do not know. But according to the
explanation that distinguishes the will as nature from the will in its rational character, if the will
is free only from its contact with the intelligence (since it does not carry out a single practical
voluntary act before that), a special divine intervention is needed. On the other hand, Thomas
Aquinas also claims that the will is free with respect to the means. The voluntary acts with
respect to the means are proper to the rational will, not to the natural will.
The thesis of Kant concerning freedom as ratio essendi is equivalent to claiming that the
will has to do with freedom from the start. This thesis is a mistake because it confuses the will
with the transcendental subject (which is nothing more than a general idea). Moreover, one
should not claim the identity of will and freedom because the oligophrenic or the madman do
not exercise voluntary acts, since the relation between will and intelligence is broken in them.
All things considered, it cannot be said that they follow a categorical imperative or something
like that. But yes, it can be said that they have a natural tendency open to the infinite. If this is
denied, then we would also have to deny that they are human beings, and it would be licit to
abort when one knows that the baby to be born is a mongoloid. The existence of the natural will
is a very optimistic ontological thesis, which should not be rejected, because it favors human
dignity. What confirms human dignity must be true because the breakdowns, the vicissitudes
suffered by the human condition never diminish its being.
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Freedom is not a property of the will from the start. But on the one hand, it is obvious
that the human being is free, because if he were not, it would be impossible for freedom to make
contact with the will as pure opening up, which, being a passive potency, cannot decide with
regard to itself or choose. And, on the other hand, it cannot attain its own end by itself. The
natural will is not the freedom of the human person. But, yes, freedom is not primarily in the
will, it has to be the person. Freedom is radically personal, since it does not radically correspond
to the will. It comes to the will, makes contact with the will: the will is invested with freedom;
but it is invested after making contact with the intelligence. Here the subject of virtues appears
once more.79
Kant alludes to the ethical importance of respect. This is what he says: “Work in such a
way that you never use others as means, but as an end” (Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten
2). This is one of the formulations of the categorical imperative. If I consider the other person as
an end, it is because he is capable of an end, and this is the natural will. Respect is important for
the correct understanding of humanity, in order not to make distinctions between sapiens and
habilis within the species, in order not to maltreat people or commit murder under the pretext
that someone who does not perform the roles of a human being is not a human being. With this
way of thinking, we would fall into racism: since these people have a very slight rational will or
are apathetic, they are an inferior people. Contempt for a human being is antiethical.
Doubtless, an empiricist would deny the native will because we cannot verify it.
Nevertheless, to turn to conscious behavior as the only criterion for recognizing a human being
is a mistake that leads to committing immoral acts, like murder. This is not a danger that affects
only children, because the growing number of the elderly will aggravate it, the way the birth
rate is. This also affects business. The businessman uses the voluntas ut ratio a lot and can
forget that economic activity has man as its object.
From my point of view, the natural will cannot be denied because of another
fundamental reason: because it is the will considered in relation to the last end; therefore, its
denial leads to atheism. All the same, a question continues unresolved: having a relation to the
end, if merely potential or transcendental, is not to be in the end or to possess it. Consequently,
it is impossible to obtain fully the end towards which the will opens up at some moment in life.
This is equivalent to establishing the eminence of the future in human biographical time: we
live open to a future that never ends while we live, that is, to a future that does not cease to be
such: a future that cannot cease to be future. To be related to the end in a manner entirely
potential means that the end is totally in the future or that life in its entirety can be given a
purpose by the person. Because of this, empirical verification is not legitimate: the future is not
empirical.
The reverse is also certain: if the end does not exist, then opening up to the end is not
possible. To admit the natural will is to affirm the prevalence of the end and the future. If we
reduce this in some way, if we say that one is not related to the future except to the extent that it
can be attained in a now of this time (which means it has ceased to be future), we do not know
what it means to live attending to the future. The philosophical proof of this opening up which
we call the natural will is that we are always open to an end beyond any situation or beyond the
management of the affairs of our existence.
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I insist: if there is nothing beyond that is our destiny (I call it destiny keeping in mind
personal freedom), then one would have to admit that this end which is sheer future does not
influence in any way in our life. But it is a mistake to think that the only thing that influences is
the present (and the past in so far as it is causal from way back), or that the future as such is
unreal or only real when it has ceased to be future. Such opinions are not aware of an essential
act of the will, which is the love of hope, without which the life of the spirit would slacken.
Since this love grows, it is also a virtue that supports existence. Hope is tendency elevated to the
rank of virtue. To deny it is the same as to lack it; this is what happens in hedonist ethics.
We are explaining the classic version of the will that comes from Aristotle and which
Aristotelian philosophers, above all Thomas Aquinas, have explored more deeply. This version
suffers an inflexion afterwards that leads to the modern notion of the will as spontaneity. If we
explain sufficiently this matter, clarifying central notions, we will be able to face the modern
notion of the will or at least proceed to compare the two formulations. This demands some
additional verification.
We were saying that, according to Aristotelians, the will is orectic. As this notion was
elaborated, the natural will (and that is how it is called) understood as a potency appeared, a
passive capacity, different, therefore, from the active potencies or capacities. A hackneyed
example of active potency is fire, which performs by its own power the action of warming. A
passive potency does not perform of itself any act, but, as the subject of action that it can
perform, is moved by another: without the intelligence one cannot exercise the acts of the will,
and this confluence of intelligence and will is investigated above all in what is called voluntas ut
ratio. The intelligence moves the will by presenting it with goods, and to that same extent the
will can proceed to exercise its own acts.
The natural will and the rational will are not two distinct faculties. They are the same
faculty caught in different moments, since the consideration of the will has to be processual,
precisely because it is a tendential potency whose development must be studied. This
development begins with the confluence of the intelligence. This is the classic explanation that
is modified towards the end of the Middle Ages through the work of philosophers as important
as Duns Scotus and William of Occam (who emphasizes even more the importance of the will).
This late medieval explanation passes on to modern philosophers, to Descartes, to Kant, and
continues in that great philosophical movement towards the end of the eighteenth century and
the first half of the nineteenth, which is German idealism.
I repeat that we are trying to see the human will at two moments: while it is potential and
its connection with reason. As passive potency it is fixed ad unum, which means that its end is
one and nothing more than one. Man is naturally destined to happiness by virtue of his spiritual
potency which is the will, although such a potency does not know this end or, since it is passive,
exercise of itself any act that leads to it. The passive potencies are fixed ad unum in a different
manner from active potencies. The active potencies are fixed ad unum from the point of view of
their own power (fire—although this example is merely illustrative—is fixed ad unum because
it warms, and the act of warming comes from the fire). Passive potencies are not fixed ad unum
in this way, that is, not from the point of view of their own action, but from the point of view of
the end. The will only exercises acts to the extent that, as the Scholastics say, it is a mover
moved by the intelligence. That is, the will is moved by the good (happiness entails the notion
of good) which the intelligence makes it know. It is directed to happiness, but this direction is
not automatic, because the will is not spontaneous from the outset (Duns Scotus calls

spontaneity “perseitas”).
To admit the spontaneousness of the will entails denying that the intelligence exercises
immanent operations, that is, operations that possess forms. Forms mark the terminus of
spontaneous efficacy. In sum, the first difference between the classic explanation and the
modern refers to forms: either the forms are the result of the will’s spontaneity or they are
intellectually possessed, but not as result, upon exercising cognitive operations. If the forms are
primarily possessed by the intelligence, the will is not a priori related to them, but has to be
moved. And this is what voluntas ut ratio means: this activation, this moving a passive potency
that only acts in so far as it is moved.
I will give an approximate example. If one has balls hanging on threads that hit one
another, on moving one such that it hits another, this second in turn will hit a third. But the
second ball transmits the action in so far as it has been hit, that is, it is an active cause only in so
far as it is moved: it is a moved mover. However, in the case of the will one must add the habits.
To the extent that it is perfected by habits, the natural will is no longer a passive potency. We
will study this complication later.
The efficiency of voluntary action
If knowledge presents something as good, the will moves towards it in so far as it is moved.
However, this is insufficient, because, since the will is directed to happiness, it never acts
against happiness, although the good be limited. The will can only want something by reason of
its goodness. But this depends on the good presented to it, and the good is presented by
knowledge (sensible knowledge can also present goods, but this is above all the responsibility
of the intelligence). Then the following can happen: if the intelligence presents money to the
will as good, but does not present betraying a friend to obtain this good as something evil, the
will, since it functions by reason of something’s goodness, will betray the friend. Following
what has been expounded up to this point about the classic explanation, this is not impossible.
But, strictly speaking, the only thing that can bring happiness to a spiritual potency is God. But
this is something the will as nature does not know. So that adequate knowledge, that is, the
perfection of the human capacity for thought, is extremely important for the will. If it is true that
the end does not justify the means, it is also true that if, to obtain money, one must be disloyal,
this principle is violated. Therefore, it seems the will will renounce money, because what entails
evil does not bring happiness. But, I insist, if the intelligence does not present it, this evil does
not repel the will, which is an appetitive capacity but not cognitive.
Precisely because of this, the first philosophers who studied ethics were intellectualists.
Ethical intellectualism is proposed by Socrates, who is the great teacher of Western ethics. But
the solution of Socrates is hasty: according to him, it is enough to know the good to do it and,
all in all, moral faults are intellectual errors. Because of this, the great motto of Socrates is
“Know thyself,” know what your truth is, what is truly good for the human being: this is the
awareness that must be cultivated.80 In the first stage of his life, Socrates was a disciple of
another Greek philosopher called Anaxagoras, who studied celestial phenomena, a physiologist,
who spoke of physis, the nature of things; but afterwards (this is what Xenophon narrates in a
work of his entitled the Memorabilia), Socrates stopped being interested in knowing how stars
were and concentrated his attention on verifying the truth about man (4.7.2). Because of this,
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when he appeared before the tribunal of Athens, he declared: “Athenians, you say I am a wise
man, but from a certain point of view I do not know anything. Maybe I am an expert or have
tried to verify the truth about man, knowledge about man, since, although in my youth I was a
disciple of Anaxagoras, afterwards what interested me was what the truth about man is.”
Socrates engaged in polemics with the Sophists, who also aspired to be experts in human
questions, but did so in an illegitimate manner. We cannot examine the explanation of the
Sophists now; the word Sophist usually has a pejorative connotation. However, they also
attempted knowledge about man. Socrates thought they erred and that it was necessary to go
deeper into the truth about man, which is the most important. Socrates concluded that it was
enough to know the truth for the will to abide by it (Memorabilia 4.6.3; 4.6.6).
This is not entirely certain. Why? We find a complication that affects the voluntas ut
ratio. If the only thing we bear in mind is that the will follows the good presented by the
intelligence, it follows that it is of extreme importance to avoid the intelligence’s making a
mistake and to attempt to make it present the good without limitations, so that the will might
exercise its acts following the line of the final end, which does not determine it in a particular
way but in so far as it is unrestricted. But we must stress two important points: above all, the
intelligence presents what it has apprehended as good; but this is not all the good, because the
presentation comes under the form of actuality, and the entire good comes under the form of
something future, as I have said. In the second place, on exercising its acts illumined by the
intelligence, the will acquires habits. However, a will with habits ceases to be a passive potency:
the will itself has become more or less capable of exercising new acts. At this point we enter
depths that go beyond that connection called “rational will.” With habits, the will is capable of
self-determination with facility for a certain type of acts; it is not limited to being determined in
general by the end. This perfection or ruin (virtue or vice) of the will is what is called habit.
Well, then, and this is an Aristotelian thesis developed by Arab philosophers and
afterwards taken up by Thomas Aquinas, when the will acquires habits, it becomes free. For
example, Saint Albert the Great defines habit as that by which someone acts as he wants (quo
quis agit cum voluerit). Thomas Aquinas repeats the thesis in many places in his work, and
Saint Albert points out that it is in Averroes and Avicenna.81
Habit and will
Through the habits freedom invests the will. The natural will, the passive potency fixed ad
unum by the unrestricted end before making contact with the intelligence, cannot be free
because it has not yet acted. The will is free only from the moment of its first elicited act. Its
actuation has an effect on it and makes it apt, disposed to exercise, capable of exercising a series
of acts.82 But not only this; it exercises them freely: it can exercise new acts or not exercise
them. And since together with the habits freedom appears (because of this, ethical
intellectualism does not consider well the relation of the will with the intelligence), what is most
probable, in the first place, is that the will act in accordance with the habits it has acquired.
However, since these habits give it freedom, it can act against those habits. It is a surprising
power. The habits grant the capacity to exercise posterior acts, but with them freedom enters,
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and the will can act in accordance with the habit or no, because now it is the master of its own
acts.
Strictly speaking, the fact that the will can abide by its habits or not refers us to the
person. At root, freedom is personal. Therefore, the will invested with freedom is the will of a
person. On considering the natural will, we understand only a human potency, but not the will of
someone. The will is the will of someone in so far as it is free. However, the will is free only
because it acquires habits; if not, freedom, which is radically personal, does not invest it, does
not come to it. The structure, as you can see, is complex. But it is necessary not to forget that the
ontological richness of the will comes from its connection to personal being. In the manuals of
classical ethics (other interpretations of ethics are reductionist), these questions are not
sufficiently developed or are resolved too rapidly. Nevertheless, the distinctions we have noted
are very important because they explain things which otherwise are not understood. According
to the concept of free system, mentioned in earlier chapters, many elements come into play
(nature, goods, acts, habits, freedom, the person, the intelligence, the will) which philosophy
should study.
Hope and the future
The human being that trusts solely in sensible perception is usually content with immediate
goods. It is in this way that human time falls apart. Ethics from the point of view of time is the
organization of human biography, that is, what allows the human being to live in time without
yielding to the discontinuities of fashion, etc.: If the will moves solely because of the
apprehension of immediate goods, long-term projects cancel out; with long-term projects the
human being faces the future. I have mentioned that the notion of end, seen from the perspective
of natural will, falls under the concept of future. Through life we can gradually attain ends, but
there is always a surplus that remains: it is impossible to exhaust through acts, and even through
habits, that natural aspiration towards the end simpliciter. Because of this, it makes sense that
the human being makes plans. But if you compare his plans, his projects, with the sense of
reality which perception or even sheer consciousness gives us, one finds oneself before the not
yet real.
Prof. Millán Puelles has insisted on this in his book Teoría del objeto puro (Rialp,
Madrid 1990), in which he maintains very clear theses about the non-actuality of the future. I
have already mentioned that we must take care of the quality of our thinking before making
decisions that are translated into practical action. The human being capable of thinking
comprehensively is capable of coordinating more actions. It is clear that circumstances can
oblige one to occupy oneself with very urgent, pressing matters or to content oneself with mere
survival. But in normal conditions the correct thing for the human being to do is to face ends,
objectives, far off in time. And in so far as they are far off in time, they can appear unreal. If
someone were to be invited to start off on a long journey, probably he would feel terrified, or
without strength and consequently unwilling to know more about it. “If you will grant me a
long-term credit, pour me another drink,” goes the old Castillian saying. If my deadline for
paying you is still within a few years, pour me another glass now. What is very far off in time
loses reality, loses importance for us, on comparing it with the here and now.
Based on this we could make a classification of the kinds of decisions we make. The
decisions with greater weight are precisely those that we maintain in the face of something that
to the eyes of other people is unreal. Recall the anecdote about Washington:

“We have to plant trees.”
“But trees take many years to grow.”
“Well, let’s plant them immediately.”
One should not postpone long-range plans with the excuse that they are risky or that one
could die in the process. The shade of the tree which is planted now will protect the next
generation from the sun. Post mortem questions do not usually interest people. Generally, living
human beings limit their objectives to the lifespan that they imagine they have: I will do things
that I can attain during my lifetime; but objectives after my death? (I don’t mean heavenly
objectives, but earthly ones.) Let the next generation worry about those. We don’t consider
ourselves heirs or think of those who will come afterwards. This means that we lack the virtue
of piety.
Decisions of this type demand another great virtue: fortitude, which implies hope and
patience; great things are not achieved instantly. For the development of a culture various
generations are needed. Scientists have not yet attained a great objective of science (it has not
been demonstrated to be impossible, although it presents a systematic difficulty) which is the
so-called “unified theory of fields.” Einstein died trying to solve it, people working in quantum
mechanics pose a very similar problem, and there have been various generations of people
working in quantum mechanics since Max Planck.
Really, modern science harbors a grand hope. We see immediately that the natural will is
the space in which any hope is contained. And how is our hope? The question is inevitable,
because without hope we would come to a standstill. Where do we place the goal or the peak of
our life? Too soon? Surely it is an objective for the next hour, but that would not be a great
hope. After dinner, what can we look forward to? Perhaps, a movie. Péguy, the great French
poet, wrote a poem about hope.83 For Péguy, hope is the walking stick of the wayfarer: a
walking stick of bamboo, a flexible one, that helps him walk. Hope is the walking stick of the
journey; it has to do with grand projects. Otherwise, what happens is what Dante said: in the
middle of the road of our life, I found myself in a dark forest, because the right way was lost; it
had disappeared.84 Without hope, one gets lost in the confusing tangle of life: one does not
know what to do.
This depends to a great extent on the quality of our knowledge. If it is broad, we will
elaborate projects, with goals that are more or less distant (the more ambitious the project, the
further the goal, but it is not thereby any less a goal). All this is clear. Tell me what you hope in
and I will tell you how you live; one lives as one hopes. Of course, betting always entails risk
because, although we may guess with our minds what the future will be, we do not have an
entirely precise actual knowledge of it. Surely, to the extent that we draw closer to the future
goal, we will gradually see more characteristics of it. At the beginning, it tends to be
indeterminate, and it continues to be such for someone who moves only for the immediate and
concrete like Sancho Panza.85 It is tempting to retreat in the face of such unreality. People who
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want everything all at once have withdrawn in time; they have shortened the distance of their
temporal horizons.
Practical reason
The loss of the sense of the future is a weakening of the will that, linked as it is to the last end,
is unable to find any way of acting that would bring it closer to the last end, because the
intelligence does not show it the way or because disenchantments or vices have accumulated.
An ambitious project for the future should be formulated with the greatest precision possible:
discuss it, collect information and advice, prepare resources. In our time there is a strong loss of
hope, and yet, today more than ever before there are projects with possibilities.
Now we have to continue to study reason in so far as the will is inspired in it in the
exercise of its acts. This special dimension of reason is called practical reason. In order to
approach this topic one must bear in mind, to begin with, that actions do not crowd together,
they come one after the other.
Practical reason, which to begin with is knowledge, manifests itself through the will in
the order of execution. If the will were not to need it, this application of reason would not exist.
The immediate characteristic of practical reason is to admit of correction; because of this, hope
is flexible. Practical reason is not speculative reason. The logic of the man of action is not the
logic of the metaphysician, who is occupied with necessary propositions. No, human action fails
often; moreover, circumstances change. Practical reason is corrected reason. Philosophers
usually talk of “right reason,” an expression coined by classic ethicists (recta ratio agibilium) in
strict relation with the virtue of prudence. “Right” means “correct,” and “correct” means
“corrected.” Only by being corrected (Socrates did not bear this in mind either) is reason right,
because, always, at some moment a mistake appears; therefore, to check practical reason,
usually it is necessary to correct the course of actions.
Practical reason is correct reason because human actions lack strict necessity. They
incorporate correction. It is interesting to allude to the distinct logics that Aristotle discovered.86
(There is more than one logic.)
To see which is the logic of practical reason, it is
necessary to compare it with others. Logic that consists in discussion on the basis of convictions
(common convictions but not necessarily true ones) is logic as dialectics as studied in the
Topics. The logic of scientific discussion is a type of dialectics for Aristotle; the logic of politics
(or the modern means of mass communication) is another type of dialectics that borders on
rhetoric. Indeed, convictions are common in accordance with distinct communities; for
example, the community of men in ordinary life and the community of men in scientific
activities. Every time we talk of reasoning, one must resort to certain logical procedures that,
while being syllogistic, are not entirely necessary. This does not mean we have to study
Aristotelian dialectics, but at least, alluding to it allows us to say that practical reason, in so far
as it is referred to action, does not concern the necessary, since although we may be able to
know what the end is that fixes our natural will ad unum, it is not clear how to attain it. Being
unrestricted, since it is spiritual, our capacity for the end shows that our end is God, but this is
not the conclusion of a formal syllogism.
This means that God is not a clear topic for practical reason in so far as it proposes
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goods that move the will. Because of this, practical reason is not infallible and has to be
corrected. Such correction corresponds more to the virtues rather than to experience. Voluntary
actions have to be rectified, paying attention to the axiomatic character of the determination ad
unum, which, however, is obscure for the voluntas ut ratio. Because of this, sometimes it strays
from the last end. Practical atheism is one such straying, sometimes accompanied by theoretical
atheism: “Don’t tell me fairy tales; I concern myself with other goods, other ends, not with
this.” Practical reason can answer: “You are ignorant of the natural will, and in your life you
will encounter many difficulties involving coherence that you will not be able to correct.”
I am not going to attempt to demonstrate the existence of God on the basis of the will
(although some have attempted it), because what is axiomatic when we consider the natural will
is not a deductive principle for the practical reason, that is, because it is not at all a characteristic
of the voluntas ut ratio that it be fixed ad unum. The study of actions that lead to God is a topic
of moral theology. Here the only thing to say is that, keeping in mind the unrestricted opening
up that is called the natural will, it is clear that our end is infinite. All the same, if we turn to the
rational illumination of our will, our knowledge of said end is not totally clear. Recall what we
said: although we may admit that the act that possesses the end is fruition, we do not always get
the determination of its object right. Moreover, we must take into consideration the correlation
between virtues and happiness. Without virtues we could say: “Look, God is not an end,” or
“God does not exist; let us turn the prow of our boat to another, more modest port of happiness.”
This can happen because it is true that there are other goods. The mistake is to be content
with enjoying them, although it would also be a mistake to deny that they are goods. Because of
this, if practical reason were not corrigible, the human being would not be able to face up to his
practical errors.
The intellect and the exercise of the will
We have expounded on two moments of the will: first, the will as an opening up inherent to our
spiritual nature. This first moment is passive: a capacity that of itself cannot pass on to the
exercise of its acts, but which is, as opening up, static. The second moment is the connection of
this passive capacity with practical reasoning, which presents to the will in each and every case
whatever causes it to act. It presents something that can bring happiness or under the concept of
good. There exists a third moment, because on acting the will acquires habits and is
consequently invested with freedom.87
The will exercises a plurality of acts the moment it makes contact with the intelligence,
which from this point of view is the faculty closer to the act than the will. It cannot be said that
the intelligence is only a passive potency, because in accordance with another dimension it is act
(with which the capacity activates itself). This act is the agent intellect. However, I have already
said that with this we have not exhausted all consideration of the will, because, capacitated by
the concourse of knowledge for the exercise of act, these acts have an effect on the will itself
and dispose it to new acts. This disposition is usually called virtue or vice. With them freedom
takes charge of the will. This means to say that freedom is not naturally proper to the will and
that the first acts that the will exercises in contact with the intelligence are simply a response to
a present good.
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Even more important than the connection of the intelligence with the will is its being
invested with freedom. But this takes place in a distinct phase. The intelligence makes it
possible for the will to exercise acts, and freedom enters the picture afterwards: once the will
has exercised acts and has been disposed positively or negatively towards other acts. From this
we gather: First, knowledge of a present good is previous to knowledge of the voluntary action,
which in turn is good or evil and from it derive virtues or vices. Therefore, it is necessary to ask
about the knowledge of the action to complete the examination of practical reason. Second,
vices and virtues and the actions they follow are also known. Therefore, we know not only the
acts we perform, but also the actions that could have been freely performed or not. Human
beings that possess virtues to an eminent degree are an exceptional source of moral knowledge,
as Aristotle has pointed out. Third, virtues strengthen the will and are acquired through repeated
acts. Because of this, they are possessed to a greater or lesser degree and are lost through the
exercise of contrary acts (which are possible because of the gradual character of the habits of
the will). Fourth, moral norms refer to actions, as we will see in the following section.
With this we have the main explanatory elements of the moral order. Doubtless, they
could be reformulated in accordance with a deeper understanding of personal freedom. But such
a reformulation is not necessary, because it would not contradict what we have said so far. At
any rate, it is clear that important factors enter the picture through the explanation we have been
following. Ethics is made up of the end or the good, virtues (the theme of free actions), and
norms. The human spiritual tendency, the will (the same thing happens with the intellect), does
not derive its purpose from the species, but from complete happiness, which can only be
obtained through the virtuous adherence to the true and highest good. The human species is
neither the end nor the highest good, as the humanism closed to transcendence claims.
The positive principle of action
Now we should consider once again the moral norm, a kind of norm sufficiently distinct from
the laws that rule physical movements or animal tendencies.88 A primordial characteristic of the
moral norm is its intimate connection with freedom. Because of this, it is fulfilled or violated.
Why are almost all the moral norms negative? The negative form is appropriate for
freedom. A prohibitory norm leaves much more space to move about than a positive norm, so
long as we are not talking of that toward which the human being directs himself ultimately—
unrestricted love. To say, “Don’t do this,” leaves ample space to say, “Do this.” A particular
restriction is less constrictive of the field of action than a general categorical imperative.
Possible projects are so abundant that they escape general planning. The future is broader than
the present. The negative formulation expresses the following counsel: “If you do this, you will
acquire a vice”; “You should not do this because you will destroy yourself.” But since there are
many things that you should do and do not destroy you, but improve you, then you are in the
best of conditions to act. Consequently, to violate a moral norm is an impoverishment of the
human condition, which, in order not to be renounced, demands as much consistency in actions
as rectification of practical errors.
The desire that moral norms be predominantly positive is a mistake characteristic of
modern rationalism. You cannot demand, “Show me a complete list of rules.” The moral norm is
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not a rule, because freedom does not get along well with prescriptions, which tend to be
routines, while the human being is called to much more, as one may gather from the notion of
the natural will. A passive potency is not triggered off automatically like an animal tendency.
The will starts to act by virtue of what is presented to it, but on acquiring habits, freedom enters
the picture and the modulations of human action are enormous.
The human being is an eminently active being because he is a being called to an
unrestricted growth; therefore, the attempt to make life pass through habitual routes, or
positively obligatory moral norms, does not go well with the human being. The human being is
made to grow, to be more and more active, not to fulfill rules. The moral norm should ensure
that the human being does not deteriorate, and this is what the greater part of the moral norms
refers to: “Don’t do this because, if you do, you will be lost.” The moral norms have an antientropic character: entropy is characteristic of closed systems, but the spirit is not a closed
system. Nevertheless, an open system can fall into a situation of entropy (vice), and this has to
be prevented by the norm.
The discovery of the moral norm
How do we know the moral norms? As I said earlier, the actuation of the will is in contact with
the intelligence. Above all, this contact is the presentation of goods and immediately after the
knowledge of the action. These two instances of knowledge are thematically distinct: to confuse
them is to distort ethics. To forbid a good which of itself is such is a meaningless expression.
What is forbidden is certain actions. (I insist that the forbidden has nothing to do with taboos;
rather, what is forbidden is the entropic: “Don’t do this, because even if it can seem good at the
outset, your action is not.”)89 On the one hand, the intelligence can present something as causing
happiness, but, on the other hand, the norm says, “Abstain from robbing, abstain from lying,
because it is evil.”
What is there in the intelligence that allows the moral norm to be communicated to the
will, so that the will abstains from exercising an act of acceptance? At this point there appear
two other great ethical themes: knowledge of the first moral principles and the moral judgment
or moral conscience. Conscience has a normative character because it knows the immediate
obligatory character of the norm in a correct case. But this is not all: at the heart of the
intelligence exist directive principles of universal or super-normative scope. The term by which
these are traditionally known is synderesis. Synderesis is the knowledge of the first principles of
reality in so far as practical action is situated in reality. The knowledge of the first principles
includes the transcendental good. The will also refers to the good. Therefore, the intellectual
first principles can be understood from the perspective of action: the moral norm is known on
the basis of first principles of reality, in so far as the exercise of activities on the part of the
human subject increases or affects it [sc. reality]. This is a matter that is advisable to investigate
thoroughly since its development by classical authors and which contrasts strongly with certain
posterior formulations, above all in a very important area of ethics that is usually called natural
law.90 The rationalist formulations of natural law wish to make it a norm in a positive sense.
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Classical formulations of natural law say that it is knowledge of principles capable of illumining
action in its correspondence with norms, which, however, are not deduced from them; rather,
they specify them [sc. the principles].
There are moral norms that say what one ought not do. But, at a deeper level, the human
being knows what he ought to do. This is synderesis. Through the first principles the human
being knows his place in reality, and from there he realizes, above all, that he ought to take the
initiative. Sometimes it is said that the principle known through synderesis is “Do good and
avoid evil.” I prefer to formulate this principle simply this way: “Do good, act”; act as much as
you can and improve your actuation. Evil, we already know, is forbidden. To avoid evil is a
“no,” but the negation is not what comes first in morals. The moral knowledge of principles
impels, confirms that the human being should have initiative. This is not an added duty, but
rather the expansion of freedom: pursue good, carry it out, do not withdraw, do not fail to do it,
do not be lazy. The principle is addressed to the subject, to the attitude of the person faced with
the lengthy task of living, faced with the human project that is the development of his own
existence by increasing what is real. Throw yourself into life, contribute, put something on your
part, do not fall short. This is the great principle. Is this a moral norm in the strict sense? I do
not think so. It is rather the connection of any norm with me, since the moral norm is not an
obligatory request that rises before me in isolation demanding a forced fulfillment. This
psychologistic approach is wrong. Without a doubt, the fulfillment of the obligatory is often
hard, but that does not define the meaning of the moral norm for a free being, capable of virtue.
Conscience and the principles of moral action
Moral conscience concretizes principles, bearing in mind that the human being is in a real
situation and has to act one way or another. He acts one way or another depending on the
situation; but at any rate he acts, because synderesis says that action is a question of principle: it
does not say what ought to be done, but rather that it should be done, which is not the same
thing. Conscience knows, among the actions I have to do, the most suitable action or profitable,
etc. Because of this, conscience is the proximate norm of morality as moral rational judgment,
which, if taken from the point of view of its principles, is basically positive. The negative
judgment comes from knowledge of what is forbidden, from knowledge of what should be
omitted, because, although this appears in the life of the human being, it does not lead him
anywhere.
Before any norm the human being has moral principles which in the end come to this:
“Want, act.” This is known by synderesis. The human being is a being in the world, and reality
has a primordial structure to which the human being should respond with his action and with
contemplation: “Contemplate and act. Put something that is yours, but do not be passive. Do not
fail to do what you can.” This is the root of the moral norm that for the human being entails a
maximal obligation: the obligation of being disposed not to remove himself, not to renounce,
not to live like a recluse, not to hide his head in the sand like an ostrich. Synderesis illumines
the natural will. In accord with this illumination the voluntary act is constituted in its primordial
sense: pure wanting (simplex velle). The will is a passive potency, since by itself it cannot
clarify the reference to itself. But the knowledge of principles confirms the will in its essence:
“You have to move; do not be terrified, want.” Thus, we must distinguish the understanding of
the will as such from practical reason, which is the presentation of goods to the will. Said
y futuro del hombre (Rialp, Madrid 1993).

presentation is followed by the exercise of voluntary acts ordered to goods which are means or
ends.91
In a novel of Graham Green, The End of the Affair (1951), Sara Miller and Maurice
Bendix are an adulterous pair. During a German bombing, the woman believes her lover to be
dead and invokes God, “If you save his life, I will not sin with him.” The plot is complicated,
because Sara feels strong impulses not to fulfill her promise and her relation with God is rather
arduous. But after her death two miraculous events occur. For his part, the psycho-religious
vicissitudes of Maurice are no less complex. Addressing God in whom he hardly believes, he
declares himself to be tired of loving: “Don’t ask me for more.” In this novel it seems that we
glimpse as though in a mist the fundamental moral principle, “You have to correct yourself and
begin again.” The human being in pain, semi-atheistic, glimpses it, but resists: “No” once more.
However, synderesis says, “You can grow tired, but your duty is to continue.”
Morality is concerned with goods, virtues, and norms on the basis of principles.
Synderesis points out that one cannot stop. Therefore, in every case, one has to see what one
does situated in a real concrete situation, paying attention to one’s surroundings, and then comes
the judgment: “I do or I do not do such a thing.” Thus, moral judgment is not the same thing as
moral principles. Thus, moral knowledge has two levels, knowledge of principles and
knowledge of specific reality from the point of view of what one has to do by deciding. Because
of this, freedom impels in synderesis and clarifies and chooses in the conscience: “I do this or
the other.”
Freedom and principles
This allows us to take on the notorious problem of the freedom of conscience. This is derived
from personal freedom. Properly speaking, freedom is coexistence with real first principles.
Because of this, it refers to the future that “does not cease to be future,” as I have indicated.
From its personal vertex, freedom descends through the habits up to the actions to be realized.
Because of this, in the conscience, freedom is exercised in relation to the possible alternatives
when the knowledge of principles confronts the concrete real thing. The protagonist of Graham
Green’s novel says something that has to do with synderesis: “I do not want to love any more.”
If he were to meet someone who needed help and decided against doing that, he would exercise
a specific choice: freedom in moral conscience.
Synderesis connects with personal freedom, and conscience with freedom over the moral
judgment of cases. At this level, norms can be violated. On occasion, the conscience can be
perplexed: it does not know how to act; but it is so, because synderesis knows that the human
being should want and do. It is not advisable to disregard pertinent factors, because then one
falls into what Professor Pérez López calls “incomplete abstractions,” which are reductionisms.
To speak of conscience omitting synderesis is a reductionism. Moral knowledge is not reduced
to knowledge of a code. If one likes, one could formulate a code of conduct, although from the
start moral knowledge is knowledge of principles and belongs to synderesis, which is
intellectual, not rational (following the distinction between intellectus and ratio, very important
in the classical framework).
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If one were to ask: Should moral conscience decide to act always or can it decide not to
act? The answer is that synderesis discovers duty by considering the natural will. On the other
hand, conscience has to do with the voluntas ut ratio. It is possible that some act is not
advisable, and if it is not advisable to do it, it is best to omit it. For example, in the beginning
synderesis says, “Speak,” but conscience can say, “In this case, it is better to keep silent.” But
the ruling is incomplete, because in principle (not in general) it is better to speak than not to
speak. This is discovered by the intellect of the human being: it is a principle. And it is so much
a principle that the problem of how I should act must be resolved by reason. All the same,
conscience is not isolated from synderesis; there is moral conscience because there is
knowledge of principles. If not, there would be no sense in asking whether I ought to do this or
the other.
Moral education is not easy. In human life, so full today of activity, the human being that
drifts entropically blurs the outlines of the licit. Thus, situations arise in which action
contravenes negative norms. Think of the trafficking of influence or of the prevarication of
functionaries. Some years ago, when anyone arrived in certain countries and recovered his
luggage at the baggage claim area, he was faced with customs officers who checked all
suitcases slowly and minutely. Suddenly, a boy with a cart would approach and tell him, “If you
wish, I can carry your baggage and we will pass through.” The boy and the customs officer were
in cahoots (they shared the money). As you can see, there are many moral judgments to make
here: Do I accept this way of avoiding inconvenience? If I choose the customs control, I spend
four hours; if not, a minute and a half. One must weigh things carefully: What is at stake? On
the one hand, these persons abuse of their authority; on the other, I am tired because I have been
traveling many hours, and four more hours of delay are too much. Moreover, a friend has come
to bring me to the hotel, and it isn’t polite to make him wait. If one thinks a little bit more
carefully, following moral conscience, one realizes that, if one pays, he is contributing to the
non-fulfillment of the customs laws of these countries, a grave matter, because at this point the
problem of drugs appears and, following this procedure, drugs enter easily. Apart from that, on
taking the easy route, I have not contributed my grain of sand to avoid the corruption of the
functionaries, which is very harmful to any country. However, am I responsible for the system?
Do I have to act such that I reject their corruption in this circumstance? Would it not be better to
write a letter to the appropriate minister? At any rate, something can be done, with patience and
following the best procedure; since in the minds of everyone we find the conviction that
generalized corruption is not unavoidable. In so far as it is possible, one should not need to pass
through these, but it is necessary to bear in mind that the matter in itself is minimal: what is
grave is what lies behind it, that is, the general way of thinking. On the other hand, if I let them
know that I am aware of what they are doing, I insult the functionary, and not only him, but the
authorities of the country, something that as a foreigner I have no right to do. Perhaps I have the
right not to return until I find out that things have changed.
Another example. Someone divorced who has remarried is in an adulterous situation,
and this is bad for him, for society, for the children. But can I tell him this if I am his friend?
Only if he asks me; if not, I shouldn’t. I could do a series of other things (if one is Catholic, one
can pray, and this is a lot). But if he does not ask me what I think of his situation, I should not
do it, because synderesis tells me that that person, having committed an act which is not correct
(which harms him), continues really being a person, and persons have to be respected. This is
sometimes called tolerance; strictly speaking, it is purely a question of principles. I could write
a book about divorce, but not call anyone anything in private. Is this to be guilty of omission?

This is an omission that does not mutilate action, because it leaves it as a possibility at the
opportune moment or by following other channels. The spring is compressed by a higher
consideration: the dignity of the person is inviolable not matter how that person may be in
disagreement with his acts. The person belongs to a transcendental order, and if, on denouncing
an act, I question his dignity, that act is surely incorrect. It is certainly clear that cultivating the
friendship of persons that are in this sort of situation favors their opening up about intimate
matters, such that it would not be disrespectful to give them advice. Otherwise, one must take
care that the attitude we adopt does not scandalize the fainthearted.
In these examples we see how those two sources of moral knowledge come into play, the
knowledge of principles and the knowledge that applies those principles to the extent that the
situation requires it. This is not to defend the theory of the lesser evil, which is cowardly; we are
not talking of this, but trying to see what one is or is not authorized to do in each case.
It would not be correct to conclude that there is an overwhelming number of ethical
errors. It is an unrealistic pessimism to claim that people in general act unethically. That is not
true; rather, ethics is so necessary to life that its absence is felt intensely. The cases of unethical
behavior are numerous, but they are not in the majority, or at least they are not in all spheres of
life. Some people fall in one area, others in another; but people are not total crooks. The human
being has many resources, and synderesis is difficult to silence, although conscience can be less
clear. As we can see in that story that Ortega narrates about the gypsy that went to confession.
Having been forewarned, the priest asked him, “Do you know the commandments of the Law of
God?” The gypsy answered, “Father, I have heard they are about to be abolished. Why should I
learn them?”
Synderesis is not changeable. There is no lack of limit situations difficult to solve,
inconsistency in human attitudes. For example, there is an attempt to separate the world of
business from the world of the family, as though they were domains ruled by distinct ethics.
This lack of harmony between the two institutions in which the human being spends almost all
his life is most harmful to both and leads to entropic behavior among human beings
(consumerism, omissions in the education of children, etc.). Nevertheless, these inconveniences
have already been noted and, albeit with vacillations, their correction has commenced.

CHAPTER 6
THE DIMENSIONS OF HUMAN ACTION
Intentions and motives make up a dimension of human action and are therefore topics of
morality: the intention is upright or it is not, and we are generally aware of this difference. In
the same way, action has to do with circumstances. Human acts are good or evil depending also,
albeit secondarily, on the circumstances. To emphasize or privilege the significance of
circumstances in the evaluation of what is good or evil is characteristic of the so-called
“situation ethics.”
The topic of circumstances is very broad and should be reserved for a treatise on special
ethics. Casuistry is part of the classic methodology that, if re-thought, would be suitable for the
study of action. In these lessons, I have tried to bring to light the major classical ethical themes
and to show their systematic coherence without entering into details and following an
interdisciplinary approach.
We were saying that ethics consists of virtues, goods, and norms. These three
dimensions of ethics should not be considered in isolation. Such isolation entails one-sidedness,
that is, a focus in ethics exclusively from the point of view of the virtues or norms or goods,
which entails an impoverishment of all of them.
The consideration of action has the advantage of permitting the combination of the three
dimensions, because from action proceed the virtues or vices, because of action the moral norm
appears, and with action the human being tries to attain goods. Because of this, even if studying
only action is not sufficient for ethics, nevertheless, it is a privileged theme, the understanding
of which can help avoid reductionisms with which ethics is impoverished, derailed, and even
ends up nullifying itself. The present exposition will treat of action considered as such. It is a
theory of action that, although related to classical explanations, is not quite tackled from their
point of view. As I have tried to do from the start, I will propose the most rigorous possible
description of human action to see how ethics arises from it.
Action is immediately related to ethical problems. To demonstrate this, one must
consider it as a human act; thus perceived, action is the efficacious intervention in a temporal
process. Such an intervention is the decision of human beings and applied to processes of a
different nature. Such processes are assumed by action.
The future and responsibility
Because of this, the first thing we should try to describe is the notion of process. A process is a
series of events. In an abstract manner, one may define it as a passage of time that is not empty,
that is, in which real events take place
There exists an enormous amount of processes; in the first place, physical processes:
these are temporal events previous to our action, which means to say that they occur without
counting on us; for example, the movement of the stars or of particles. Man does not need to act
for physical processes to take place, but physical processes are needed on the other hand for
man to be able to act, because man acts by intervening in such processes.

Since the human being is faber, he intervenes in physical processes through technology.
But processes are not only physical. There are others that are proper to the human being; in this
sense one speaks of history.
History is a kind of time constituted by events (historical events are interactions).
Historical processes are social insofar as it is possible [for anyone] to act on them freely. A
biography can also be considered a dynamic process that takes place in the human world.
Processes are a series of events of a temporal character assumed by action, since action is the
conscious and free intervention in a process.
What does “intervention” mean? To modify the series. If one intervenes effectively in a
process, the series of events is transformed, modified. This transformation falls under the
responsibility of action: events are no longer independent of the human being, they no longer
transpire without counting on us, but are rather provoked by us to the extent that an action is
successful.
The human being does not adapt to the surrounding environment, but rather creates his
own world. To create his own world the human being has to transform nature, modify events,
open new possibilities. This takes place if he decides to intervene. From the very moment in
which events are transformed (and this transformation falls under the responsibility of human
action), they no longer follow only an endogenous dynamics, as the sociologists say, or a causal
dynamics, as a physicist would say; rather, they should be considered to be derived from the
efficacious intervention that was the fruit of a decision. This is the same as saying that new,
distinct events take place that would never exist if the human being did not intervene with his
action. This is the key to understanding human action.
Human responsibility is undeniable. Many things would never have existed, had the
human being not intervened. In this sense, human action has a creative, innovative character.
Today there is a much-used phrase that is somewhat paradoxical but which, taken seriously, is
quite expressive; since vertiginous changes are characteristic of the present day, it is usually said
that “the future is no longer what it was.” This always occurs when the human being acts and
this action is, I insist, efficacious.
The future “that was” is the posterior time of the natural process, but if, when the human
being intervenes, the process changes, the temporal series transforms. Therefore, the future is no
longer what it was, but something else. Human action intervenes precisely in what now exists,
transforming it, giving way to new futures. Innovation is proper to the human being, and we
gather this from understanding him as Homo sapiens faber. He is an acting being, a modifier of
processes. Because of this, action is immediately invested with an ethical dimension. This
ethical dimension, the first of all others, is responsibility.
The human being is responsible for his acts to the extent that he is the author, through
them, of transformations of processes, that is, of new futures. This power over the future that the
human being has is curious. It is not an absolute power, like the divine lordship, but mediate;
nevertheless, it is an effective power added to cosmic time. The intention of making a new
series is the invention of it insofar as an intervention that has been decided on and commanded
by reason has been triggered under the responsibility of the human being who has planned and
executed the action. And responsibility appears there under a double aspect: one is responsible
for one’s own actions, but one is also responsible for those one should exercise and not omit,

because the human being is a being called to action. This calling is concretized in accordance
with a constellation of circumstances that characterize a situation. The situation indicates the
resolving and innovating actions that the human being ought to take under his responsibility.
The apprehension of said indication constitutes the moral conscience. This is the classical theme
de officiis: loyalty, service to the obligations of one’s charge, not deserting.
One is responsible for one’s acts a fortiori if these acts are influential, if these acts are
strictly actions as I have been trying to describe them. These observations allow us to explain a
theoretical-ethical formulation that came to light at the start of the present century [i.e., the
twentieth]: it is the so-called “consequentialism” or ethical pragmatism. The great German
sociologist Max Weber has insisted on the formation of “consequentialism” or ethical
pragmatism; some North American has also brought ethics along this line.
Ethical “consequentialism” [pragmatism]
“Consequentialism” or ethical pragmatism is a pragmatist variant of the rationalist ethics of
norms, a one-sided exaggeration of responsibility, a formulation regarding good and evil
exclusively in terms of posterior results. The action is neither good nor evil in itself, because the
only way to verify whether it is good or not is by seeing what consequences have followed from
it. Therefore, the plans, the motives, the ideals or ideologies of people are not taken into
account.
In an old film, a black is asked the following: “Do you believe that a black cat that
crosses your path is a sign of bad luck.” (This it seems is a superstition proper to North
Americans.) “This depends on what happens afterwards.”
This sensible reply is a very graphic formulation of ethical pragmatism
(“consequentialism”). The human act is good if it has good consequences; one must hope: if
what results is positive, an advantage, then this act is valuable. If not, one cannot say that it is
ethically good. Thus, ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”) is a reductionism that leaves a
question unanswered: To whom are the consequences of an action valuable?
However, this reductionism is possible because of the fruitfulness of human action, in
accordance with which, when the human being intervenes in a series of events, another series
arises, new events occur. But this ethical stand implies a lack of understanding of the factors
that make up human action. To begin with, ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”) could not
be more opposed to an ethics of virtue. It is clear that consequences must be taken into account
and on principle. But is it not correct to pin the goodness of an action exclusively on external
consequences, because they are posterior to it, and the action in itself requires direct study.
Max Weber distinguishes the ethics of consequences from the ethics of convictions. Note
that this manner of dividing ethics does not consider all its dimensions, because it assumes the
following dichotomy: the human being that acts in harmony with his conscience, although the
world may perish, and the human being who thinks, “What interests me is that things turn out
well, and therefore my principles, my deepest convictions do not have any value.” These two
types of human being do not exhaust ethics in any way. At any rate, the explanation of Weber is
theoretically more complete than the pragmatist stand of William James, which is behaviorist.
There can be no doubt that the human being is responsible for his acts, since habits also

derive from them. On their part, external consequences depend on the nature of the action
insofar as this is qualified by knowledge. In this sense, what can be demanded is an adequate
knowledge: one is not responsible for what one is ignorant of, except if this ignorance is
culpable.
Because of this, it is rather limited and simplistic (at bottom, a caricature) to think that,
happen what may, I cannot do what goes against my convictions, because convictions cannot be
called such if they do not entail certain knowledge of consequences. Strictly speaking,
convictions depend on whether the knowledge of moral principles is well-formed or ill-formed,
which in turn depends on up to what point one is virtuous. And this is what Max Weber does not
take into account, since the virtues are one of the great themes absent from modern ethics. No
one can act morally against his conscience at a given moment, but a damaged conscience is
culpable, and it is an ethical obligation to correct it.
All in all, the ethics of Kant, the ethics of the categorical imperative that does not
consider results but exclusively the pure sense of duty, is normatively empty; it contains
nothing, and in this sense it is not a theory of action. Kant has not studied action; in the Critique
of Pure Reason he has studied the transcendental subject (an inexact generalization). The
contrast between the ethics of principles and pragmatist (“consequentialist”) ethics is fictitious;
besides, to point to Kant as the main exponent of the ethics of convictions does not count,
because his ethics does not deal directly with action. For their part, consequences are related to
action, but are not exactly the action. Therefore, it is advisable to point out the characteristics of
human action.
I have shown that human action is innovative. If it is effective, then it is innovative, and
that is when responsibility appears. Thomas Aquinas says in relation to this that the human
being is responsible in a special way. I will illustrate the question with a contemporary example:
if I grab a pistol, I am free to act, insofar as squeezing the trigger is concerned; but what
happens afterwards is no longer my action but its consequence, which does not fall under the
responsibility of my action but of the gunpowder, the trajectory of the bullet, etc.
Thomas Aquinas ends up saying that the human being is responsible as an author that
initiates a process which happens in a way that is practically inevitable. The freedom of God is
different: he is so powerful that he is lord of the whole process. He intervenes in the process of
the pistol, not only on squeezing the trigger, but in the whole process, such that if God wanted,
he could stop the bullet, deflect it, or make it not reach its target; he can do what he wants: he is
absolutely free.
This shows plainly that in effect the consequences of action are the very process as
modified. Since the modification of the process can be reduced to triggering it off. Something
that could have not happened takes place because I decided to intervene; but it happens in
accordance with a regularity that I am not capable of imposing on it; the only thing that I can do
is to unchain it.
However, ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”) should take another factor into
account: Human action is multiple. In effect, I can make the future not be what it was, but I can
do this repeatedly and therefore I am capable of correcting. In the case of the pistol I cannot.
What follows from firing the mechanism is automatic, a pure external process. But this example
does not serve for all cases; above all, it does not serve for the repeated action of the human

being. I can modify the future not only once, but many times. Moreover, repetition improves or
worsens the action; such that that modification is not indifferent to virtue or vice. Actions are
also the consequences of others, but this relation is not automatic.
From this point of view, ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”) is theoretically
incomplete, since consequences are not always the same or uniform: one can act on the
consequences of action, and this is one of the dimensions of responsibility. The human being
can correct the consequences of his acts; he often does so, and his responsibility extends to that
correction. That is, he has to decide to intervene not just once but, on realizing where events are
leading, he should be disposed to intervene again in the course of the process that he himself
provoked, if it is necessary to rectify it.
The human being is the proprietor of consequences, the proprietor of the future, in a
curious way: by correcting, that is, by intervening often throughout the process. In some cases,
as in that of firing the pistol, it is not possible; but in others, it is, and these are the majority,
since ordinarily it is not true that the human being can only intervene once by unchaining
processes. This means to say that one must consider action in its reiterable character, in its
plurality. It is not sufficient to have a theory of a “single action”; one must take into account the
fact that human action depends on decisions. One may decide to intervene once again by
correcting the consequences or avoiding their taking place. Consequently, human intervention is
much more intense than is customarily thought. This observation sends us back to habits,
because if I have exercised an action and have acquired with this a virtue, the corrective action
will be easier, because virtue increases the capacity to act. On the other hand, if with the action
one has acquired a vice, the correction will be harder, and successive interventions will lead to
negative consequences.
Ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”) is simplistic. It is a one-sided vision of human
action with respect to processes. Human action is on top of processes; it is not only there in the
beginning, because it does not intervene only once. And to be disposed to intervene many times
is characteristic of ethical responsibility. I can correct my mistakes.
I have held up a gentleman and triggered off a process, because, since I took his wallet,
perhaps he will not be able to pay his debts, or when he tells his mother, who is perhaps sick,
about the hold-up, she may get a stroke, or perhaps the lack of money will mean he will not get
drunk; there can be countless results. An ethical pragmatist (“consequentialist”) would say:
look, if it turns out that the consequences are good, then this act of yours is good, because the
robbery is not important, what is important is what happens afterwards.
Thus, one other defect of ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”) is that it proposes a
criterion of fortuitous action. It could happen that a robbery prevents the son of the victim from
receiving money to buy gasoline (with which he would have started on a journey in which he
would be killed). According to ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”), in this case the act of
robbing would be good. For whom? And with what criteria do we determine that the
consequence is good or evil if one consequence follows another?
One must discuss responsibility in a responsible way and not subordinate it to
contingency. It is clear that many consequences cannot be foreseen; but it is necessary to foresee
consequences, and this comes with virtue and experience. Cumulative experience is an aspect of
the virtue called prudence. So with virtue I can control things more than without it; and to call

chance “consequentialism” is incorrect. Sure, the gentleman deprived of money cannot give it to
his son, and as a result a possible tragedy is avoided. But the thief knew nothing of the plans of
his victim, and besides something completely different could occur: that this money was for
medicine for the mother who was dying.
To exercise an act means not to be in conformity with the course of events, that is, not to
accept the inevitable; the inevitable is precisely that process which takes place if I do not
intervene; if I intervene effectively, that process ceases to be inevitable. In the reiteration of
action, the inevitable is the consequence of previous actions, and the new action is not to
conform oneself with them. To act on the process provoked by a previous action forms part of
responsibility, which means that responsibility is greater for some than for others.
There are persons with more responsibilities than others: someone who knows more and
is capable of intervening; and there are others who are less responsible, because they possess
less resources or opportunities or because they hardly notice anything and function blindly. In
short, one intervenes because one does not want a process to occur in a specific way. If we think
everything is inevitable, we also think that we are not responsible for anything and renounce
action.
To be ethical is to intervene; not to intervene is unethical. Although it is necessary to
distinguish between intervening and interfering: there are processes the modification of which
does not correspond to me for lack of aptitude. But, in itself, the ethical is active. Because of
this, the first ethical principle is: “Do good” (to do good without acting is senseless).
Ethics has to do directly with action because it is a duty of the human being not to fall
into fatalism. Ethics encourages. Because of this an ethics of norms that restricts human action
is insufficient. Ethics stimulates the human being. This is why the virtues are its central theme,
since they strengthen the faculty and, therefore, facilitate action and increase it. The virtuous
man does not conform himself to the inevitable. The human being that acts does not protest, he
does not limit himself to saying, “Things are so bad! I would have wanted things to be
different!” Rather, he contributes to change through his acts. Not to intervene is a sin of
omission.
This is the scope of the first moral principle as this appears in our study of action. The
principle states, “Do good and do not tire of doing it.” “Do good and do not neglect it”; one
should not close one’s eyes and say, “This leaves me cold.” Doubtless there are occasions in
which intervention is counterproductive or even catastrophic. For example, in the case of a
quarrel between spouses. To take part in it is extraordinarily difficult, because whoever sides
with the husband offends the wife and vice-versa; moreover, if they reconcile afterwards, you
will look bad even to the one you sided with. But, if we think about it, action does not need to
be pointless: the good that one intends is precisely the reconciliation, and this indicates the
opportune action: it is necessary to advise it, to attempt to make it happen, albeit indirectly. To
substitute the suitable agent is an abuse. When a lower agent can take care of an action, the
higher one should not exercise it. All in all, it is never advisable to narrow down the radius of
our interests.
Action in common
This brings us to another topic, which is collaboration. Human actions, precisely because they

have a social dimension, entail collaboration, which is a moral matter (often a problem of
delegation). If the other person does not do it, then one has to intervene in the matter; but if the
other does it, one must approve it and thank him for it. Action alludes to power (not to the will
to power): he who acts more has a greater capacity than he who acts less.
This is plain from any point of view from which it may be considered, for example, in
technological inventions. The country without scientific research has less power than the
country that develops it. To develop scientific research is to invent new ways of acting. To omit
it is to diminish the capacity of intervention in processes. There are countries that have a rather
active history; that of others is more languid. It is an error to consider too many processes as
inevitable, when in reality they are not; thinking that way, one excuses oneself from acting and
above all one excuses oneself from thinking of possible solutions.
Neglect of education, of culture, or of information that one should know (neglect of
knowledge) is an ethical defect, a species of culpable ignorance, because as a result one
becomes less capable of action. But if besides it turns out to be because of impediments coming
from authorities, if the educational policy of a country is tightfisted, then one has inept citizens,
incapable of effecting any work in common of great magnitude. To the extent that the human
being does not contribute actively, his very viability is put in danger, because the human being
is, I insist, faber sapiens. If he does not act, he compromises his own life.
Thus, one must intervene. If one does not do so, the virtue of prudence is useless. The
human being can intervene much more often than he usually thinks; his capacity to modify
processes is much greater than he usually believes. Sometimes one does not intervene out of
sheer cowardice. For example, when one tolerates social injustice or political corruption.
Naturally, one may risk one’s neck; but to think, “I’m getting by; almost everything is
inevitable, what can I do?,” is laziness. People are lazy, and there are lazy nations or nations
who used to be lazy. But this is not inevitable: it can be corrected.
One should adopt an active attitude, try to put one’s personal imprint on events, not out
of obsession with having a personal style or out of pedantry. Events should bear the imprint of
the human being. Besides, it is a divine command: “Rule the earth” (Gen. 1:19; 2:15). The
human being is the king of creation. His first duty is not the categorical imperative of Kant. For
a start, he should leave his personal imprint, humanize the world, society, often subject to grave
deficiencies. The less we accept the inevitable, the more innovations we can produce.
One way of accepting the inevitable is to fall into routine. The processes that occur
without the intervention of human action are cyclical: the sun rises everyday and the earth turns
always in the same way. Dostoyevsky said that the stars are stupid, in contrast to Kant who
admired the star-studded sky.92 The stars are stupid because of the routine in which they are
immersed. Although the universe also has a history, the human being is much more active: he is
an inventor; the universe is not.
The meaning of action
Now we have to describe the factors of human action. We have proposed a general description:
the effective decision to intervene in processes. We have described what a process is and what
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an effective intervention assumes, which should be considered in its reiteration, since the new
process—the consequences—can be corrected. The man of action is not satisfied with the
inevitable. Action is that intervention without which nothing new would happen.
The first factor of human action is the end. The human being acts to obtain something.
From the point of view of the end, effective action has a medial character.
Classical ethics insists on this medial character. Decisions are made with respect to the
means, not the end, says Aristotle.93 Ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”) has something to
say here: the objectives, the end, give action its meaning. If I do not want to obtain something
different from what would happen without my intervention, I do not intervene. Because of this,
although activism is not advisable, the human being is not viable if he does not act. On the other
hand, if the means are not applied, the end is not achieved. Therefore, it is necessary to augment
the capacity to act. The virtues are ordained to this. And since, moreover, the human capacity
for ends is not constant, the virtues are necessary to direct life without losing sight of the
ultimate end. If the end is what gives action meaning, then one must avoid activism, and from
this point of view virtues are also necessary.
The end is happiness, which without action is inaccessible: not to keep this in mind leads
to a Stoic immobility. In its turn, if only external consequences follow from action, the human
being commits his life to the achievement of minor ends.
The difference between natural processes and those produced by the human being lies in
the fact that the latter attend to end prominently (otherwise, the human being would not
undertake them). Action ties up with the ethics of virtues and the ethics of goods. For example,
medicine is an art, a set of actions focused on a good which would not be obtained without
them. To help an organism to heal, to eliminate lethal processes, are possible goods because of
human action.
Recall the principle, “Do good.” According to this, the good can be produced.
Nevertheless, the ultimate end cannot be produced (the human being cannot make God). But
this does not force us to reduce ethics to norms. The increase of the created good falls under the
responsibility of the human being: through my acts I can perfect the universe and perfect myself
and others. In sum, the first factor of action is the end; with it we mark the difference between
what would happen without my intervention and what this would contribute.
The second factor of action is motive, that is, the impulse that sets it off, what unchains
it. Motivation is inseparable from available resources, because action is impossible without the
allocation of resources (that could be used in other projects or with a view to other ends). I
repeat that action is contribution: if there is nothing to contribute, one does not act.
Someone in the most abject poverty is incapable of action. Marx claims that the human
being is pure matter: the needful being. This is an ontological error that begs the question in the
Marxian exaltation of praxis. Motivation does not consist exclusively in need. On the other
hand, if one begins with the following practical definition of the human being—“the perfectible
perfecter”—we understand better what motivation is. Resources are not only material: over
them the human cognitive endowment imposes its own inventive nature that transforms and
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elevates them. This is the relation already mentioned between physical having and the
possession of intelligible objects, without which motivation would not be efficacious.
The connection between motive and end
Since they are factors of action, the resources and the end, the motives and the consequences are
related: if they are disconnected from one another, the structure of action is broken. This is what
we call “failure.” Human failure takes place when the impulse and the end are not coherent,
consistent. All of us human beings have a notable experience of this: we attempt something, we
are moved to obtain something, and what we achieve is completely distinct from what we
wished.
The third factor of action (to which much attention is usually paid, as might be expected)
is its direct transforming efficacy in the process, that is, the very exercise of action. To act
resources are needed, one acts with respect to ends; but in itself action is “doing.”
So, all in all, human action consists of motives and resources, objectives and ends, but it
is also doing; it is exercised as the commencement of the transformation of processes. The
function of doing is to establish the consistent relation between motives and ends: doing is their
connection. However, to focus only on doing is another reductionist myopia.
Doing in itself is not all the action, but that on which the consistency of the action
depends, the connection between what impels and the ends. To emphasize the importance of
doing is proper to technology. We are interested, as is usually said, “in giving ideas legs.” If
someone comes to a businessman with some theory, his answer tends to be, “Tell me how to do
it, give me a useful formula”: this businessman is thinking of the action to be taken. However,
someone who thinks only of doing without taking into account motivations and ends attempts to
do for the sake of doing, but, strictly speaking, no one acts that way. Ontologically, action
requires motivations and ends and the connection that we call “doing.” If we focus only on the
doing, the others remain implicit, but do not disappear because no one acts for the sake of
acting.
The function of doing, I insist, is to relate motivations and ends. Nevertheless, doing is
not the entire action, because without motives and ends there are no actions, and the motives
and ends are not the doing. Doing is the action considered in itself, but not even an inveterate
gambler gambles to gamble.
Knowledge and effectiveness
But this is not all. One must still bear in mind one other factor of action, which is the most
important: precisely knowledge. Strictly speaking, action starts from knowledge. Recall the
typology of possession: physical having and immanent having, characteristic of knowledge. If
one does not know, one does not act. One must know ends, one must be an expert in how to do
things. Motivations launch forward and are improved or worsened according to knowledge. The
human being acts in so far as he knows. Thomas Aquinas says: the first thing to be asked of
someone who acts is that he knows (Quaestio disputata de virtutibus cardinalibus 1c).
Knowledge is the central factor of action; why? Precisely because knowledge is not temporal;
knowledge is that which in man is not a process. However, only from the non-temporal can a
temporal process be modified. The effectiveness of action depends intrinsically on knowledge.

The more knowledge, the more active effectiveness; the less knowledge, the less active
effectiveness.
At first sight this could appear paradoxical, but philosophically, this cannot be doubted,
and in practice one must not forget it: only through the non-temporal or from the non-temporal
can the temporal be mastered. Because of this one need not speak of will to power. Nietzsche
erred: no one can make power; the condition of possibility of doing is knowledge. One does to
the same extent that one knows, not beyond it, and frequently much less than it. There is no
human action that is not from knowledge and limited by it. Anything else is no longer human
action but physiology (“acts of the human being” in traditional terminology). Knowledge is that
in man which is not process. And only that which is not process can influence in the temporal
course of events so that its unfolding is not inevitable. To intervene in the temporal it is
necessary to enjoy actual, not passing, possession. We string time together from the point of
view of the present, but the present is pure cognitive actuality. The decision to intervene is
consummated according to its condition of possibility, in an actual way. In time, processes
intersect and collide with each other. In other words, the human being can have an effect on a
process only from the outside; otherwise, he sinks into it, and a distinct practical end is not
formulated.
Knowledge is a certain anticipation of the end. As we have seen, in order to do, it is
necessary to propose something that is not directly doing. Therefore, one more dimension of
action is needed, and this is the end sought by means of it, since action always has
consequences at least, as we saw when we discussed ethical pragmatism (“consequentialism”).
Obviously, the effects of action are not exactly its end; they can coincide or not, and this is
when frustrations appear, which are mistakes. We appreciate along this line another ethical
defect arising from the limitation of knowledge: “I propose to do something, and although I
know my action will have other consequences, I don’t think about them.” These are the socalled secondary effects, which are often perverse effects. Although the agent is not responsible
for everything, because he is not omniscient, nevertheless neither can we reduce responsibility
too much: we are responsible not only for what we propose to do, but also for the consequences
we did not intend, but which are inevitable if we act in a certain way.
This matter has been studied in the past and is called “voluntary in cause” or “indirect
voluntary.” For example, a physician could set the health of a pregnant woman as his goal, but
has to consider very carefully the actions he will take and consider whether these will affect the
fetus. Morally a physician cannot claim, “What I wanted to do was save the mother. What
happened to the fetus was not my intention.” The end you set as your goal has been arbitrarily
limited; you cannot forget the consequences of the action itself, to which you should attend and
for which you are responsible.
If the human being is responsible for his acts, he is also responsible for their
consequences, and it is not legitimate for him to limit his knowledge of the end of his action,
because the end is not merely an intention. In this sense, it is said that the end does not justify
the means. Knowledge of the end cannot be isolated from knowledge of the means, and the
reverse is not acceptable either, because both are factors of action. To claim the contrary is a
grave error into which ethical pragmatists (“consequentialists”) can fall.
Thus, action has a directive human dimension without which it is impossible, and this is
knowledge. If the human being did not possess in a non-temporal actual way, he would not be

capable of acting at all. Only from the non-temporal can temporal processes be controlled and
modified. Of course, by itself, our objective knowledge is not an action; we cannot transform
things or processes just by knowing them. It is not enough to think of a project to carry it out.
Therefore, we must say that human action is between the processes in which it intervenes (that
do not rely on the human being to happen) and knowledge. Action is a mediation.
It is necessary not to be ever confused about this point. We can only transform temporal
events because there is in us something non-temporal; we are fabri because we are sapientes.
Although we may have had some predecessors that, without being sapientes, used a
rudimentary technology, their imagination-based (not intellectual) knowledge was also an
ingredient of their action. The nucleus of doing is knowing. An act not expressed, not organized
in accordance with knowledge, is no act at all. Action is a mediation, a conveyance; we give
legs to ideas by means of action, but if we did not have ideas, there would be nothing to give
legs to. This is a rather graphic expression, above all among men of action dedicated to
business, “No, I don’t want ideas. Give me instead a formula to give legs to these ideas.” The
reply is, “Look here, if you do not have ideas to start with, the truth is you don’t have anything
to give legs to.”
All the same, when one gives legs to ideas, failure or frustration could also occur. To be
unskillful means to act in such a way that the idea one has in one’s head is not expressed by
action itself; in this case, action is clumsy. To do things well in accordance with the idea that we
have of them requires learning. Learning bears a resemblance to the practical habits. Properly
speaking, ideas are not learned (one either has them or not), but rather their use. To attempt to
make a saw of wool (an example proposed by Aristotle) is a clear sign that one does not have
the idea of a saw.
If we wish to make a bridge and the action does not correspond to correct calculations,
the bridge will turn out bad; and a bridge which collapses is not a bridge. Those are pseudoactions that do not fulfill their value as mediation. What is false in an action is what there is in it
that was not guided by the mind.
The theory of motivation attempts to give information on the relation of motives to
doing; but the difficult problem is this: how is it possible that something possessed by the mind
also shapes practical behavior; of what sort is the influence, or better yet, how is knowing
communicated to doing?
The question about motivation refers us to the will and is also hard to resolve, because
the will and motivation are not directly practical. It is not enough to want something to be able
to do it, just as it is not enough to have an idea to make something with it, but rather the
mediation of action is required. Wanting is not the same as doing.
However, the analytical consideration, or separate consideration, of the factors of human
action is not an adequate approach: from these one will not manage to understand action as one.
Therefore, their discernment has to take action as their basis, because they are real as its factors
(in so far as it is possessed by the act of knowing, the idea is not real, but intentional). On the
other hand, action links up with the will in a phase of its development, as one may gather from
the distinction between the natural and the rational will, to which we have already referred.

The temporalization of the idea
The relation of the motivation to doing demands the intervention of knowledge. But its study is
not of direct interest to ethics. Rather, it is an ontological problem concerning distinct human
faculties. The Scholastics call the connection between desiring and doing the “active use of the
will.” Wanting is in the doing; the same thing is true of the idea, because otherwise the thing
would not come out as conceived, as one wants to make it in accordance with the idea. The will
is related to intelligence and action. How one flows into the other is not an analytical question;
with this method we could surely get rather close to a solution of the matter, but the matter
would not be clarified completely.
We know that all of these dimensions are connected to one another. I want to pick up the
glass, and in effect I do so through the locomotive faculty. We know that in the nervous system
there are afferent and efferent processes. By studying the uncommitted neurons, one can
describe physiologically what happens in the passage from the external stimulus (what the
Scholastics call the “impressed species”) to sense knowledge and how the nervous system
influences, when its functioning is not a terminus of the external influence, muscular control,
for example. Curiously, Kant comes quite close to explaining this complicated matter. And I say
it is curious, because he does so in the Critique of Pure Reason, not in the Critique of Practical
Reason, which does not serve for these ends. Strictly speaking, Kant does not understand
knowledge as an immanent operation (and this means he does not understand it), but as a
spontaneous action of the subject applied to phenomena. The application is through the
imagination; it is done through time as a constructive schema.
The Kantian transcendental schema from this perspective is a solution (with many
aporias from other points of view, because it gives rise to a very difficult problem of
commencement which Kant refuses to resolve). The transcendental schema, says Kant, is time
(Critique of Practical Judgment, A 144; B 183 ff.). I have the concept of the circumference:
how do I express it? By tracing it with a compass. The use of the compass would be the action.
The concept of the circumference is non-temporal; on the other hand, the corresponding
schema, that is, the construction of the circumference is formal time.
Although formulated with another intention, schematism is a way of approaching the
ontological problems provoked by human action, of which the explanations of physiologists are
insufficient. The transmission of ideas to doing, the configuration of doing in accordance with
ideas, does not consist simply in neuronal processes: it is a complicated theme, of much greater
breadth than those tackled by the positive sciences.
The configuration of doing by ideas ends in the artifact constructed in accordance with
them. The way ideas are expressed through doing is their temporalization. Because of this,
action is a mediation: the modification of processes is a new configuration that follows ideas.
Such a reconfiguration is temporal. Because of this, I say that transcendental schematism,
curiously, applies directly to a practical problem.
To express an idea is to temporalize it, to remove it from the non-temporal situation that
corresponds to it in so far as it is possessed intellectually. How is it possible for an idea, which
is non-temporal, to be translated into time, and in this sense become practical? Simply upon
configuring doing. Kant says (which is a sign of intellectual honesty) that the formation of
schemata is an enigma of human nature, the most secret of all. Heidegger finds support in

transcendental schematism to propose a new ontology (Sein und Zeit).94
The idea is of itself non-temporal, but it also appears expressed in so far as it transforms
external processes. In this sense, it has itself become temporalized. In short, action is simply
described thus: the mediation between knowledge and processes in which it intervenes
effectively. In so far as it is linked to processes, it is temporal; and in so far as it resides in
thought or has its condition of possibility in the intellectual act, it is non-temporal.
Production
The last observation above allows us to distinguish two types of human action. The type of
action that is related to material or physical processes is that in which the cognitive ingredients
are of lesser quality. This type of action is directly transforming. But there is another type of
action that is closer to knowledge than to process. The first type of action is due to the motive of
doing at the level of physical possession, that is, of intervening in temporal processes. This is
the action furthest from knowledge, being the most temporalized. This type of action is
production.
Aristotle calls productive action despotic. To influence productively in natural processes
is the same as to impose on them a formal imprint and therefore to consider the processes as
passive with respect to action. Aristotle calls the relation between an activity and something
passive or submissive to it “despotic.” This is similar to the hylemorphic structure, that is, the
composite of form and matter, since matter is completely subject to form, dominated by it.
Both the relation action-passion and the composition of form with respect to matter are
despotic.95
If, on the one hand, action is the mediation between thought and process, on the other
hand, doing is the connection between motives and ends. Well, then, with the first type of
action, that is, production, the connection is extrinsic. Doing as producing is an extrinsic
connection between motives and ends.
No one produces to produce; one produces on the basis of a motivation that comes from
our condition as sapiens-faber and in relation to an end: everything considered, to use or
consume. The study of the rationality of production is quite developed (just like that of the
corresponding technology) and falls under a special science, economics, some of whose
investigations are right, although the laws discovered are of a conditional character and not
much more. The theoretical nucleus of economics, as we have seen, is quite succinct, though it
be contained in thick volumes and resort to mathematical developments.
The important factors that intervene in action are noteworthy: knowledge, doing,
motives, ends. Biology and sociology can say something about them. Economics usually
marginalizes some of them (which nevertheless appear). Ethics has to attend to all of them.
Only in this way is it an integrating discipline of philosophical anthropology.
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Taking advantage of the model with which Kant attempted to understand the union of
the concept with the phenomenon, we have proposed the way by which an idea shapes action,
because this model is practical. Such configuration is the passage from the non-temporal to the
temporal. If this passage is considered according to its effective influence on the process, which
of itself is temporal, then we have productive action. But if we consider this passage a little
before (not despotically linked to process), another type of action appears. This other type of
action is government. The action of governing is closer to knowledge than to production. It is
another type of action.
The distinction between government and production is of interest to ethics. As I have
said, the sciences of production are succinct, and ethics has to complement them. Economics
and technology give notable knowledge about production. This does not happen with the action
of government, on which economics and technology have barely anything to say. Strictly
speaking, a social physics is not possible: the administration of things is different from the
government of men (Saint-Simon). In short, ethics is knowledge of human action that cannot be
substituted by others. The true science of action is ethics. In another sense, ethics is not a
science, but something more: a form of wisdom.
The action of government
Production is action considered in its direct, dominant, and therefore despotic connection with
processes. The most acute temporalization of ideas takes place when one produces. But the
human being exercises another type of action, which is government. The human being governs
himself, and moreover government is a social activity. Without government there is no society.
We distinguish the action of government from productive action. First difference: the
action of government is not despotic or, consequently, poietic, but rather (and this is how
Aristotle qualified it)96 political. Why is it political? Because it is not immediately transforming.
Political doing is not a direct doing, but a directive doing; it does not transform the passive, but
forms active agents. Second difference: the relation of motives and ends is also distinct. The
motives and ends of the action of government are not the motives and ends of production, and
they are not connected extrinsically, but intrinsically. As a connection, the genuine doing, the
strictly practical in political action, is language.
Third difference: language is that type of doing that is most directly linked with thinking.
It is the most non-temporal, although it continues being temporal. All action by virtue of being
practical is temporal; the least temporal is speech. It is clear that to speak one must know how to
speak, which is an intellectual habit. To know how to express what one thinks is not easy,
because from this point of view, speech is the “way we explain ourselves” and the “way we
understand others.” Speech is both speaking and listening, to say and to hear, and this
reciprocally.
If an interlocutor speaks, the others listen; but after having listened, it is their turn to
speak, and the first interlocutor starts to listen. This subject of explaining and understanding is
more complicated than it looks. We are not talking of a simple lesson addressed to students; this
is not language completely considered. Language is the relation of those who listen to those
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who speak. But this interrelation is alternating and mutual. Because of this, it cannot be said that
the classes the students attend fulfill all their linguistic sense as political or governing until the
students speak, until dialogue is established, until the teacher hears the version of those who
listen. Not to bear this in mind is one of the reasons for the formative failure of many schools.
Thus, the second type of action that Aristotle calls political and describes as action among free
men is directed towards agents who are not passive and therefore entails reciprocity.
Action is not despotic, but political, when, without ceasing to be effective, it is addressed
to free beings, from whom in turn emerge actions. The second type of action is interrelational.
Its first phase is preparation, education; but this phase would be truncated if it did not indeed
awaken the capacities of the listener, of the student, integrating itself into them in such a way
that the student becomes a teacher. But it is not enough to be a teacher of others, because this
would be to cause a succession of the type, “I teach you, and you will teach others of the next
generation,” etc. The student should become the educator of his teacher, at least in part, or
restart the investigation from the point the latter reached.
Human communication is not merely an intraspecific matter, something repetitive, but
interpersonal. Human language is the expression or manifestation of the interior.
Human beings en masse do not have room for an enriching communication. Because of
this, many of the so-called means of information have lost the authentic meaning of language.
The ethical nature of language consists in the reciprocal relation between speakers. The duty
and virtue of veracity are established here.
The ethical value of the action of government does not reside in producing copies,
because uniformity is an impoverishment contrary to the plurality of persons. Because of this,
the old theory that understands the ruler as the formal cause of society is not acceptable. To
introduce a despotic element and displace the political is proper to the so-called “enlightened
despotism.” The action of governing is directed to the improvement of other agents and is
reciprocal, because the human being can improve much more than metal that is worked on.97
Therefore, if the ruler is not humble, he fails. Humaneness is essential in politics because the
action of governing is different from the action of producing.98 The action of governing does not
consist in impressing one’s own mark on others, but in activating their energies, and this is
profoundly ethical: free systems are those that interact; a free system does not exist in isolation.
Earlier we classified systems into closed systems, open systems and free systems. Man is
a free system, and the action of governing is possible because of the interactive character of free
systems. Because of this, the action of governing either develops virtues or the ruler fails (and
we are all rulers of one another: dialogue is the connection).
One governs to improve the motivation and end of the actions of human beings.
Therefore, the omission of the action of governing deprives human action of the intrinsic
connection between motives and ends. We have already said that production is not an intrinsic
connection; supply and demand observe relations that economics studies; supply is possible
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because of the allocation of resources: according to the allocation, certain ends are possible and
others no. But production does not manage to unite intrinsically motives and ends. Its doing is
an extrinsic connection. In contrast, the action of governing, if it improves motives and ends,
constitutes an intrinsic connection of both.
It is necessary to understand clearly that government (the president and his secretaries of
state, the administration) does not monopolize what in ethics is called the action of government.
Whatever the institution may be, the action of government is a type of action essential to all
rational beings. In electoral propaganda, we hear: “Look, I am in government by profession; I
advise you to charge me through your vote with the administration of matters of public interest,
because I am the most apt for it.” Faced with such propaganda one can reply: “But this is to be
an administrator of things. If you are not careful, you will become an unskillful corrector of the
economy, because you understand human relations exclusively from the point of view of the
means to satisfy needs; you do not attend to the improvement of motivations and ends,
something that, on the other hand, does not fall exclusively under your competence.” And this is
because, strictly speaking, government is a type of human action that no one can omit. If we say,
“Some govern us, and we do not govern ourselves in any way; rather we dedicate ourselves
simply to living at the expense of the beneficent initiative of those few,” we amputate the most
important ethical dimension of social life. The only political ideal possible is the social
extension of the action of government; if the action of government is exercised by only one
group, it nullifies itself and falls into a totalitarianism of one or the other sign: the action of
government is exercised by a few, and the others are passive subjects. What does the ruler do?
He does not dialogue, but attempts to transform his subjects poietically or allows them to live as
they please. If what they please is ethically healthy, they will replace the despot.99
The failure of the Communists was due to a mistake in the action of government: its
elimination in Russian society. And because of this the motivations and ends of the Soviet
citizens sank. This is what always happens whenever the action of government is omitted in
some place: corruption appears in a generalized way, because the motivations and ends have
been degraded. Society ceases to be a free system upon losing the capacity for self-control.
To teach people only to produce or to manage production is a moral myopia that affects
the social fabric, since it leads to a very questionable system of allocation of benefits that breaks
the relation between the contributors of capital and of work. This form of “economicism” is not
a consequence of economics, but of the omission of the action of government.
Prudence is the virtue of the ruler: auriga virtutum, the moral virtue that guides the
others because it is rooted in reason. The control of prudence, the dianoetic virtue, is essential to
the action of government, the least temporal action, the action most linked to cognitive nontemporality. Government has to do with commanding and obeying. United in prudence,
obedience and command are virtues and among the most important, as long as both alternate, as
Aristotle says, and are not one-sided.100 The tendency to reduce goods, to limit the perception of
them, through subjectivistic considerations is not prudent. Counsel and circumspection (“to look
around”) are dimensions of prudence by which the apprehension of goods is broadened.
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This observation is also from Aristotle: it is not a good sign of social health that
everyone thinks in the same way. For example, a teacher who is incapable of accepting a
correction from his disciples is a pedant who monopolizes the action of teaching; since he does
not know how to learn, he puts limits on himself as a teacher.
Commanding and obeying are alternating, like speaking and listening, because,
everything considered, when the head gives orders he is sending a message, and those who
execute it have to listen to it and understand it (otherwise, obedience is impossible). But the
fulfillment of the command is not usually what is expected, since in the execution another
initiative intervenes. Which is more important: to give orders or to fulfill them? The way of
fulfilling them emanates in turn an instruction. What should the person who gave an order do?
Find out how it is executed. And if the order is executed in such a way that there is a deviation,
what should then follow is to correct the order. Orders are a certain type of norms that, because
of their relation to government, have a moral dimension. In this sense they are corrigible. The
action of government is a mutual relation; he who does not allow himself to be corrected does
not know how to command, and he who does not know how to correct himself does not know
how to obey either.
Commanding and obeying are virtuous acts because they form part of the action of
government and avoid despotic action, which is incorrect as a measure of human relations. The
influence of Skinner in the educational system has been harmful.101
One can die-cast things, but not men. Because the human being is not a thing. By simply
realizing this, one rises to the level of ethics, that is, the understanding of human beings as free
systems. In the end, ethics is the science of the connection between free systems. In a special
way it is concerned with control, that is, the action of government. Prudence, obedience and
command in correlation. Together with it, fortitude, since he who is not strong does not know
how to execute any action; and temperance: he who loses self-control falls into incontinence
and allows himself to be carried away.
Virtues make us capable of freedom: only the virtuous person is master of his acts.
Aristotle dedicates central passages of the Nicomachean Ethics to a discussion of incontinence.
To start with, all of us are incontinent; but there is a difference (on this point Aristotle is very
tough): some incontinent persons can cease to be such; others, in contrast, seem not to be able to
cease to be such because they never learn. These are the genuine slaves.
Production is concretized in doing, but only in so far as it connects motives and ends; the
economists know little about this. And an engineer even less, unless, as a humanist, he tackles
other problems aside from the calculation of structures and things like that. Ethics has to
complete the sciences of production because there is no other science that considers productive
action in its entirety. When we talk of the action of government, without which productive
action is not possible (nor is it related to social organization), ethics appears in all its strength.
The virtues concern the action of government especially. Note that dialogue is of little
use with people who do not fulfill their word. Veracity is proper to free men. A society based on
lies self-destructs; the rulers who lie exercise despotic actions. Some so-called democracies are
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not such, because democracy is the regime of free men, that is, the aspiration to the
predominance of the action of government over despotic action. Despotic action with respect to
things is correct in principle, although the problem of ecology clearly presents its limits. The
ecological problem is also a moral problem. It is clear that respecting the ecological balance is
related to the virtue of temperance.
Fortitude gives coherence to action through time, that is, the aptitude to not yield to
unjust attacks and to not fragment life in reactions more or less arbitrary, cowardly or
capricious. Only the prolonged coherence of the strong man improves the capacity for ends and
the motivation; it opens up to the great objectives that require perseverance. Because of this,
from the perspective of the virtue of fortitude, we see that the ecological problem is also ethical
because we cannot pass on an uninhabitable world to future generations. To take care of future
generations is a long-term objective.
Loyalty and justice are conditions for the coexistence of free systems. This brief allusion
to the cardinal virtues is essential, the hinge virtues of which classical ethics speaks: prudence,
justice, fortitude, temperance. But there is more: truthfulness, friendship, the most important of
the virtues according to Aristotle. Friendship demands respect, mutual esteem. What friendship
can there be without dialogue?
Marginalization is an ethical problem; to marginalize oneself is a vice; to marginalize
others is also. It is necessary to foster the contrary attitude, to be attentive to others, to be
interested in the qualities of others, in the possibility of their future contributions, to learn and to
teach. It is truly advisable to count on others in everything we do in life.

